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1
Introduction

Yaşamak
Bir ağaç gibi tek ve hür

Ve bir orman gibi kardeşçesine.

To live!
Like a tree alone and free

Like a forest in brotherhood.

Nazım Hikmet RAN
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1.1 Galaxies: a Brief Introduction
The Milky Way, in which we are resident, is one of many galaxies. As
a matter of fact, the Milky Way, also called the Galaxy, is an average
member of the class of spiral galaxies.

Galaxies are gravitationally bound entities, typically consisting of stars,
interstellar matter (gas and dust), stellar remnants (white dwarfs, neu-
tron stars and black holes) and dark matter. These objects, extraordi-
narily beautiful and diverse whose nature, structure and origin have in-
trigued astronomers ever since the first galaxy images were taken (with-
out knowing their nature). C. Messier started to catalogue the fuzzy
objects which he called nebulae in the mid-eighteen century. Among
them M31, the Andromeda galaxy, is listed as 31st objects in the cata-
log. However, Messier did not determine their nature or distance.

In 1925, Edwin Hubble identified Cepheids in Andromeda. Cepheids,
which are pulsating stars, can be used as a distance indicators, because
their pulsation period is related directly to their luminosity. He derived
the distance of M31 and provided clear evidence that M31 must be extra-
galactic. His discovery fundamentally changed the view of the Universe,
which by then was believed to consist solely of the Milky Way, and opened
a new area in astronomy.

Galaxies are a diverse class of objects, and span a wide range of lumi-
nosities, sizes and masses. The classification of objects depends on the
type of observations so the first distinctive property of galaxies is their
morphology.

Hubble was the first one to classify galaxies according to their morphol-
ogy in the optical waveband. He introduced a tuning fork diagram ac-
cording to this, on which three main galaxy types (elliptical, spirals and
lenticular) exist. This tuning fork, describing schematically his galaxy
classification, is shown in Figure 1.1a.

Ellipticals are divided into subclasses according to their ellipticity (e=1-
b/a, with a and b, the semi-major and semi-minor axis, respectively),
vary from nearly circular to elongated. Ellipticals are apparently sim-
ple smooth, almost featureless systems, contain little cold gas and dust.
The class of lenticular (S0) represents the transition between ellipticals
and spirals. These galaxies are called lenticulars, because they are lentil-
shaped galaxies which are surrounded by a fainter disk without spiral
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.1 – a) Hubble’s "Tuning Fork" describing his classification
sheme based on their morphological type. b) The classification system
of Sandage & Binggeli (1984) (their Figure 1) showing the different mor-
phological types in the luminosity - morphological type plane, including
dwarf galaxies.
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arms. Proceeding further to the right on the tuning fork towards the
class of spiral galaxies, we find two subclasses: normal spirals (S’ s) and
barred spirals (SB’ s). Galaxies in each of these subclasses are classified
as a function of the brightness ratio of bulge and disk and in increasing
importance of the spiral arms, and are identified using the letter sequence
a, ab, b, c, cd and d, later m. At the very right we find the irregular
galaxies. Irregular galaxies have neither a dominating bulge nor a rota-
tionally symmetric disk and lack any obvious symmetry. Rather, their
appearance is generally patchy, dominated by a few HII regions. Hubble
did not include this class in his original sequence because he was uncer-
tain whether it should be considered an extension of any of the other
classes. Nowadays irregulars are usually included as an extension to the
spiral galaxies. Figure 1.1b shows the classification system of Sandage &
Binggeli (1984) with the different morphological types in the luminosity
morphological type plane.

The galaxies on the left side of the tuning fork are referred to as early-
type galaxies, while spirals and irregulars are also called late-type galax-
ies. Early-type galaxies are mostly made of old stars, without much star
formation, with a broad range of kinematical properties (fast to no rota-
tion), and often located in high density environment. On the other side
of the tuning fork, spiral galaxies have ongoing star formation, a larger
fraction of cold gas, kinematics dominated by rotation, and are found in
regions with a lower density of galaxies.

Since Hubble, several classification schemes have been introduced. de
Vaucouleurs (1959) revised and expanded the Hubble classification, and
put spirals in the Hubble sequence into a sub gradation by adding another
class between S0 and Sa (called S0a). When it was known that many
irregular galaxies showed weak spirals arms, he extended the sequence
with new classes, such as Scd, Sd, Sdm, Sm, Im (where the ’m’ refers to
Magellanic prototypes).

Present-day galaxies display a wide range of properties so they can be
seen as laboratories where the formation and evolution can be investi-
gated.
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1.2 Dwarf Galaxy Morphologies
Dwarf galaxies are galaxies with luminosities smaller than 5 109 L�, cor-
responding to about MB = -18. The term dwarf galaxies covers different
sub-classes, based on morphology or surface brightness. Many of these
classes have only been discovered relatively recently, because of the im-
proved observational capabilities.Their classification scheme is similar to
the Hubble classification, with just the prefix ’dwarf’ attached: dwarf
elliptical, dwarf spiral galaxies, dwarf irregular galaxies. Sometimes the
formation of a certain type of galaxy is similar to that of dwarfs of that
type, but not always.

• Dwarf Elliptical Galaxies (dEs): These galaxies are named ’el-
lipticals’ because of their smooth and elliptical appearance, which
is characterized by symmetric isophotes. They have lower surface
brightness and a lower metallicity compared to their massive el-
liptical counterparts. They cover an absolute B-magnitude range
between -15 and -18 mag. Dwarf Spheroidals (dSphs) exhibit a
still lower luminosity and surface brightness, being fainter than MB

∼ -15. Today, dSph galaxies present the faint end of dEs. Dwarf
elipticals, although mostly featureless, do still often have struc-
ture, so additional subgroups have been added, like dE(di) to refer
to dwarf ellipticals that contain disk-like features like faint spiral
arms or bars and dE(bc) for dwarfs with a blue center, dE(N) refers
to dwarf ellipticals that have a nuclear star cluster in their center
while dE(nN) refers to those that do not have a nuclear cluster
(Lisker et al. 2007).

• Blue Compact Dwarf (BCD): They are clearly bluer than other
dwarfs, even irregular galaxies. BCDs are often categorized as a
subclass of dIrr galaxies. They contain an appreciable amount of
gas, and generally show high levels of star formation, contrary to
dIrrs where stars are forming in a more extended area. Their spec-
tra show strong emission lines and blue continuum.

• Ultra Compact Dwarf (UCD): These are the most compact dwarf
galaxies with sizes similar to star clusters (Re ∼ 10-50 pc). They
are characterized by old stellar populations, are larger, brighter and
more massive than the biggest Milky Way globular clusters (GCs),
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but at the same time significantly more compact than typical dwarf
galaxies of comparable luminosity.

• Ultra Faint Dwarf (UFD): UFDs appear to be a low luminosity
subclass of classical dwarf spheroidals, with low stellar masses, and
old, metal-poor stellar populations. The kinematics of these galax-
ies indicate that they are dominated by dark matter (e.g. Simon &
Geha 2007).

• Tidal Dwarf Galaxies (TDG): They form from the tidal debris
detached from larger galaxies during tidal interactions, are not ex-
pected to have much dark matter content but they should have
ongoing star formation.

1.3 Dwarf Elliptical Galaxies (dEs)
Dwarf galaxies are low mass and low luminosity systems that have shal-
low potential wells. They have low surface brightness and exponentially
declining radial surface brightness profiles. They are the numerically
dominant galaxy class in clusters, by far outnumbering any other type
(Binggeli, Sandage & Tammann 1988). Figure 1.2 shows that the lu-
minostiy function of dEs only dominates in cluster environments. They
are found in high-density environments and are very rare in isolation
(Gavazzi et al. 2010; Geha et al. 2012; Blanton et al. 2005).

If the environment plays an important role in the formation and evolution
of galaxies, then dwarfs would be the most affected systems. Within the
dwarfs, dwarf early-type galaxies (dEs) are the most common population
of galaxies in clusters (Ferguson & Binggeli 1994), thus, they are excellent
"laboratories" to test the mechanisms acting in these regions of high
density.

The class of dEs contains a large range of internal properties and their
structures are very complicated. We know more detail about their sub-
structure which includes disks, sprial arms and irregular features. In a
series of papers, Lisker, Grebel & Binggeli (2006); Lisker et al. (2006,
2007) have proposed that the cluster dwarf galaxies population is com-
posed of different sub-categories of objects based on their features, of
which not all have been formed in the same way.

It is thought that dE’s are spiral or irregular galaxies that have been
transformed as they fall into a cluster. There are two main mechanisms
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Figure 1.2 – Luminosity function of galaxies for different Hubble types of
field galaxies (top) and galaxies in the Virgo Cluster of galaxies (bottom).
From (Binggeli, Sandage & Tammann 1988).
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proposed for this transformation of properties: harassment, i.e. the grav-
itational interaction between a galaxy and the potential of the cluster,
mostly of other galaxies (Moore, Lake & Katz 1998) and ram-pressure
stripping (Gunn & Gott 1972; Lin & Faber 1983). In a ram-pressure
stripping event the galaxy falling into the cluster loses its gas and rapidly
quenches its star formation, strongly depending on the density of the en-
vironment, but as this process does not directly affect the stars, their
angular momentum should be conserved. On the other hand, galaxy ha-
rassment is a significantly more violent process that can remove a large
fraction of the stellar mass, change the morphology of the galaxy, and
lose a substantially fraction of the angular momentum of the stars so that
disks are transformed into more spheroidal objects. For a more detailed
review on these effects, see Boselli & Gavazzi (2006, 2014).

1.3.1 Photometry

The fundamental way to study the structure of dwarfs is to use of surface-
brightness profiles. This technique of galaxy decomposition and fitting
of the light profile give us important clues to understand their scaling
relations and morphological transformations of galaxies in cluster en-
vironments. The surface-brightness of dwarf early-type galaxies is not
fitting either the Hubble’s 1/r2 (Hubble 1930) or the de Vaucouleurs’
law (de Vaucouleurs 1948). Their surface brightness is not similar to
that of massive ellipticals. The dE luminosity profiles are good described
by exponential profiles; these exponential profiles can be linked to the
evolution of spiral-irregular galaxies (Faber & Lin 1983).

A number of analyses have suggested that dwarf ellipticals do not follow
the giant elliptical scaling relations, for example the photometric relations
(eg., the colour-magnitude relation) appear to show a separation between
the two groups (de Vaucouleurs, 1961; Caldwell, 1983). Modern work
(Venhola et al. 2019, Roediger et al 2017, Hamraz et al. 2019), however
show that giants and dwarfs follow the same relation. The nucleated
early-type dwarfs’ color-magnitude diagram is different from the non-
nucleated ones (Lisker, Grebel & Binggeli, 2008). It shows that their
formation could be different from each other.

1.3.2 Spectroscopic Analysis

The kinematics of dwarf galaxies has been studied using slit spectroscopy
and Integral Field Unit (IFU) spectroscopy. First of all to determine the
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kinematic information of dwarf galaxies, we need to obtain high signal-
to-noise (S/N) spectroscopic data. For dwarfs it is not easy due to their
low surface brightness.

The kinematics of a galaxy is ordered by stellar motion that can either
be dominated by rotationally supported motion (disk-like rotation) or by
pressure supported (random orbital motions), where the velocity disper-
sion of a system is measured from the velocity broadening in the spectral
lines.

dEs in the nearby clusters show a large range of kinematics, from rota-
tionally supported systems to mostly pressure supported ones (see e.g.
Toloba et al. 2011; Ryś, Falcón-Barroso & van de Ven 2013; Toloba et al.
2015).The reason for such a large range is still being debated, and it
has to be linked to the different mechanisms involved in their formation
and/or environmental factors. Alternatively, the importance of rotation
is qualified by the parameter, λR, when a binned 2D map of IFU spec-
troscopic data is available (Emsellem et al. 2007).

Toloba et al. (2015) showed that the slow rotating dEs are mostly lo-
cated in the inner parts while the fast rotators are found in the outer
parts of the Virgo cluster. They showed also that the fast rotators are
generally of dE(di) morphological type, and that the fraction of the fast
rotators increases with decreasing galaxy surface brightness. These facts
can be explained by dwarfs that lost their angular momentum due to the
interactions that occur in a dense environment.

Some of the dEs show kinematic anomalies, also called kinematically de-
coupled cores (KDCs). KDCs could be formed before the dEs progenitors
enter a cluster environment where they come together with lower velocity
encounters in smaller groups (De Rijcke et al. 2004).

1.4 Dwarf Galaxies in the Cosmological Con-
text

If one wants to study the origin of dwarf galaxies, it is important to
also consider the cosmological context. The current view of the Universe
relies on the Big Bang which started from a single originating event, and
expanded according to the so-called ΛCDM cosmological framework. In
this theory, the Universe is homogeneous and isotropic on large scales and
is made of cold dark matter (CDM), ordinary matter, neutrinos, photons.
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According to the ΛCDM model, only some 4.9% of the total mass density
of the Universe contains ordinary matter from which visible planets, stars
and galaxies are made. The rest of the matter comprises cold, non-
interacting matter, of which only its gravitational force is known. The
dark matter (DM) collapses onto dark halos. These dark matter halos
become the seeds of galaxies. It is thought that the smallest halos were
created first, and more massive halos form from a series of mergers (White
& Rees 1978; White & Frenk 1991).

The ΛCDM model is supported by a variety of observational evidence
such as the existence and structure (and anisotropies) of the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) radiation, the Hubble expansion rate, the
large scale structure of the Universe and and the observed distribution
of lighter elements (i.e. Hydrogen, Helium, Lithium).

While the Universe expanded, the temperature and density gradually
decreased, and after the BigBang in three minutes Hydrogen, Helium
etc. were created; these are considered to be primordial elements. When
the Universe was around 400 000 years old the temperature and density
decreased enough to allow these elements to recombine with electrons
and form neutral atoms. This cosmic phase is called as the "epoch of
reionization". Over the time all other heavier elements, or metals∗ are
formed by nucleosynthesis in in the interior of stars. What we see in
the Universe today is that stellar nucleosynthesis is responsible for the
creation of almost all elements. It was first studied in the 1950’s by
Fowler and Hoyle, culminating in the B2FH (Burbidge, Burbidge, Fowler,
& Hoyle 1957) paper.

1.5 Elemental Abundances

1.5.1 The formation of the elements

Stars spend most of their lifetime on the main sequence (MS) where
they convert Hydrogen to Helium via the proton-proton chain in low
mass stars, and via proton captures by carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen
atoms (in the CNO cycles) in more massive stars. Since stars of different
masses do not produce the same amount of all elements and also different
types of supernova explosions create a different chemical signature, one
can determine from the elemental fingerprint of a star in which kind of

∗ In astronomy all elements which are heavier than helium referred to as "metals"
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environment a star was born because the exact chemical composition of a
star depends on its birth environment. In addition to this, the metallicity
of a star increases with each generation of stars, which means the older
stars will be more metal-poor. This can be used as a clock but does not
depend only time, but also on where the star formed, in higher density
or lower density regions. Also, the metallicity of the next generation of
stars can be affected by infall or outflow gas.

The chemical enrichment of the Universe as a whole is highly inhomo-
geneous. The chemical enrichment in the more luminous (and hence
more massive) galaxies is generally faster, and more efficient than in the
fainter galaxies (e.g. Tremonti et al. 2004; Lee et al. 2006; Simon &
Geha 2007; McConnachie 2012). Not only the overall metallicities, but
also the more detailed abundance patterns and chemical element ratios
are highly dependent on the chemical evolution history of the system

A short overview is given of the main element groups that are commonly
measured in stellar spectra. Figure 1.3 presents a periodic table indicat-
ing the different groups of elements.

• The Carbon Nitrogen Oxygen (CNO)-cycle: Carbon and
Oxygen is mostly produced through the fusion of α particles. The
reason these three elements are discussed together is that they are
all used as catalysts in the H-burning phase of massive stars. In
the process of turning H into He the abundances of C and (to
a much lesser extend) O decreased while N is produced. Also the
isotope ratio of C changes. Because H-burning happens deep inside
a star, the results are not directly visible since we can only measure
the chemical composition in the outer layers of the star. For the
results of the CNO-cycle to become apparent we have to wait until
the elements from the interior are brought to the surface by mixing
processes. This process generally only significantly changes the C
and N abundances. When brought to the surface these elements
can also be released in stellar winds.

• α-elements: The α-elements, such as Mg, Si, Ca, Ti, are made
out of α-particles (He-nuclei) during the various burning stages of
heavier elements in massive stars and they are blow out into the
interstellar medium by SN II explosions, which mark the end of
massive stars that explode ∼ 107 yr after their formation. Also
the element Na and Al are mostly created and dispersed in SN II,
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Figure 1.3 – The periodic of table of chemical elements for astronomers
indicating different kinds of elements, in which the processes responsible
for their origin are color-coded. Figure from Starkenburg (2011).

in the same way as α-elements, they are sometimes called “mild
α-elements” (McWilliam 1997)

• Iron-peak elements: They are created, and expelled into the
ISM during supernova explosions. Fe-peak elements are produced
during SNe Type II explosions, but are predominantly produced
and expelled into the ISM by SN Ia, supernovae thought to be due
to mass transfer and the explosion of a white dwarf in an evolved
binary with a less massive progenitor star, generally ∼ 1 Gyr after
the stars were formed.

• Neutron-capture elements: Nuclear fusion can create only
elements up to Zinc, heavier elements are produced by neutron
capture processes. These processes take place following two main
paths: the slow and the rapid neutron capture processes (s- and
r- process for short). For many elements there are two ways of
producing them, using the r- and the s-process, but the isotope
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ratios will be strongly different. The s-process occurs in low and
intermediate-mass stars at the end of their lives and in the Helium
and Carbon burning phases of more massive stars. The neutron
densities are relatively low and the time scales for n-capture are
larger than typical decay times of unstable isotopes created, so it is
called slow, while the rapid case occurs under opposite conditions.
Heavier stable nuclei are built by adding neutrons to iron. The
r-process happens in an environment with high neutron flux and
neutron-capture takes place on timescales shorter than the decay
time so that unstable isotopes can be produced before they de-
cay. Observing the relative abundances of s- and r- process nuclei
can therefore constrain the impact of AGB stars on the chemical
evolution and probe star formation timescales. Observational evi-
dence, showing high abundances of the lighter n-capture elements
(such as Sr, Y and Zr) as compared to the heavier capture ele-
ments (such as Ba and Eu), has suggested the need for a special
weak neutron-capture process, which primarily creates the lighter
elements (François et al. 2007).

1.5.2 Abundance Ratios

It has long been recognized (Tinsley 1979; Matteucci & Greggio 1986)
that the element abundance ratio [α/Fe] is a powerful estimator of the
duration of star formation events in galaxies. This is because of the
different explosion timescales and yields of different types of supernovae.

Elemental ratios of the type [α/Fe] inform us of the relative contribution
from the two types of supernovae at a given time, indicative of star
formation timescales. When the star formation rate (SFR) is high, then
the gas will reach higher [Fe/H] before the first SN Ia occurs . The
downward turn of the [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] trend seen in the resolved MW
data is known as a "knee" and is an indication of the metal enrichment
achieved up to that point in time. For instance, a lower [Fe/H] at the
knee location means lower feedback from star formation. The formation
efficiency and time scale of a stellar system can be estimated from the
position of this "knee". Because more massive stars are more efficient in
producing α-elements, at low metallicity the level of α/Fe can be used as
indicator of the mass of the stars which contributed to the enrichment
the ISM and so provides a indirect measure of the IMF. Figure 1.4 shows
how α-elements can be used to trace the IMF and SFH of a galaxy.
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Figure 1.4 – A schematic diagram of the trend of alpha-element abun-
dance with metallicity. Increased IMF and SFR affect the trend in the
directions indicated.

In the MilkyWay, a typical metal-poor halo star shows abundance ratios
[α/Fe] +0.4 (e.g., McWilliam 1997). Thick-disk stars have relatively
higher abundance ratios ([α/Fe] +0.3 to +0.4; Bensby et al. 2003, 2005;
Reddy et al. 2006) than thin-disk stars ([α/Fe] 0.0 to +0.1). Many
stars in the dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) near the Milky Way have
relatively lower [α/Fe] than the Galactic halo stars of the same metallicity
for [Fe/H] > -2.5 (Shetrone et al. 2001, 2003; Fulbright 2002; Tolstoy et
al. 2009).

Gorgas et al. (1997) made the first [α/Fe] measurement for a dE outside
the Local Group, in the Virgo cluster. They suggest that Virgo dEs are
consistent with solar [α/Fe] abundance ratios, showing a more gradual
buildup of low-mass systems.

Abundances of various elements can be measured in stars of different
ages and, due to their different nucleosynthetic origin, let us understand
which enrichment processes have been dominant at different epochs of
galaxy formation.

The formation and evolution of dEs is not known in great detail. The
most straightforward way to learn about these processes is by studying
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the present-day properties of these galaxies and their stellar populations.
Studying elemental abundances in dwarfs gives us a chance to learn about
the origin of dEs.

1.6 Stellar Populations
For unresolved stellar systems stellar population synthesis is the main
technique required to understand their formation and evolution. Through
quantitative analysis of the stellar content of galaxies one has been able
to obtain information about physical quantities such as stellar masses,
chemical abundances and star formation rates, and to look back in time
on the evolution and chemical enrichment history of galaxies. Stellar
population studies have followed two methods. First, in nearby galax-
ies the properties of individual stars can be studied through a detailed
comparison between theory and observations; this way has allowed us
to have knowledge of the star formation history of the Milky Way and
nearby Local Group galaxies. Unlike most galaxies in the Local Group,
more distant galaxies cannot be resolved into individual stars, so that
the nature of all galaxies, from about 15 Mpc until the highest redshifts,
has to be obtained from their unresolved stellar populations.

1.6.1 Resolved Stellar Population

Baade was the first to observe individual stars in M31 and M32 and to
classify stars into several populations back in the 1940’s. This work was
a milestone for stellar population studies. The study of individual stars
is the direct way to understand their nature. An efficient way to learn
about the stellar populations of galaxies is the color-magnitude diagram
(CMD). The location of any star on the CMD is depending on its mass,
age and metallicity. The SFH of galaxies can be estimated using main
sequence turn off points, position and width of the red giant branch,
and the presence of asymptotic giant branch stars (see for Gaia HRD in
Fig. 1.5). The main sequence turn off point is the best age indicator of
galaxies, hereby linking the age of the galaxy to the luminosity and mass
of the turnoff, while the red giant branch is more sensitive to the metallic-
ity of the sytems. Star formation histories of galaxies can be determined
by fitting models based on stellar evolutionary tracks to CMDs.

After the launch of the Hubble Space Telescope, the number of resolved
galaxies increased. However, even with HST one can only resolve galax-
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Figure 1.5 – Gaia HRD of sources with low extinction (E(B - V) <
0.015 mag) satisfying the filters described in Gaia Collaboration et al.
2018 (4,276,690 stars). The colour scale represents the square root of the
density of stars. From Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018).
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ies up to the Virgo cluster, where the brightest stars can be resolved.
The situation with JWST will not be much better than HST, since this
telescope, although having a larger diameter, will observe in the red and
infrared. There is hope, however, from ground-based telescopes,where
diffraction-limited imaging can be reached using adaptive optics. With
the upcoming E-ELT, with a diameter of 40m, galaxies up to about 100
Mpc will be resolved.

1.6.2 Unresolved Stellar Population

A galaxy spectrum is very powerful because it provides large amount of
information on its properties such as mass, chemical composition and
star formation history. The analysis of the spectral energy distribution
(SED) of a galaxy allows us to look back and relate the mechanisms
involved in the formation and evolution to its intrinsic properties or the
environment in which it was born.

When stars are not resolved, we can use photometric or spectroscopic
observations of integrated magnitudes, colors and spectra to research the
stellar population. The photometric method is about measuring broad-
band colors and comparing them with the colors of model populations,
while the spectroscopic method relies on the measurement of absorption
line-strengths representing relevant spectral features or on full spectral
fitting. In the following we will explain the method using absorption line
indices, which is the main technique used in this thesis.

In general, the only means available to study the stellar populations
of elliptical galaxies studies is their spectral energy distribution (SED)
which contains light from all their stars, having a range of metallicities
and ages. Single Stellar Populations (SSP), representing a generation of
coeval stars, are used to interpret the integrated light of galaxies and
estimate their ages and metallicities. This method was introduced in the
pioneering work by Tinsley (1972) is still commonly in use and is defined
as

fSSP (t, Z) =

∫ mu(t)

ml

fstar(t, Z,m)Φ(m)dm, (1.1)

where, fstar(t ,Z ,m) is the flux emitted by a star of mass m , metallicity
Z and age t , which is integrated between a lower ml and upper mu(t)
mass, and Φ(m) is the IMF. ml is also time-dependent, but only weakly
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so.

The general approach is to study the unresolved light coming from the
contribution of the different populations to the integrated spectra. This
can be predicted using the population synthesis models. All methods
dealing with unresolved stellar populations are based on comparison of
observations and models: empirical or theoretical. These models can be
either based on purely theoretical stellar spectra (e.g. Schiavon & Faber
2000; Coelho et al. 2007) or from empirical data of a well-defined sample
of stars (e.g. Peletier 1989; Vazdekis 1999; Bruzual & Charlot 2003;
Vazdekis et al. 2003; Maraston 2005; (Schiavon 2007); Conroy, Gunn
& White 2009; Conroy & Gunn 2010; Vazdekis et al. 2010; Maraston
& Stromback 2011; Conroy & van Dokkum 2012a). The most often
used large spectral libraries of stars, covering a considerable range of
atmospheric parameters, are ELODIE (Prugniel & Soubiran, 2001) and
MILES (Sanchez-Blazquez et al., 2006c).

The study of Worthey et al. (1994) presented one of the most detailed
early analyses of galaxy spectra, defining a set of indices (Lick indices)
measuring the strength of optical features, and applying evolutionary
synthesis to these. Grids of models for a wide set of ages and metallicities
are studied. It was shown that exploiting different sets of indices gave a
possibility to break the effects of age and metallicity.

Defining both an age and a metallicity of a galaxy, or even of an SSP, is
harder than it looks. Galaxy colors become redder as the galaxy ages be-
cause more stars move to the giant branch, and also for increasing metal-
licities, since the effective temperatures of most stars decrease because
of increasing opacities in the stellar photosphere. Population synthesis
models often show the presence of a degeneracy between age and metal-
licity, i.e. that one cannot find out whether a red colour alone is due to
old stars or to high metallicity. It is difficult to overcome this degeneracy
with the models alone. However, there are ways to break the degeneracy.
For spectra covering only a small range in wavelength, very sophisticated
indices have been developed maximizing age-sensitivity while minimizing
the sensitivity to metallicity (e.g. Vazdekis & Arimoto 1999).

The aim of the line-strength technique is to measure individual absorp-
tion features which are sensitive to one or more parameters of the in-
tegrated stellar population (e.g. age, metallicity, elemental abundances,
IMF slope). These measurements are applied on a narrow range of a
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spectrum in which a feature with a width of a few Å is centered on a
particular absorption line. The index, labeled as i, expressed in Å, is
usually defined as

Ii =

∫ λ2

λ1

(
1− FI,λ

FC,λ

)
dλ, (1.2)

where FI ,λ represents the measured flux over the feature in the wave-
length range from λ1 to λ2, and FC ,λ represents the straight line con-
necting the mid-points of the side-band pseudo-continuum fluxes (e.g.
Worthey 1994).

Some indices are defined in a logarithmic way. These so-called molecular
features have the following definition:

Ii = −2.5 log

[(
1

λ1 − λ2

)∫ λ2

λ1

(
1− FI,λ

FC,λ

)
dλ

]
. (1.3)

1.7 This Thesis
In this Ph.D thesis, we define the physical properties of dEs by focusing
on their elemental abundances and stellar populations as analysed using
integral field unit and long-slit spectroscopy. The aim of this work is to
help a better and more complete understanding of star formation histories
of dwarf ellipticals using abundance ratios. For local group galaxies, this
method has been shown to be very powerful (see e.g. Tolstoy et al. 2009).
For example, the [α/Fe] ratio can show whether star formation has been
fast (like in our halo) or slow, as is the case in the disk. Abundance ratios
of other elements can give more details of the IMF of the stars responsible
for the chemical enrichment of the galaxy, and the interaction history.

Chemical abundances provide us with information about the stellar popu-
lations. Stellar population studies show that dEs have on average younger
ages and a lower metal content as expected from the metallicity lumi-
nosity relation (Michielsen et al. 2008; Skillman et al. 1989). However,
recent studies show that stellar populations in dEs show indications of
both young and old ages and varied gradients (e.g. Koleva et al. (2009,
2011); Ryś & Falcón-Barroso (2012)). But these results lead to a lot
of open questions. What are their star formation histories? Do dwarf
ellipticals always contain an underlying old population, with a relatively
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small fraction of more recently formed stars? What are the scaling rela-
tions for dwarf galaxies, such as index - index and line strength - stellar
mass relations?

We investigate the open questions of the dwarf galaxy evolution using
spectral analysis obtained using by long-slit and IFU. These data allow
us to obtain abundance ratios for a number of elements which have never
been studied before for dEs outside the Local Group.

We determine abundance ratios of 37 dEs in the Virgo cluster. We present
their ages, metallicity and abundance ratios for Na, Mg and Ca. We dis-
cuss their possible formation relations (Chapter 2). For various elements
we want to investigate in detail their elemental abundance, so we need to
high-resolution spectral indices. We define a new set of high-resolution
indices, analogous to the Lick indices and investigate the dependence
of the line indices on alpha enhancement (Chapter 3). We perform a
detailed stellar population of 8 dEs in Fornax cluster using the newly
defined line indices of Chapter 3 and measured their abundance ratios
(Chapter 4). In Chapter 5, we present a general overview of our results,
conclusions based on the previous chapters, and discuss of the future
prospects.
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Abstract
We determine abundance ratios of 37 dwarf ellipticals (dEs) in the nearby
Virgo cluster. This sample is representative of the early-type population
of galaxies in the absolute magnitude range -19.0 < Mr < -16.0. We
analyze their absorption line-strength indices by means of index-index
diagrams and scaling relations and use the stellar population models to
interpret them. We present ages, metallicities and abundance ratios ob-
tained from these dEs within an aperture size of Re/8. We calculate
[Na/Fe] from NaD, [Ca/Fe] from Ca4227 and [Mg/Fe] from Mgb. We
find that [Na/Fe] is under-abundant with respect to solar while [Mg/Fe]
is around solar. This is exactly opposite to what is found for giant ellipti-
cals, but follows the trend with metallicity found previously for the For-
nax dwarf NGC 1396. We discuss possible formation scenarios that can
result in such elemental abundance patterns and we speculate that dEs
have disk-like SFH favouring them to originate from late-type dwarfs or
small spirals. Na-yields appear to be very metal-dependent, in agreement
with studies of giant ellipticals, probably due to the large dependence on
the neutron-excess in stars. We conclude that dEs have undergone a
considerable amount of chemical evolution, they are therefore not uni-
formly old, but have extended SFH, similar to many of the Local Group
galaxies.

Keywords Keywords: galaxies: dwarf elliptical — galaxies: evolution —
galaxies: individual (Virgo) — galaxies: abundances ratios — galaxies:
stellar populations
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2.1 Introduction
Early-type dwarf galaxies (dEs) play a key role in understanding galaxy
cluster evolution. dEs¶¶¶, the low luminosity (MB > -18) and low surface
brightness (µB > 22 mag arcsec−2) population of the Early Type Galaxy
(ETGs) class are found in high-density environments and are very rare
in isolation (Gavazzi et al. 2010; Geha et al. 2012; Blanton et al. 2005).
dEs are found abundantly in groups and clusters of galaxies where they
dominate in numbers (Binggeli, Sandage & Tammann 1988).

The Lambda cold dark matter (CDM) hierarchical merging scenario pre-
dicts that CDM haloes are formed because of gravitational instabilities
and evolve hierarchically via mergers (White & Rees 1978; Frenk et al.
1988; White & Frenk 1991; Lacey & Cole 1993; Cole et al. 2000). These
models predict that dwarf-size dark matter haloes form first and then
merge forming more massive haloes.

The class of dEs contains objects covering a wide range of internal prop-
erties, with sometimes rather complicated structures. Taking advantage
of deep photometric studies, we know that several of them contain sub-
structures such as disks, sprial arms and irregular features (e.g. Jer-
jen, Kalnajs & Binggeli 2000; Barazza, Binggeli & Jerjen 2002; Geha,
Guhathakurta & van der Marel 2003; Graham & Guzmán 2003; De Ri-
jcke et al. 2003; Lisker, Grebel & Binggeli 2006; Ferrarese et al. 2006;
Janz et al. 2012, 2014). Apart from this, dEs also show a complicated
variety of internal kinematics and dynamics. dEs with similar photo-
metric properties can have different stellar populations (Michielsen et al.
2008; Paudel et al. 2010; Koleva et al. 2009, 2011; Ryś et al. 2015) and
different rotation speeds (Pedraz et al. 2002; Simien & Prugniel 2002;
Geha, Guhathakurta & van der Marel 2002, 2003; van Zee, Barton &
Skillman 2004; Chilingarian 2009; Toloba et al. 2009, 2011, 2014b, 2015;
Koleva et al. 2009, 2011; Ryś, Falcón-Barroso & van de Ven 2013; Ryś,
van de Ven & Falcón-Barroso 2014).

Kormendy (1985) suggested that dEs developed their spheroidal non-star
forming appearance, that is probably highly flattened (Lisker, Grebel &
Binggeli 2006; Lisker et al. 2007), during a transformation from a late-
type galaxy that fell into a cluster; it is thought that this transformation
¶¶¶ The term dE has traditionally been used to refer to dwarf elliptical galaxies,

whereas we loosely use the term here to include dwarf ellipticals and dwarf lentic-
ulars (dS0).
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is induced by the environment because the morphology-density relation
largely depends on the environment (e.g. Boselli & Gavazzi 2014).

Processes for that transformation include ram-pressure stripping (Gunn
& Gott 1972; Lin & Faber 1983) and galaxy harassment(Moore, Lake
& Katz 1998). Ram-pressure stripping should be able to remove the
galaxy’s remaining gas from the system on short time scales, so that star
formation stops quickly. The effect of ram pressure stripping depends
strongly on the density of the environment and it is expected that their
angular momentum and structure should be preserved (Ryś, van de Ven
& Falcón-Barroso 2014) while galaxy harassment by tidal interactions
between a galaxy and the potential of the cluster can heat up the object,
increasing the velocity dispersion, slow its rotation down and remove
stellar mass so that disks are transformed into more spheroidal objects
(Moore, Lake & Katz 1998). In this case, a galaxy can lose some of its
intrinsic angular momentum. For a more detailed review on these effects,
see Boselli & Gavazzi (2006, 2014).

How exactly ram pressure stripping and harassment transform objects is
still rather unclear. Ryś, Falcón-Barroso & van de Ven (2013) concluded
that a transformation mechanism should be able to not only lower the
angular momentum but also increase the stellar concentration of dEs
compared to their presumed progenitors. Toloba et al. (2015) show that
even a combination of these two mechanisms can not easily remove all of
the angular momentum, something which is needed to explain some ob-
servations. Since ram pressure stripping is happening on short timescales,
it might be a standard mechanism to transform late type star-forming
galaxies into dwarf early-type galaxies. After being in the cluster for a
long time, the galaxy goes through its center several times, during which
it can heat up, lose stellar rotation and also lose its disky structure.
Since fast rotators in the outer parts of the cluster are rotating faster
than the fast rotators found in the inner part of the cluster (Toloba et al.
2014a, here after T14), Springel et al. (2005) suggested that clusters were
formed by the accretion of small groups of galaxies. According to this
scenario, the properties of slow and non-rotating dEs in the center of the
cluster can be explained as well as the existence of kinematically decou-
pled cores observed in some of the SMAKCED (Stellar content, MAss
and Kinematics of Cluster Early-type Dwarfs) dEs (Toloba et al. 2014b)
Therefore, galaxy clusters, as a place with many dwarf ellipticals with
a range of environmental properties, are excellent places to study the
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evolution and formation of the dEs.

Not only can be used the morphology, or their kinematics, to study
the evolution of galaxies: more detailed information can be obtained by
studying the stellar populations, since the distribution of ages, metallici-
ties and abundance ratios provide important information that can be used
to study the evolutionary history of galaxies since chemical abundances
of the gas are locked into the stars when they form. This information
can be obtained via two general techniques. The first is by studying ages
and abundances from observations of individual stars, which can be done
for nearby galaxies where individual stars can be resolved. The second
is by studying the integrated light from more distant galaxies to derive
star formation histories and abundance distributions. This second tech-
nique is the only one currently available for galaxies at the distance of
the Virgo cluster (16.5 Mpc, Mei et al. 2007).

A non-trivial problem when analyzing the spectra of galaxies is the degen-
eracy between age and metallicity. One can break the age-metallicity de-
generacy using a wide wavelength baseline, a combination of line indices,
and accurate data. These then are compared to evolutionary stellar pop-
ulation models (e.g., Vazdekis 1999; Bruzual & Charlot 2003; Thomas,
Maraston & Bender 2003; Maraston 2005; Schiavon 2007; Maraston et al.
2009; Vazdekis et al. 2010; Conroy & van Dokkum 2012).

By comparing model predictions with observational galaxy parameters
age and metallicity distributions of the stars in that galaxy can be ob-
tained. One can compare observations with models of a single age and
metallicity, obtaining SSP-equivalent parameters. More complicated ap-
proaches, (e.g. STECKMAP (Ocvirk et al. 2006), STARLIGHT (Cid
Fernandes et al. 2005)) provide full star formation histories. A problem
still remains the unicity of the solutions. As a rule of thumb one can say
that the larger the wavelength range is, the more unique the solution.

Stellar population studies show that dEs have on average a lower metal
content than giant ellipticals, as expected from the metallicity-luminosity
relation (Michielsen et al. 2008; Skillman, Kennicutt & Hodge 1989;
Sybilska et al. 2017). Their ages are somewhat younger on average.
However, recent studies show that the stellar populations of dEs show
indications of both young and old ages and a range in gradients (e.g.
Koleva et al. 2009, 2011; den Brok et al. 2011; Ryś et al. 2015). Studies
about detailed abundance ratios in dEs are scarce. Gorgas et al. (1997);
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Michielsen et al. (2008) and Sybilska et al. (2017) show that [Mg/Fe] is
similar to solar, lower than what is found in giant ellipticals. [Mg/Fe]
can, however provide important information about the formation of a
galaxy. Individual galaxy abundances are the result of chemical evolu-
tion, involving element enrichment in stars, supernova explosions and
galactic winds from e.g. AGB stars. As a result, the measurement of
abundances of many elements can give us a very detailed picture of the
formation and evolution of a galaxy (see e.g. Tolstoy, Hill & Tosi 2009
for Local group galaxies). We often call this way of studying galaxies
galactic archaeology.

Measured abundances of various elements allow us in principle to under-
stand which enrichment processes have been dominant at different epochs
of galaxy formation because of their different nucleosynthetic origin. It is
thought that a group of lighter elements, the so called α-elements, such
as O and Mg, are produced by type II supernovae, supernovae originated
from massive stars, which therefore occur on short timescales (Worthey,
Faber, & Gonzalez 1992). Most of the Fe, on the other hand, is predom-
inantly produced by a different group of supernovae, those of type Ia,
which occur on a much longer timescale. As a result, elemental ratios of
[α/Fe] give us information about the relative contribution from the two
types of supernovae at a given time, i.e., about the timescale of star for-
mation. The observed correlation of [α/Fe] abundance ratio and galaxy
mass is an indication of the downsizing (Vazdekis, Trujillo, & Yamada
2004; Nelan et al. 2005; Thomas et al. 2005).

For dEs, Gorgas et al. (1997), measured that Virgo dEs are consistent
with solar [α/Fe] abundance ratio and showed that star formation must
have happened on longer time scales in these systems. Several works
confirmed these results and found that dEs have younger ages and lower
metallicities than normal Es (Geha, Guhathakurta & van der Marel 2003;
van Zee, Barton & Skillman 2004).

Interpretation of abundance ratios of other elements is more complicated,
and has been limited mostly to the Local Group. They are also used to
obtain a more detailed picture and information on the IMF and SFH
(McWilliam 1997). In dEs, at the moment, very little information is
available on abundance ratios of elements (apart fromMg and Fe), mainly
because of the lack of high S/N spectra, but also because of the lack of
methods to analyse them. Since this has changed in recent years, we have
been able to start a program to obtain and analyze abundance ratios in
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dwarf ellipticals. The results on the pilot galaxy NGC 1396 are presented
in Mentz et al. (2016). In the current paper a sample of 37 galaxies from
the SMAKCED sample is analyzed.

To determine the abundance ratios from integrated spectra, we use the
hybrid model calibration by Conroy, Graves, & van Dokkum (2014)(CvD
hereafter). They calculate spectra using standard stellar population mod-
els with solar abundance ratios, which are modified by using theoretical
responses of spectra to abundance ratio variations, following a method
developed by Walcher et al. (2009). Here, we will study the abundance
ratios of a few elements in dwarf ellipticals, obtaining data which allow
us to compare the formation history of dEs with those of giant ellipticals,
the Milky Way, and other galaxies of the Local Group.

We will focus on the Na doublet absorption features in the optical wave-
length range at 5890 and 5896 Å (NaD hereafter) and the Ca4227 line-
strength indices, to study the abundances of Na and Ca, as well as the
better studied Mg. Although interpreting the observational results is at
present extremely difficult, already many conclusions can be derived by
comparing them to other types of galaxies.

This work is part of the SMAKCED project, aimed at studying the nature
of dEs in the Virgo Cluster. More details about the galaxies discussed
here, and their properties, can be found in the other SMAKCED papers
(Janz et al. 2012, 2014; Toloba et al. 2014b,a, 2015). In Toloba et al.
(2014a) a description is given of the spectroscopic part of the survey, while
the H-band photometry is described in Janz et al. (2014). In Toloba et al.
(2014a), kinematics of two dEs are presented that show kinematically
decoupled cores. In Toloba et al. (2015) the stellar kinematics of dEs is
presented as a function of projected distance to the center of the Virgo
cluster.

The Virgo cluster is an ideal laboratory to study dEs because it contains
hundreds of them, is close enough to resolve their detailed structure,
and is a dynamically young cluster that is still evolving today (Binggeli,
Popescu & Tammann 1993; Boselli et al. 2014). In this paper we focus
on the abundance ratio distribution of dEs and compare them with other
types of galaxies.
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2.1.1 Outline

The outline of this paper is as follows. In §2.2, we present the general
properties of our samples, the observations, and the main data reduction
steps. We describe the measurements of age-sensitive and metallicity-
sensitive Lick indices in §2.2.1. Subsequently, in §2.3 we derive the ages
and metallicity based on the Lick indices and the abundance ratios. In
§2.4, our results are summarized and discussed. In §2.5, conclusions are
given. The Appendix §2.A we present the discussion of the Ca abun-
dances.

2.2 Observations and Data Reduction
Our sample consists of 37 galaxies, the full spectroscopic sample of the
SMAKCED project. For each of them, we obtained data suitable for
a detailed stellar population study, with relatively high spectral resolu-
tion and high signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. Two galaxies in the sample
(VCC1684, VCC2083) were not included, since no ages could be deter-
mined because of lack of observed Balmer lines.

The spectroscopic data were obtained at three different telescopes. Twenty
six dEs were observed at the 4.2m WHT telescope using the double-arm
ISIS spectrograph, of which the blue-arm covered the wavelength range
4200 - 5000 Å and the red-arm covered the wavelength range 5500 - 6700
Å . Ten dEs were observed at the 2.5m INT telescope using the IDS
spectrograph covering the wavelength range 4600 - 5600 Å , while the
remaining three dEs were observed at the 8m VLT telescope using the
FORS2 spectrograph that covers the wavelength range 4500 - 5600 Å .

Table 4.1 summarizes the main properties of these 37 dEs (see also T14).

The data were reduced following the standard procedure for long-slit
spectra using the package REDUCEME (Cardiel 1999). Details on sam-
ple selection, observations and data reduction are presented in T14.
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Table 2.1 – Properties of the SMAKCED dEs. Column 1: galaxy name.
Columns 2 and 3: right ascension and declination in J 2000. Columns
4 and 5: r-band magnitude (in the AB system) and half-light radius by
Janz & Lisker (2008, 2009). Column 6: velocity dispersion.

Galaxy RA DEC Mr Re σe
(J2000) (J2000) (mag) (arcsec) (km/s)

VCC0009 12:09:22.25 13:59:32.74 -18.2 37.2 26.0±3.9
VCC0021 12:10:23.15 10:11:19.04 -17.1 15.2 28.9±2.9
VCC0033 12:11:07.79 14:16:29.19 -16.9 09.8 20.8±4.9
VCC0170 12:15:56.34 14:26:00.33 -17.6 31.3 26.6±4.6
VCC0308 12:18:50.90 07:51:43.38 -18.0 18.6 24.1±2.4
VCC0389 12:20:03.29 14:57:41.70 -18.1 18.0 30.9±1.2
VCC0397 12:20:12.18 06:37:23.51 -16.8 13.6 35.7±1.9
VCC0437 12:20:48.10 17:29:16.00 -18.0 29.5 40.9±4.0
VCC0523 12:22:04.14 12:47:14.60 -18.7 26.1 42.2±1.0
VCC0543 12:22:19.54 14:45:38.59 -17.8 23.6 35.1±1.4
VCC0634 12:23:20.01 15:49:13.25 -18.5 37.2 31.3±1.6
VCC0750 12:24:49.58 06:45:34.49 -17.0 19.5 43.5±2.9
VCC0751 12:24:48.30 18:11:47.00 -17.5 12.3 32.1±2.4
VCC0781 12:25:15.17 12:42:52.59 -17.2 13.4 38.0±2.8
VCC0794 12:25:22.10 16:25:47.00 -17.3 37.0 29.0±3.9
VCC0856 12:25:57.93 10:03:13.54 -17.8 16.5 31.3±4.1
VCC0917 12:26:32.39 13:34:43.54 -16.6 09.9 28.4±1.4
VCC0940 12:26:47.07 12:27:14.17 -17.4 19.8 40.4±1.3
VCC0990 12:27:16.94 16:01:27.92 -17.5 10.2 38.7±1.3
VCC1010 12:27:27.39 12:17:25.09 -18.4 22.2 44.6±0.9
VCC1087 12:28:14.90 11:47:23.58 -18.6 35.4 42.0±1.5
VCC1122 12:28:41.71 12:54:57.08 -17.2 17.3 32.1±1.7
VCC1183 12:29:22.51 11:26:01.73 -17.9 21.1 44.3±2.4
VCC1261 12:30:10.32 10:46:46.51 -18.5 23.8 44.8±1.4
VCC1304 12:30:39.90 15:07:46.68 -16.9 16.5 25.9±2.7
VCC1355 12:31:20.21 14:06:54.93 -17.6 30.3 20.3±4.7
VCC1407 12:32:02.73 11:53:24.46 -17.0 12.1 31.9±2.1
VCC1431 12:32:23.41 11:15:46.94 -17.8 09.8 52.4±1.6
VCC1453 12:32:44.22 14:11:46.17 -17.9 18.9 35.6±1.4
VCC1528 12:33:51.61 13:19:21.03 -17.5 09.6 47.0±1.4

. . .
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Table 2.1 – (continued)

Galaxy RA DEC Mr Re σe
(J2000) (J2000) (mag) (arcsec) (km/s)

VCC1549 12:34:14.83 11:04:17.51 -17.3 12.1 36.7±2.3
VCC1695 12:36:54.85 12:31:11.93 -17.7 24.0 24.4±2.2
VCC1861 12:40:58.57 11:11:04.34 -17.9 19.0 31.3±1.5
VCC1895 12:41:51.97 09:24:10.28 -17.0 16.3 23.8±3.0
VCC1910 12:42:08.67 11:45:15.19 -17.9 13.4 37.0±1.2
VCC1912 12:42:09.07 12:35:47.93 -17.9 22.5 36.0±1.5
VCC1947 12:42:56.34 03:40:35.78 -17.6 09.3 48.3±1.3

2.2.1 Line-strength measurements

Observed spectral data can be studied either by fitting the full spectrum
or by focusing on selected line indices. In this work we study selected
line indices. We measured Lick indices (Worthey et al. 1994) in the
LIS-5 Å flux calibrated system (Vazdekis et al. 2010). The new Line
Index System (LIS) has numerous advantages over the Lick system. It is
defined at three different resolutions, namely 5.0 Å, 8.4 Å, and 14.0 Å.
As such, it is particularly useful for analyzing small galaxies and globular
clusters. As the resolution of the Lick/IDS library (FWHM ∼ 8-11 Å)
is much lower than what is available with our high resolution spectra,
we broadened the spectra to the LIS-5 Å system. The LIS-5 Å system
choice expresses a factor of 2 improvement in resolution over Lick/IDS
system. Also, the fact that the LIS system is flux calibrated, makes it
easier to reproduce data from other authors.

The spectra were broadened to the LIS-5 Å system taking into account
the velocity dispersion of the spectra. This ensures that every galaxy
spectrum has the same spectral resolution, which is important and nec-
essary to compare them with each other.

We measured a total of 23 Lick indices ((Faber et al. 1985; Gorgas et al.
1993; Worthey et al. 1994), Worthey & Ottaviani 1997). In this paper
we use HγF, Hβ, Fe4383, Fe4531, Fe5270, Fe5335, Fe5406, Fe5709, Mgb,
Ca4227 and NaD. The summary of the indices used are tabulated Ta-
ble 2.2. However, because of the different wavelength range covered by
our spectra, not all lines are used for all galaxies. Galaxies observed at
the VLT do not cover the HγF, Fe4383 and NaD lines. Also, in some
spectra which are obtained by WHT, Hβ is located at the end of the
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Table 2.2 – A summary of the indices used

Telescope WHT INT and VLT

Age indicator HγF Hβ
Metal indicator Fe4383, Fe4531 Fe4531, Fe5270, Fe5335

Fe5709 Fe 5406, Fe5709, Mgb
Na abundances NaD . . .
Ca abundances Ca4227 . . .
Mg abundance . . . Mgb

spectrum, and since the spectra suffer from vignetting there, we could
not determine this index here. In Table 2.3 and Table 2.4, we show the
line-strength index measurements for each galaxy used.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Derived ages and metallicities

Luminosity-weighted ages and metallicities are estimated using age-sensitive
(Hβ andHγF) and metallicity-sensitive (Fe4383, Fe4531, Fe5270, Fe5335,
Fe5406, Fe5709 and Mgb) Lick spectral indices (Worthey 1994) measured
in the LIS-5 Å system (Vazdekis et al. 2010). For this we used an MCMC
(Markov Chain Monte Carlo) code to derive the age and metallicity of
the best fitting MILES single stellar population model.

We estimate the best luminosity weighted age and metallicity from all
available index-index combinations by effectively computing the "dis-
tance" from our measured indices to all predicted values on the model
grids, and finding the age and metallicity combination with the mini-
mum total distance. The age and metallicity values for each index-index
diagram and associated uncertainties were derived using 1000 MCMC it-
eration of the fit. To reduce the effects of the grid discretization, the two
relevant parameters (e.g. age and metallicity) were interpolated. Uncer-
tainties were calculated by performing Monte Carlo simulations, making
use of the observational error in each index. In Table 2.5 we list the best
fitting parameters for ages and metallicities that are determined using
combinations of all age sensitive lines and all metal indicators.
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Fig. 2.1, 2.3 and 2.4 show index-index plots where we have restricted the
age to the interval 1.0 - 14.0 Gyr, and the metallicity range from -1.76
to 0.26, which include the range covered by the galaxies in our sample.
We use the solar-scaled theoretical isochrones in the model grids from
Vazdekis et al. (2010) in Fig. 2.1 - 2.4.

2.3.2 Elemental abundance ratios

To calculate the abundance ratios [E/Fe] from the indices we first calcu-
late age and metallicity as described above, assuming that the galaxies
can be represented by an SSP model. We then measure the difference
between the observed index related to the element E and the index value
expected from stellar population models for the age and metallicity that
we measure for the galaxy, and divide this difference by the sensitivity
of the index to variations in [E/Fe] (equation 1). For Na (NaD) and Mg
(Mgb) we use the Na-MILES model of (La Barbera et al. 2017) based
on Teramo isochrones, with variable Mg and Na abundance ratios, and
with a (standard) bimodal IMF with Γb=1.3. Unfortunately, Mgb was
measured only in a few galaxies, those observed with the VLT and the
INT. For Ca, we do the same using the Ca4227 index. The problem
here is that for this element no stellar population models are available.
The only available model, by CvD, has solar metallicity, and a fixed, old,
age of 13.5 Gyr, which is different from the ages and metallicities of the
objects we discuss here. In this paper we will use this latter model, but
move the analysis and discussion to Appendix A, since we do not know
how appropriate this is.

So, for element E based on index i the elemental abundance ratios were
calculated using

[Ei/Fe] =
iobserved − imodel

∆imodel

∆[Ei/Fe]model

. (2.1)

where, iobserved is the value of the index measured from the observations,
imodel is the index expected from the model and Ei is the elemental abun-
dance.

In Table 2.5, we provide the elemental abundances for each galaxy deter-
mined according to the procedure described above. The spectral range
covered allowed the measurement of [Ca/Fe] and [Na/Fe] for most galax-
ies that are observed by WHT, and [Mg/Fe] for some that are observed
by INT and VLT. We do not have galaxies for which all three abundance
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Figure 2.1 – Spectral index-index diagrams used to estimate the stellar
populations using solar-scaled theoretical isochrone grids with IMF slope
of 1.3 from Vazdekis et al. (2010) in the system LIS-5 Å, solid lines
indicate constant age 1.0, 2.0, 3.5, 5.5, 10.0 and 14.0 Gyr, respectively
while dotted lines indicate constant [M/H] -1.76, -1.26, -0.65, -0.35, +0.06
and +0.26, respectively.
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Figure 2.2 – Spectral index-index diagrams used to estimate the stellar
populations using solar-scaled theoretical isochrone grids, Models from
Vazdekis et al. 2010. Constant age and [M/H] as in Fig. 2.1.
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ratios have been measured.

To establish the reliability of these abundance ratios, we made a compar-
ison of the sensitivity of ∆NaD to variations in [Na/Fe] and ∆Mgb to
variations in [Mg/Fe] between the SSP models of CvD and MILES. For
a meaningful comparison, we have computed some additional α enhance-
ment SSP models for a total metallicity of [M/H]=0.3 (for [Fe/H] 0.0,
from equation 4 of Vazdekis et al. 2012). For the Na comparison, a Na-
MILES model (La Barbera et al. 2017) is computed for the same age and
metallicity as CvD.

We find that the Na-MILES model give a slightly larger sensitivity for Na
than the one of CvD and that we get similar results from both CvD and
MILES for Mgb. Note, however, that the sensitivities vary considerably
when going to lower ages and metallicities.

We report the values of the ∆NaD and ∆Mgb variations as a function
of these elemental abundance ratios for models with different ages and
metallicities in Table 2.6. When we compare the sensitivities at the same
age, we find that the NaD sensitivity generally increases with metallicity,
while the one for Mgb generally decreases. When one increases the age,
both sensitivities tend to increase.

2.4 Discussion

We present ages, metallicities and abundance ratios obtained for 37 dEs
within an aperture size of Re/8. This aperture size is commonly used
in conventional long-slit studies. The radius has been chosen to pro-
vide a measure of the stellar populations in the central regions of these
galaxies, in a region with a constant relative size. Following the classifica-
tion of Lisker, Grebel & Binggeli (2006); Lisker et al. (2006, 2007) using
high-pass filtered Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; Adelman-McCarthy
et al. 2006), 36 of the galaxies of our sample are classified as nucleated.
VCC0021 and VCC1431 are galaxies with large blue core. All the anal-
ysis comes from the central regions, in which the nuclear cluster’s light
is contributing significantly. The resulting abundance ratios can thus
provide insight about the luminosity-weighted stellar population in this
region. Although we could have tried to derive two-burst or more com-
plicated Star Formation Histories, it would have been very hard with the
current low-resolution data to be able to distinguish between a one- or
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Figure 2.3 – Example of a spectral index-index diagram for HγF versus
NaD, showing that the NaD values are much lower than the predicted
by models. Models from Vazdekis et al. 2010. Constant age and [M/H]
as in Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.4 – Example of spectral index-index diagram for HγF versus
Ca4227, showing that the Ca4227 values are slightly higher than pre-
dicted by models. Models from Vazdekis et al. 2010. Constant age and
[M/H] as in Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.5 – Mg and Na abundances as a function of metallicity [Fe/H].
Blue pluses are the Milky Way stars from Venn et al. (2004), red crosses
are from the Fornax local dwarf from Letarte et al. (2010) and Shetrone
et al. (2003), green asterisks are the LMC red giants from Pompéia et al.
(2008), purple triangles are giant ellipticals from Conroy, Graves & van
Dokkum (2014), orange circles are various radial bins of the NGC1396
in the Fornax cluster from Mentz et al. (2016) and black circles are the
dEs in Virgo cluster analyzed here.
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Table 2.5 – Elemental abundances, metallicity and ages. Column 1:
galaxy name. Column 2 and 3: measurement of [Ca/Fe] and [Na/Fe] for
galaxies that are observed with the WHT. Column 4: measurement of
[Mg/Fe] for galaxies that are observed using the INT and VLT. Column
5 and 6: metallicity [M/H] and logarithmic ages in Gyr with errors.

Galaxy [Ca/Fe] [Na/Fe] [Mg/Fe] [Fe/H] log age (Gyr)
VCC0009 0.05 -0.52 . . . -1.06 ±0.15 0.94 ±0.03
VCC0021 . . . . . . 0.03 -1.17 ±0.18 0.20 ±0.07
VCC0033 0.32 -0.57 . . . -1.00 ±0.01 0.83 ±0.17
VCC0170 0.17 -0.32 . . . -1.05 ±0.08 0.47 ±0.09
VCC0308 0.14 -0.24 . . . -0.40 ±0.24 0.34 ±0.04
VCC0389 0.15 -0.23 . . . -0.37 ±0.16 0.70 ±0.04
VCC0397 0.05 -0.20 . . . 0.06 ±0.35 0.23 ±0.04
VCC0437 0.12 -0.06 . . . -0.71 ±0.01 0.98 ±0.07
VCC0523 0.17 -0.33 . . . -0.19 ±0.29 0.41 ±0.03
VCC0543 0.21 -0.17 . . . -0.44 ±0.07 0.83 ±0.05
VCC0634 0.30 . . . . . . -0.93 ±0.35 0.84 ±0.30
VCC0750 0.13 -0.24 . . . -0.47 ±0.10 0.62 ±0.06
VCC0751 0.45 . . . . . . -0.93 ±0.36 0.85 ±0.29
VCC0781 0.11 . . . . . . -0.90 ±0.24 0.84 ±0.30
VCC0794 0.25 -0.31 . . . -0.81 ±0.03 0.90 ±0.08
VCC0856 . . . . . . 0.05 -0.64 ±0.31 0.92 ±0.16
VCC0917 0.08 -0.43 . . . -0.47 ±0.12 0.69 ±0.05
VCC0940 . . . . . . 0.40 -0.97 ±0.35 0.84 ±0.29
VCC0990 . . . . . . 0.07 -0.23 ±0.12 0.43 ±0.08
VCC1010 0.18 -0.07 . . . -0.31 ±0.10 0.94 ±0.03
VCC1087 0.35 . . . . . . -0.94 ±0.25 0.84 ±0.30
VCC1122 0.27 . . . . . . -0.93 ±0.30 0.85 ±0.29
VCC1183 . . . . . . 0.15 -0.26 ±0.02 0.67 ±0.11
VCC1261 . . . . . . 0.04 -0.33 ±0.13 0.52 ±0.06
VCC1304 0.15 0.06 . . . -0.68 ±0.10 0.55 ±0.07
VCC1355 0.34 -0.32 . . . -0.64 ±0.01 0.75 ±0.12
VCC1407 0.11 -0.27 . . . -0.73 ±0.07 0.95 ±0.05
VCC1431 . . . . . . 0.11 -0.49 ±0.02 1.07 ±0.06
VCC1453 0.23 -0.15 . . . -0.27 ±0.13 0.76 ±0.05
VCC1528 0.14 -0.05 . . . -0.25 ±0.05 0.79 ±0.06
VCC1549 . . . . . . 0.08 -0.41 ±0.09 1.04 ±0.09
VCC1695 0.15 -0.21 . . . -0.40 ±0.22 0.39 ±0.05
VCC1861 0.38 . . . . . . -0.90 ±0.57 0.85 ±0.29
VCC1895 0.22 -0.37 . . . -0.77 ±0.15 0.82 ±0.11
VCC1910 . . . . . . 0.05 -0.37 ±0.40 0.93 ±0.11
VCC1912 . . . . . . -0.07 -0.07 ±0.28 0.14 ±0.01
VCC1947 . . . . . . -0.09 -0.93 ±0.47 0.88 ±0.11
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Table 2.6 – Comparison of MILES and CvD model predictions (column
1) with varying metallicity (column 2) and age (column 3). Columns 4
and 5: ∆NaD variations in [Na/Fe], ∆Ca4227 variations in [Ca/Fe] and
∆Mgb variations in [Mg/Fe] based on the models shown in col.1

Model [M/H] Age ∆NaD∗
∆[Na/Fe]∗

∆Mgb∗
∆[Mg/Fe]∗

∆Ca4227∗
∆[Ca/Fe]∗

(*) dex (Gyr)

CvD 0.00 13.50 3.085 4.260 2.790
MILES 0.06 14.00 3.547 4.350 ...
MILES -0.35 1.00 0.973 3.133 ...
MILES -0.35 7.00 2.317 4.830 ...
MILES -0.35 14.00 2.683 5.609 ...
MILES 0.06 1.00 1.453 3.009 ...
MILES 0.06 7.00 3.167 3.298 ...
MILES 0.26 1.00 1.583 3.463 ...
MILES 0.26 7.00 3.380 3.336 ...
MILES 0.26 14.00 3.830 3.768 ...

two-burst solution (see e.g. Ryś et al. 2015; Mentz et al. 2016). For that
reason, we postpone this to a future paper, in which we analyze spectra
at a spectral resolution of R=5000 using the SAMI instrument at the
AAT.

One of the main results of this paper is the unusual behaviour of the Na
abundances in dEs, when compared with massive ellipticals and Local
Group dwarfs. For a sample of quiescent dwarfs with effective velocity
dispersion in the range 20 - 55 km s−1 and with absolute r-band magni-
tude ranging from -19 to -16, we find that our sample of dEs is under-
abundant in Na when compared to the solar neighbourhood (Fig. 2.5).
At the same time, the Mg abundances are around solar. In the following,
we try to argue what this means for the evolution of dwarf ellipticals,
based on what we know from theory, and observations of individual stars
in the Milky Way and the Local Group, and integrated abundance ratios
in giant elliptical galaxies. For dwarf ellipticals, such an analysis using
integrated light has not been done before, although several papers have
tried to derive abundance ratios in giant ellipticals (e.g. Worthey 1998;
Thomas et al. 2010; Worthey, Ingermann & Serven 2011; Conroy, Graves
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& van Dokkum 2014; Spiniello et al. 2014; Smith et al. 2015; Yamada
et al. 2006).

In this paper we are analyzing light elements. It is our current belief
that in the most-studied environments the relative abundance [X/Fe] of
an element X at low [Fe/ H] represents the abundance ratio from only
those sources of material processed through the nucleosynthesis channels
that were active at very early times, i.e. SNII from core collapse of
massive stars, events characteristic of the earliest epochs of star formation
(Cohen & Huang 2009). After these early times, [X/Fe] is modified by
other sources, such as SNIa, SNII, AGB stars, novae, etc., and also by
the accretion of primordial material and of galactic winds. This gives a
knee-like pattern in the relation between [X/Fe] and [Fe/ H], of which the
position of the bend is determined by the delay time between the core
collapse SNII and the other processes. This delay depends on various
parameters (IMF, star formation efficiency, the rate of mass loss in stars,
and the rate of accretion of primordial gas consisting mostly of H), as
well as on the element production yields (e.g. Greggio, Renzini & Daddi
2008). These processes lead to the characteristic knee in the Milky Way,
where low metallicity halo stars generally have [Mg/Fe] values around 0.4,
a value reached by SNII enrichment only, going down to solar mass disk
stars, with [Mg/Fe] values around solar, an equilibrium values reached
when all processes have contributed. From these solar abundance ratios
in the disk of our Milky Way, one can then conclude that star formation
has been taken place on long timescales compared to the halo.

We will now have a more detailed look at the individual abundance ratios.

2.4.1 Na abundances

Na is believed to be made in the interiors of massive stars and to depend
on the neutron excess, which in turn depends on the initial heavy ele-
ment abundance in the star. Na thus has both a primary and a secondary
nucleosynthesis channel (Arnett 1971; Clayton 2003). Ni is assumed to
originate predominantly from SNe Ia. However, the production of Ni
might also be linked to the production of Na in SNe II (Thielemann,
Hashimoto & Nomoto 1990; Timmes, Woosley & Weaver 1995). The
amount of Na produced is controlled by the neutron excess, where 23Na
is the only stable neutron rich isotope produced in significant quantity
during the C and O burning stage. The production of Ni depends on
the neutron excess and the neutron excess will depend primarily on the
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amount of 23Na previously produced. Hence, a Na-Ni correlation is ex-
pected when the chemical enrichment is dominated by SNe II. The advent
of the SNe Ia explosions can break (or flatten) this relationship, as Ni
is produced without Na in the standard model of SN Ia (e.g., Iwamoto
et al. 1999). Since the neutron excess is strongly metallicity-dependent,
this could explain the low [Na/Fe] that are being found for the Fornax
dwarf (Letarte et al. 2010). At the same time, it would explain the high
values in giant ellipticals (see later).

It is important to mention is that the abundance ratios found here are
very different from those in other stellar systems, most massive Galactic
globular clusters, and giant elliptical galaxies. In most massive globular
clusters a strong Na-O anticorrelation is observed in the RGB stars (Kraft
1994, and see reviews of Carretta 2016; Gratton et al. 2001). For these
stars, Oxygen is depleted, and Na enhanced, just like N. Since this effect
is not see in the interior of the presently observed GC low mass stars,
it is thought that this is a second generation enrichment effect from
massive stars, who have enhanced their Na-abundance during C-burning
through the NeNa cycle (Langer, Hoffman & Sneden 1993). It is thought
that second generation (SG) stars are formed by nuclear ejecta processed
in the most massive first generation (FG) stars, diluted with different
amounts of unprocessed gas, generating a number of anticorrelations,
including the one of Na and O. This process, as far as we know, does not
take place in the halo of our Milky Way, and in field stars of local group
galaxies. In this paper we see that this is also not the case in field stars
of dwarf ellipticals in nearby galaxy clusters.

Four strong Na absorption features can be found in the optical and NIR
wavelength range: NaD (5890 and 5896 Å), NaI 0.82 (8183 and 8195 Å),
NaI1.14 (11400 Å) and NaI2.21 (22100 Å). The equivalent widths(EWs)
of NaD were studied first by O’Connell (1976) and Peterson (1976), where
they reported that NaD was much stronger than expected from Ca and Fe
indices in giant early-type galaxies. Spiniello, Trager & Koopmans (2015)
reported that the NaD feature is very sensitive to [Na/Fe] variations,
while the NaI index seems to depend mainly on the IMF (e.g. Vazdekis
et al. 2012). La Barbera et al. (2017) perform detailed fits to all 4 Na-
lines in a number of giant ellipticals, and find that both [Na/Fe] needs to
be considerably larger than solar, and the IMF-slope needs to be dwarf-
enhanced (Smith et al. 2015). For dwarf ellipticals, however, there are
no indications that the IMF-slope is different from our Galaxy (Mentz
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et al. 2016). Here, we find the behaviour that [Na/Fe] is lower than solar,
opposite to the behavior in giant ellipticals.

Remarkable is the strong trend between [Na/Fe] and [Fe/H], already
mentioned by Mentz et al. (2016) when joining the Fornax dwarf with
our dwarf ellipticals and the giant ellipticals. For [Fe/H] values of ∼ -0.8
very low [Na/Fe] values are obtained of ∼ -0.6 - -0.8 in the Fornax dwarf.
This contrasts with the high, positive [Na/Fe] values that are found in
giant ellipticals. Such a strong correlation is what you could expect if the
Na-abundance depends strongly on the neutron excess, or equivalently,
the metallicity.

2.4.2 Abundance ratios and the formation of dEs

In this paper we find [Mg/Fe] values that are very close to solar (the
mean value of the [Mg/Fe] is 0.07), or slightly larger. [Na/Fe] is (the
mean value of the [Na/Fe] is -0.25), however, considerably lower than
solar.

When comparing to stellar populations that show similar abundance pat-
terns, there are not many, but one could consider the younger, and more
metal-rich stellar populations in the center of the Fornax Dwarf galaxy,
published by Letarte et al. (2010). The majority of those stars are 1-4 Gyr
old, and have unusually low [Mg/Fe], [Ca/Fe] and [Na/Fe] compared to
the Milky Way stellar populations at the same [Fe/H], and are therefore
at the end of their chemical evolution. The difficulty is that, although
[Mg/Fe] is approximately solar for these stars, [Ca/Fe] lies considerably
below this value. Letarte et al. (2010) hypothesize that this means that a
large fraction of Ca and Ti is produced in processes that do not produce
much Mg, such in SNe Ia. In this way, the low [Ca/Fe] and [Ti/Fe] could
be a consequence of the low-metallicity of their progenitors compared to
the Milky Way. At the same time, [Na/Fe] is found to be rather low
(between -0.9 and -0.4), but correlating strongly with [Ni/Fe] (Nissen &
Schuster 1997, 2009).

For the dwarf ellipticals in Virgo analyzed in this paper, we conclude,
analogous to Letarte et al. (2010) that the low [Mg/Fe] values (w.r.t. the
thick disk of the Milky Way and giant ellipticals) show that the galaxies
have undergone a considerable amount of chemical evolution. This means
that the galaxies are not uniformly old, but have extended star formation
histories, similar to many of the Local Group galaxies. [Na/Fe] is lower
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than solar, but still higher than in the Fornax dwarf. This is expectable,
since the metallicities of the dwarf ellipticals in Virgo are a bit larger,
resulting in a larger neutron excess and higher Na-abundances.

For dEs we find that (a) [Mg/Fe] ∼ 0 and (b) [Na/Fe] < 0. Result (a)
implies that star formation is slow, like in the Milky Way disk. Result (b)
is consistent with the same formation mechanism. Just like the stars of
Letarte et al. (2010) in the center of the Fornax dwarf galaxy, the stars in
the dEs have undergone a considerable amount of enrichment and have
an extended star formation history. The dependence of [Na/Fe] on the
neutron-excess causes [Na/Fe] to be below 0, since for the Virgo dwarfs
[Fe/H] is lower than solar (∼ -0.5). The extended star formation history
then could also cause considerable Ca-enrichment, leading for the dwarf
ellipticals to larger [Ca/Fe] values, since they accrete material from the
metal-rich cluster environment, rather than the Fornax dwarf, which ac-
cretes more pristine gas in the Local Group, which causes lower [Ca/Fe]
ratios. An important clue might be strong correlation between [Na/Fe]
and [Fe/H], when one considers Local Group dwarf galaxies like Fornax
and the LMC, dwarf elliptical galaxies, the disk of the Milky Way, and
the centers of giant elliptical galaxies. All this could be due to Na-yields
that depend strongly on metallicity. The abundance of sodium influences
the electron pressure so that the strength of many other features are af-
fected. For example, Conroy & van Dokkum (2012) show that for massive
galaxies an increase in the sodium abundance causes a decrease in the
abundance of CaII, which causes a decrease in the EW of CaT. Increas-
ing the sodium abundance can mimic the effects of a more bottom-heavy
IMF. For dwarfs, however, we see a different behavior comparing Ca and
Na, although there is no evidence that the IMF is responsible here. And
also, for the LMC both [Na/Fe] and [Ca/Fe] have the same sign, imply-
ing that another parameter has to responsible for the difference between
LMC and the dEs, presumably the star formation history. However, with
this considerable (∼ 0.2) difference in [Ca/Fe] between the LMC and the
dEs, it is not so obvious that objects like the LMC should be the progen-
itors of dEs, unless Ca-enrichment by SN Ia in the cluster environment
was particularly effective.

What is clear is that the abundance ratio pattern in dwarf ellipticals is
very different from that in massive Galactic globular clusters, which show
enhanced [Na/Fe], a strong Na-O anticorrelation etc. in many stars. It
is of course still possible that a fraction of the stars displays these effects,
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but that fraction is so small that it cannot be detected in integrated
light. This difference probably indicates that star formation timescales
in dwarf ellipticals are long, on the order of Gyrs, since these globular
clusters must have been formed on very small timescales, with their ages
being so large (Gratton et al. 2001).

2.5 Conclusions
• In this paper, we determine abundance ratios of a sample 37 dEs in

the Virgo cluster as a part of the SMAKCED project. This sample
is representative of the analysis of the kinematic properties (Toloba
et al. 2014a) and also all morphological sub-classes found by Lisker,
Grebel & Binggeli (2006); Lisker et al. (2006, 2007).

• We use optical spectroscopy to measure a total of 23 Lick indices
in the LIS-5 Å flux calibrated system and apply the MILES models
to interpret them. We derive new age and metallicity estimates for
these galaxies. Taking advantage of high resolution spectral data
we are able to calculate the abundance ratios of Na and Mg using
the models of MILES.

• We find the unusual behaviour that [Na/Fe] is under-abundant
w.r.t. solar. This is opposite to what is found in massive giant
elliptical galaxies. We also find that dEs fall on a relatively tight
relation between [Na/Fe] and [Fe/H], which we recently presented
in Mentz et al. (2016), including Local Group dwarf galaxies, the
Milky Way and giant elliptical galaxies. From our results, we try
to sketch a possible scenario for the evolution of dEs in the Virgo
cluster. We find that dEs show disk-like star formation histories
favouring them to originate from star forming spirals or dwarfs.

• Na-yields appear to be very metal-dependent, in agreement with
studies of giant ellipticals, probably due to the large dependence
on the neutron-excess in stars.

• We conclude that dEs have undergone a considerable amount of
chemical evolution, they are therefore not uniformly old, but have
extended star formation histories, similar to many of the Local
Group galaxies.
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Appendix

2.A Ca abundances

Given the fact that the conversion between Ca4227 and [Ca/Fe] is more
uncertain than the ones beween NaD and [Na/Fe] and between Mgb
and [Mg/Fe], we have put the discussion of the Ca abundances in the
appendix.

For our dEs sample, the measured Ca4227 values are slightly higher than
the model predictions for solar-abundance models (Fig. 2.4), implying
that Ca is slightly over-abundant in dEs. One might get a very rough
idea about the values of [Ca/Fe] when using the only available models,
those by CvD for old ages and solar metallicities, to convert Ca4227 to
[Ca/Fe]. Although we know that these models are inaccurate, since they
must depend on age and metallicity (see the MILES ones), they can serve
here to give a crude idea. Using this calibration, Figure 2.6 shows that
[Ca/Fe] is a bit larger than in the Milky Way disk, but lower than in the
thick disk and halo. An interpretation of these high values could that SN
Ia’s are partially responsible for the Ca-enrichment (see Travaglio et al.
2004 and above).

Previous abundance measurements of Ca (Michielsen et al. 2003) in dEs
show two groups: the ones with CaT* ∼ 7Å , higher than expected for
solar abundance ratio models, and a sample of 3 objects with CaT* ∼
5Å . Such lower values could be obtained by having a range in ages, while
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Figure 2.6 – Ca abundances as a function of metallicity [Fe/H]. Descrip-
tion of the points: as in Figure 4.

including some very young objects. The higher values of 7Å , however,
can only be explained by [Ca/Fe] values that are somewhat larger than
solar, consistent with this paper. Our results are also consistent with
the line strengths in the Fornax cluster dwarf NGC 1396 (Mentz et al.
2016). Such high [Ca/Fe] values are not seen in giant ellipticals, where
the CaT* index is lower than expected from stellar population models
with solar abundance ratios (Saglia et al. 2002; Cenarro et al. 2003).
While the latter can be explained by a bottom-heavy IMF, a much easier
and more natural explanation would be in [Ca/Fe] < 0 for such galaxies
(Cenarro et al. 2003, see also Conroy & van Dokkum 2012). For dEs
the CaT* values are so high that IMF-slopes steeper than Salpeter are
excluded (Mentz et al. 2016), so solar or super-solar [Ca/Fe] values are
unavoidable. Note, however, the difference between the dEs and the
LMC, which has much lower [Ca/Fe] values, but a similar metallicity.
We argue that the difference is due to the enrichment by SN type Ia and
different star formation histories.

Prochaska, Rose, & Schiavon (2005) suggested that a CN band might be
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affecting the Ca4227 index in giant ellipticals, but since dEs do not show
strong CN bands, the Ca abundance can be measured reliably from the
Ca4227 index (Vazdekis et al. 1997).
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Abstract
We present the definitions of a new set of high-resolution spectral indices,
analogous to the Lick system, to be used for small stellar systems. Cur-
rent spectral line index systems are defined for low resolution spectra,
and cannot be used to study faint lines. This way useful information in
the spectra of small stellar systems, for example to calculate abundance
ratios of various elements, cannot be extracted. To solve this crucial
problem we have defined a set of new indices using the PEGASE.HR stel-
lar population models, based on the high-resolution ELODIE.3 empirical
stellar library (Prugniel & Soubiran 2001, 2004). We identify 113 strong
absorption features and continuum regions in the wavelength range 4700
- 5400 Å. In order to be able to measure not only metallicity but also
abundance ratios of alpha elements, we investigate the dependence of
the line indices on alpha-elemental abundance ratio using the theoretical
models of Walcher & Coelho. The chemical abundance patterns of many
elements in the spectra leave us with a powerful information to study the
formation history of dwarf galaxies.

Keywords: galaxies: dwarf elliptical — galaxies: evolution — galaxies:
abundances ratios — galaxies: stellar populations — techniques: spec-
troscopic — techniques: line indices
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3.1 Introduction
For unresolved galaxies, stellar population synthesis is fundamental to
understand its formation and evolution. Broadband color information at
several wavelengths is routinely used to study star formation histories and
metallicities at intermediate and high redshift. When more information
is available, low resolution spectra are used to also study metallicity
distributions and abundance ratios. A nice example is given by Conroy,
Graves & van Dokkum (2014), who study abundance ratios of various
elements in a sample of stacked SDSS spectra with a range of velocity
dispersion. Because of the low resolution of the spectra, and also the
limited depth of the SDSS survey for faint galaxies, they could not go to
velocity dispersions lower than about 100 km/s corresponding to pressure
supported stellar systems with a stellar mass of 4 109 M�.

While the availability of high S/N spectra for dwarf galaxies was very
limited until a decade ago, in the last years the available amount of high-
quality spectroscopic data is rapidly increasing, because of larger tele-
scopes, but especially better instruments, offering a larger multiplexing
capability. Not only higher S/N spectra are available for massive galax-
ies, but also high S/N spectra of fainter objects, such as dwarf galaxies
and UDGs, are becoming available.

Abundance ratios of many elements are used to obtain a very detailed
picture of the formation and evolution of a galaxy (see e.g. Tolstoy, Hill
& Tosi 2009 for Local group galaxies). This way of studying galaxies is
called galactic archaeology. Measured abundances of various elements al-
low us in principle to understand which enrichment processes have been
more effective throughout the various epochs of galaxy formation, be-
cause different types of supernovae, which are responsible for the chemi-
cal enrichment of the galaxies, have different timescales and yields.

The chemical enrichment is mainly produced by two types of Supernovae.
On one hand, type II supernovae, which are resulting from exploding
massive stars, produce more α-elements (e.g. O, Mg, Si, S, Ca and Ti)
as compared to Fe (Worthey, Faber, & Gonzalez 1992) when compared to
the solar neighborhood. For these the timescales, the lifetimes of massive
stars are much shorter than those of the second category of Supernovae:
SN Type Ia and which originate from white dwarfs in close binaries,
which have a much longer time scale. Given that the relative fraction of
the contributions of both SN types can vary from galaxy to galaxy, the
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[α/Fe] ratio can be used as a cosmic clock, which can tell us about the
timescales of star formation.

The elements heavier than Fe are generally caused by neutron-capture
in stars. Neutron-capture (n-capture) nucleosynthesis can occur slowly
through the s-process, which takes place in environments with low neu-
tron densities such as low mass asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars, or
rapidly through the r-process, which is dominated by enormous neutron
fluxes (such as those happening during the SNe II explosions or neutron
star-neutron star mergers). Typical s-process elements are Y, Sr, Ba, Pb
while Eu is often cited as r-process element (Kobayashi et al. 2006).

The observed strong correlation of [α/Fe] abundance ratio and galaxy
mass is an indication of the downsizing of galaxies (Vazdekis, Trujillo, &
Yamada 2004; Nelan et al. 2005; Thomas et al. 2005). Consistent with
this is that dEs in Virgo cluster are consistent with solar [α/Fe] abun-
dance ratios and that star formation must have happened on longer time
scales in these systems (Gorgas et al. 1997). Several works confirmed
these results and found that dEs have younger ages and lower metallic-
ities than normal Es (Geha, Guhathakurta & van der Marel 2003; van
Zee, Barton & Skillman 2004). In a recent work, we have been able
to start a program to obtain and analyze abundance ratios in dwarf el-
lipticals. Şen et al. (2018) show central [Mg/Fe], [Ca/Fe] and [Na/Fe]
abundance ratios values for 39 Virgo dEs drawn from the SMAKCED
project sample (Toloba et al. 2014a), and found that [Na/Fe] is under-
abundant with respect to solar, whereas [Mg/Fe] is around solar. This
is exactly opposite to what is found for giant ellipticals where both Na
and Mg are overabundant. For [Ca/Fe] the situation is unclear. It is also
shown that dEs fall on a relatively tight relation between [Na/Fe] and
[Fe/H], which includes Local Group dwarf galaxies, the Milky Way, and
giant elliptical galaxies.

Interpretation of abundance ratios of other elements is more complicated,
and has, apart for giant ellipticals (Conroy, Graves & van Dokkum 2014)
been limited mostly to the Local Group (e.g. Tolstoy, Hill & Tosi 2009).
In dEs, up to now, very little information is available on abundance ratios
of various elements, mainly because of the lack of high S/N spectra, but
also because of the lack of methods to analyse them.

When stars are not resolved, we can study the integrated light from dis-
tant galaxies. The fact that all the light from millions or more stars is
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added up, means that the interpretation will be plagued severely by de-
generacies, such as, for example, the nontrivial degeneracy between age
and metallicity (Worthey, Faber & Gonzalez 1992, and see chapter 2 for
a more elaborate description). But also, for example, the determination
of the IMF slope suffers from this. The degeneracy is especially impor-
tant when low-resolution spectra are used, as much more information is
blended. One can break the age-metallicity degeneracy either by using
a wide wavelength baseline, or using higher resolution data, as long as
the velocity dispersion is low enough that the required information is not
washed out.

Observed spectral data can be studied either by fitting the full spectrum
or by focusing on selected line indices. Spectroscopic indices rely on
the strengths of spectral features, which are dominated by transitions of
atoms or molecules. These spectral indices are sensitive to the abundance
of these atoms or molecules, but also on the age or/and the metallicity
of a stellar population.

Although nowadays most often the stellar population information of
galaxies is obtained using full spectral fitting (e.g. STARLIGHT, Cid
Fernandes et al. 2005; Conroy, Graves & van Dokkum 2014), there are
several arguments why absorption line indices sometimes give equally
good results and are easier to use. For example, in case important parts
of the spectrum are affected by instrumental problems, such as telluric
line contamination. Or, for example, if one wants to derive the abun-
dance of a certain element, knows which transitions to investigate, but
does not have a good idea on how exactly the stellar energy distribution
(SED) depends on the relative abundance of this element. Indices can be
especially useful if no accurate stellar population models are available,
so that relative measurements can still be done.

The line index system most commonly used is the Lick system (Burstein
et al. 1984; Faber et al. 1985), which defines absorption-line indices at
medium resolution (∼8-9 Å FWHM, which corresponds to velocity dis-
persion at 5000 Å of about 215 km/s). Extensions have been published
by Worthey & Ottaviani (1997) and Serven, Worthey & Briley (2005).
In Vazdekis et al. (2010), the LIS system is defined at 3 canonical res-
olutions, namely 5, 8.4 and 14 Å. The lowest of these corresponds to
a galaxy velocity dispersion of 127 km/s at 5000 Å, which still is not
optimal for dwarf galaxies. Low resolution indices are also not optimal,
since they usually contain many absorption features blended together. To
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create a higher resolution system, one needs a higher resolution stellar
library, and corresponding higher resolution stellar population models.
At present, efforts are underway to make a library covering the wave-
length range all the way from 3000 Å to 2.4 µm, in the X-Shooter library
project (Chen et al. 2014, Gonneau et al. 2019, accepted to A&A), but
since this library is not ready at the moment of writing this paper, we
have used the ELODIE library and models (see Section 2), which have
a sufficiently high spectral resolution R=10000, and cover the required
metallicity range between [Z/H]= -1 and 0.

To obtain information about the response of models to theoretical abun-
dance we can use either so-called abundance response functions (e.g.
Conroy, Graves & van Dokkum 2014) or directly use the line indices. Us-
ing the indices has many advantages: we can obtain several independent
measurements of the abundance of each elements and we have more con-
trol over the lines - we can ignore a measurement if we have reasons to
suspect that it might be unreliable. On the other hand to use response
functions has the benefit that lower S/N spectra can be used. In this
paper, however, the available S/N is large enough to use indices.

The present paper is the first of a series of 2 presenting a study of the
abundance distributions of 14 elements in dwarf ellipticals. In this paper,
we define a high resolution system of line indices to study the abundance
ratios in small stellar systems, and study some of their properties. A
forthcoming paper (Paper 2) will analyze the central abundance distri-
bution of dwarf ellipticals in the Fornax Cluster taken with the SAMI
instrument at the AAT in the high resolution mode.

3.1.1 Outline

The outline of this paper is as follows. In §3.2 introduces the spectra
which are used to define the new indices. §3.3 presents the major ab-
sorption features that we define and the method used for the definition.
In §3.4, we characterize the dependence on age and metallicity of the
indices. In §3.5, we investigate the dependence of the line indices on
alpha-elemental abundance ratios . A discussion of our results is pro-
vided in §3.6. Finally, our conclusions are summarized in §3.7. The
Appendix §3.A put all tables for all the lines. The Appendix §3.B and
the Appendix §3.C present all figures for the behaviour of the indices as
a function of metallicity, age and spectral resolution and 3D-diagrams,
respectively.
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3.2 Spectra
In this paper we present the definition of a set of high-resolution spec-
tral indices, analogous to the Lick system, which make it possible to
study the abundance ratios in systems with low stellar velocity disper-
sion, i.e. dwarf galaxies, globular clusters, UDGs etc. Although the
available amount of spectroscopic data for dEs has grown both in num-
ber and quality, the problem is that current spectral indices are defined
for low resolution spectra, which makes it impossible to study the fainter
lines. To achieve this, we have used the ELODIE high resolution spectra
(Prugniel & Soubiran 2001, 2004) to define a set of new indices which have
been selected taking into account that they cover transitions involving
many elements. They are able to break the age-metallicity degeneracy
and depend as little as possible on spectral resolution. Ideally, these lines
will be located in isolated patches of spectrum with minimal crowding.

The ELODIE library is a stellar database of 1959 spectra for 1503 stars,
observed with the echelle spectrograph ELODIE on the 193 cm telescope
at the Observatoire de Haute Provence. The typical signal-to-noise (S/N)
ratio of the spectra is 500 Å−1. It has a large coverage of atmospheric
parameters : Teff from 3000 K to 60000 K, log g from -0.3 to 5.9 and
[Fe/H] from -3.2 to +1.4. The library provides spectra at two different
resolutions (R=42000 and R=10000), where we used R=10000 calibrated
in physical flux (σ = 12.7 km s−1 at FWHM = 0.55 Å).

We use a grid of single age and metallicity (SSP) stellar population mod-
els computed with the evolutionary synthesis code: PEGASE.HR (Le
Borgne et al. 2004). These models are based on the empirical stellar
library ELODIE.3 (Prugniel & Soubiran 2001, 2004). The models are
SSP models, which have a range of -1.7 to 0.4 in metallicity [Fe/H] and
1 Myr to 20 Gyr in age.

3.3 Defining indices
Since the galaxy spectra that we analyze in Paper 2 cover the range from
4700-5400 Å, we identified major absorption features and continuum re-
gions in this spectral range using the spectral atlas of Arcturus∗. Once
selected, for each line we pre-defined three wavelength bands containing

∗ http://spectra.freeshell.org/spectroweb.html
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the feature and two pseudocontinua on both the blue and red sides of
the central feature. The line indices are determined using their equiv-
alent width, which one gets by integrating the difference between the
pseudocontinuum and the flux over the central or index passband.

The lines are chosen from the Atlas of Arcturus to study as many elements
as possible by defining indices around features contain absorption lines
from transitions of these elements, selecting lines that are as isolated as
possible, together with continuum bands as devoid of lines as possible.

The initial definition provided us with a first look into the general be-
haviour of the index as a function of age, metallicity and velocity dis-
persion (σ). After analysing this pre-definition, we improved the initial
pre-definition of each index. To do this, we used an automatic programme
which performs a multidimensional maximization of index values. This
programme changes the limits of the central feature and the two pseudo-
continuum bands, around their initial values and for each new definition,
it measures the value of the index for the whole set of models and finds
the maximum value of the index. When doing this we made sure that
the feature and continuum bands did not shift by more than 5 Å from
the original guess.

We measured the newly defined indices for the whole grid of models (with
from 0.1 to 13 Gyr for ages and from -1.7 to 0.4 [Fe/H] for metallicities),
at a velocity dispersion of typical values for objects with σ ∼ 25 km s−1

(Eftekhari et al., in preparation). For the model of t = 3 Gyr and [Fe/H]
= -0.4 we also studied the effect of changing the resolution. Here we
broadened the spectra with velocity dispersions up to σ = 130 km s−1.
Figure 3.3 shows the results for some indices, where we have plotted
index versus [Fe/H] and age, respectively and their dependence on σ
for the case of a model with t = 3 Gyr and [Fe/H] = -0.4 . Although
in Figure 3.3 we only show a few representative indices, all others are
shown in Figure 3.10- 3.25 in the Apendix 3.B.

We also measured the indices of Elodie stars with σ = 25 km s−1 (which
corresponds to R=5000) to understand better the dependence on age
and metalicity. Some examples of line indices are shown in Figure 3.4,
the rest of them are plotted (Figure 3.26- 3.35) in the Appendix 3.C. In
Figure 3.4 we show how the line strength indices change as a function of
effective temperature, surface gravity, and metallicity.

We list the features that we defined in Table 3.2 in Appendix 3.A. The
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index name is composed of the element or elements that the index targets,
along with the central wavelength of the index passband. Wavelengths
are listed in units of angstroms. None of the features in Serven et al.
is included, since they are meant for low resolution spectra. From the
original Lick system we only include the Mgb index, since this is the only
Mg-line in this part of the spectrum.

We tried to obtain at least a number (3 or more) of indices per element (if
available) for as many elements as possible, with equivalent widths larger
than 0.1 Å in order to be able to measure the index well. For Fe and
Ti there were so many lines that we only selected some of the brightest
features. We also tried to select indices that were only dependent on
age or metallicity, although most indices are dependent on both (Section
3.5).

3.4 Defining the age and metallicity indica-
tors

In this section we characterize the dependence on age and metallicity
of the indices. To do this, we consider the indices i for 25 represen-
tative SSP-models of different ages (j = 1, ..., Nj = 5) and metallicities
(k = 1, ..., Nk = 5), and estimated the slope of the iso-metal lines, β, and
of the isocrones, α, in those points. For each point equation (3.1) and
equation (3.2) give the definitions for αi and βi, respectively, where I is
the index name, Z is the metallicity [Fe/H], and t represents the age.

αi(tj) =

∣∣∣∣∣δIi(Z, t)δZ

∣∣∣∣∣
tj

(j = 1, ..., Nj) (3.1)

βi(Zk) =

∣∣∣∣∣δIi(Z, t)δlog t

∣∣∣∣∣
Zk

(k = 1, ..., Nk) (3.2)

We then get the average, relative variation of the index i as a function
of metallicity by averaging the Nj (in this case 5) ages:

Ai =

√√√√∑Nj

j=1

(
αi(tj)

Ii

)2

Nj

(3.3)
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and the variation of the index i as a function of age is given by Equa-
tion 3.4.

Bi =

√√√√∑Nk

k=1

(
βi(Zk)
Ii

)2

Nk

(3.4)

Figure 3.5 shows that the values of Ai and Bi for each index i grouped
per element and Figure 3.6 shows that the comparison of age and metal-
licity dependence for all elements. We note that the elements H and Mg
are presented here as a reference elements. Data points near the X-axis
are metallicity-indicators, while the ones near the Y-axis are age indi-
cators. We list the values of Ai and Bi for each index i in Table 3.1 in
Appendix 3.A.

3.5 Dependence on [α/Fe]
The chemical abundance patterns in the spectra of stellar population are
a direct tracer of histories of star formation and chemical enrichment of
galaxies. So, in order to be able to measure not only metallicity but
also abundance ratios of alpha elements we investigated the dependence
of the line indices on alpha-elemental abundance ratios using the the-
oretical models of Walcher et al. (2009) (hereafter W09). The models
predict the spectra of SSPs in the age range 2-13 Gyr, for the abundance
values [Fe/H] = -0.5 to 0.2 and [α/Fe] = 0.0 and 0.4 at a constant res-
olution of FWHM = 1 Å. This leaves us with powerful models to study
high/medium resolution galaxy spectra.

We compare the models of two different α-element-to-iron abundance
ratios ([α/Fe] = 0.0 and 0.4) for the newly defined indices. When en-
hancing the abundances of the α-elements, the abundances of the Fe-peak
elements are decreased in order to keep the total metallicity fixed. W09
define the elements N, O, Mg, Ca, Na, Ne, S, Si, and Ti as α-elements
(see Figure 3.7) and Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, and Zn as Fe-peak elements
(see Figure 3.8).

Indices characterized to be insensitive to α/Fe can be defined as a good
metallicity indicators. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show that for the alpha
enhanced models the α-elements are increasing in strength, while the Fe-
peak elements have lower strengths than for the models at solar abun-
dance ratio. In these figures are shown that Fe-peaks elements (which
are Co, Cr, Mn, Ni, Sc, V and Fe) are insensitive to α/Fe when compare
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Figure 3.1 – The model spectra of t = 3 Gyr and [Fe/H] = -0.4, typical
for the dwarf galaxies are plotted with the new indices indicated for each
element.
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Figure 3.2 – Same as Figure 1.
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Figure 3.3 – Behaviour of the indices as a function of metallicity, age
and spectral resolution. On the left is shown the indices vs. metallicity
([Fe/H]= -1.7, -0.7, -0.4, 0.0, 0.4); each age is shown as a circle with
different color. In the middle is shown the behaviour of indices vs. age
(0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 13 Gyr); each metallicity has a different symbol with
different color. The left and middle panels have been calculated for σ=
25 km s−1. On the right is shown the behaviour of indices as a function of
velocity dispersion (with σ= 10-130 km s−1). Their dependence on σ are
given for the case of a model with t = 3 Gyr and [Fe/H]= -0.4, typical
for the dwarf galaxies discussed in Paper 2. Here 7 example indices are
shown. The rest is shown in Appendix B.
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Figure 3.4 – Indices as a function of effective temperature (log Teff),
surface gravity (log g) and metallicity ([Fe/H]) shown in a 3D-diagram
for all the Elodie stars. The ELODIE library is a stellar database of 1959
spectra for 1503 stars with atmospheric parameters: Teff from 3000 K to
60000 K, log g from -0.3 to 5.9 and [Fe/H] from -3.2 to +1.4. All of the
line indices in Fig. 3.3 are presented here. The rest is shown in Appendix
C. The V4864 line indices is a good example for typical age indicator.
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Figure 3.5 – Comparision of age and metallicity dependence for each
element. We note that the elements H and Mg are presented here as
a reference elements to understand age and metallicity indicator lines.
Data points near the X-axis are metallicity-indicators, while the ones
near the Y-axis are age indicators.
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Figure 3.6 – Comparision of age and metallicity dependence for all
elements. We note that the elements H and Mg are presented here (Hβ

and Mgb, respectively.) as a reference elements.
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Figure 3.7 – Differences between the alpha-enhanced predictions ([α/Fe]
= 0.4) and the solar-scaled ones ([α/Fe] = 0.0) for α-elements. On the
x-axis is given the index at solar α/Fe.

the α-elements. Even though Ni is belonging to the group of Fe-peak
elements, the Ni5036 acts as α-elements because this line is affected and
contributed by Ti5036.

3.6 Discussion

We have introduced a new set of high-resolution spectral indices to be
used for small/medium size stellar systems. We have identified 113 ab-
sorption features, belonging to 14 elements. In these elements, we can
work with in three different groups, which are the α-elements, Fe-peak
elements and heavy elements (s and r process).

Tinsley (1979) suggested that the [α/Fe] trend with [Fe/H] can be ex-
plained as the consequence of the time delay between SN II and SN Ia
(the lifetimes of SNIa progenitors are longer than those of SNII). This
is seen as a knee in a plot of [Fe/H] vs. [α/Fe]. It is characteristic in
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Figure 3.8 – Differences between the alpha-enhanced predictions ([α/Fe]
= 0.4) and the solar-scaled ones ([α/Fe] = 0.0) for Fe-peak elements.
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Figure 3.9 – Differences between the alpha-enhanced predictions ([α/Fe]
= 0.4) and the solar-scaled ones ([α/Fe] = 0.0) for heavy elements.

the Milky Way, where low metallicity halo stars generally have [Mg/Fe]
values ∼ 0.4, a value attained only by SN II enrichment, going down to 0,
i.e., representative for disc stars like the Sun, an equilibrium asymptotical
value reached without infall of fresh gas.

From these solar abundance ratios in the disc of our Milky Way, one can
draw a conclusion that star formation has taken place on long time-scales
compared to the halo. In elliptical galaxies, [α/Fe] and [Fe/H] can be
estimated from absorption lines (e.g. Faber 1973; Peletier 1989; Worthey
et al. 1994; Thomas, Maraston & Bender 2003; Cervantes & Vazdekis
2009), and link to properties of galaxies. Local Group dSph galaxies also
have high [α/Fe] values at low metallicities, similar to the Milky Way
halo, and evolve down to lower values then are seen in the MW at the
same metallicities (Tolstoy, Hill & Tosi 2009).

In this work, we have defined indices, which allow us, using the SSP
approximation, to determine ages and metallicities of low mass stellar
systems, and also abundance ratios of various elements, calibrated by
the models of Pegase-HR and the W09 models.

Here we discuss the various elements for which abundances can be de-
termined using our new line index system, and their use for the under-
standing of stellar populations in galaxies.

3.6.1 α-elements : Ca, Na, Mg and Ti

The new indices contain 6 well-defined lines of calcium and 18 lines of
titanium, but sodium is represented by only one line - at 4978 Å. Six
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calcium lines are generally visible in our spectra but two of them (which
are Ca4878 and Ca5188 represent by gray color in the Fig. 3.7) are very
low intensity lines. For titanium 6 lines, separated by dashed line, are
weak (See Fig. 3.7).

Mg is generally used as the standard element to measure [α/Fe], since it
is relatively easy to measure, while O, on the contrary, is rather hard (see
e.g. Conroy, Graves & van Dokkum 2014). For this reason we measured
Mgb line as a reference.

The α-elements have often been identified as a homogeneous group but
their individual nucleosynthetic origin is not always the same. For in-
stance, Mg is produced by massive stars during the hydrostatic He burn-
ing phase. However, Ca, and Ti are mostly produced during the SN II
explosion. For this reason, Ca, and Ti generally trace each other, while
Mg shows a different trend relative to Fe.

The observations of halo and disk Galactic stars show, on one hand, that
[Ca/Fe] closely follows the behaviour of other α-elements as a function
of [Fe/H] (McWilliam 1997). However, for example in massive galax-
ies, [Ca/Fe] is underabundant, while [Mg/Fe] is overabundant (see e.g.
Cenarro et al. 2003).

The production of Na is expected to be sensitive to neutron excess
(Woosley & Weaver 1995), and therefore depends on the amount of
neutron-rich nuclei present in the supernova before the synthesis of odd-Z
metal. Na is synthesized during hydrostatic carbon burning and partly
in the hydrogen envelope (Ne, Na cycle). Since the neutron excess is
strongly metallicity-dependent, this could explain the low [Na/Fe] values
that are being found for the Fornax dwarf (Letarte et al. 2010) and for
dEs in Virgo (Şen et al. 2018).

3.6.2 Fe-peak elements: Co, Cr, Mn, Ni, Sc, V and Fe

In our set there are 4 well-defined lines of Co, 11 lines of Cr, 8 lines of
Mn, 4 lines of Ni, 5 lines of V, 3 lines of Sc, and Fe is represented by
around 50 lines. However, one of Co lines, two of Cr lines and two of
Mn lines are visible in our spectra but they are (a shown by gray color
in the Fig. 3.8) very weak lines. Beside that some lines for Fe which are
separated by dashed line with equivalent width < 0.1 in Fig. 3.8, are
weak.
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Fe, Co, Ni, and Zn are produced mainly by complete explosive Si burn-
ing in the deepest layers. McWilliam et al. (1995) found that [Co/Fe]
increases with decreasing [Fe/H]. Co and Ni are thought to be synthe-
sized in the same nuclear process, but unlike [Co/Fe], [Ni/Fe] shows no
trend with [Fe/H]. The yields of Ni and Fe have a constant ratio, but
the correlation is not as tight as that between Cr and Fe. It had been
previously claimed to be Ni-rich by McWilliam et al. (1995).

Cr and Mn are produced mainly in the outer incomplete Si-burning lay-
ers, while Sc is synthesized during explosive oxygen and neon burning.
The Sc yields show large variations and thus appear to be strongly influ-
enced by the mass of the progenitor of the explosion (Woosley & Weaver
1995; Chieffi & Limongi 2002). The observed abundances of these ele-
ments have previously been shown to decrease with decreasing metallicity
(McWilliam et al. 1995; Ryan, Norris & Beers 1996; Carretta et al. 2002).

3.6.3 Neutron capture elements: Ba, Y, Nd

In this paper we have also defined some lines of heavy elements namely
4 lines belong to Nd, 1 line of Ba and 1 line of Y, which are shown in
Fig. 3.9. The Ba2 (4934 Å) and Nd5293 lines have previously been used
to estimate abundance ratios in iron-poor halo giant star by Hill et al.
(2002).

Elements with Z > 30 are labeled neutron-capture (n-capture) that are
produced by adding neutrons to iron nuclei. This capture occurs via two
principal processes: the r-process (for rapid neutron-capture process) and
the s-process (for slow neutron-capture process; Burbidge et al. 1957).
These processes depend on neutron densities in the environment. The
s-process elements are mainly produced by low- to intermadiate mass (1-
4 M�) thermally pulsating AGB stars (Travaglio et al. 2004) while the
r-process production occurs in massive-star nucleosynthesis such as SNe
II.

Tolstoy, Hill & Tosi (2009) compares Ba, Y and Eu abundances in dSphs
and in the Milky Way. In dSphs, the early evolution of all neutron-
capture elements is first dominated by the r-process after which Ba starts
to be produced and dominates. The metallicity of switch from r- to s-
process is the same as the [α/Fe] knee ([Fe/H] ∼ -1.8). In the Milky
Way, Ba and Y are dominated by the r-process for [Fe/H] ≤ -2.0, while
the s-process leads at higher metallicities, for instance more than 80 %
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of the solar Ba is originating from the s-process.

Edvardsson et al. (1993) presented the study of a large sample of disk
dwarf abundances and their results show that the abundance of Y in the
first s-process peak, and Ba and Nd in the second s-process peak, scale
with metallicity down to [Fe/H]=-1.

3.7 Conclusions
• We present the definitions of a new set of high-resolution spectral

indices, analogous to the Lick system, to be used for small stellar
systems. It makes it possible to study the abundance ratios in
systems with low stellar velocity dispersion, like dwarf galaxies,
globular clusters, UDGs.

• We identified 113 absorption features and continuum regions in
the spectral range from 4700-5400 Å, using the spectral atlas of
Arcturus to study as many as elements as possible.

• We defined a set of new indices using the PEGASE.HR stellar pop-
ulation models, based on the high-resolution ELODIE.3 empirical
stellar library (Prugniel & Soubiran 2001, 2004). We characterized
the behaviour of the line indices as a function of age, metallicity
and velocity dispersion.

• We investigated the dependence of the line indices on alpha-elemental
abundance ratio using the theoretical models of W09.

• We discuss the various elements for which abundances can be deter-
mined using our new line index system and for the understanding
of stellar populations in galaxies.
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Appendix

3.A All Tables
In this appendix, we put all tables. Table 3.1 shows the values of Ai and
Bi for each index. We list the definitions of all lines in Table 3.2.

3.B All Figures for the behaviour of the in-
dices as a function of metallicity, age
and spectral resolution

3.C 3d-diagrams
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Table 3.1 – Age-metallicity dependence.

Index Ai Bi Index Ai Bi
Ba2 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 Fe4957 0.4 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1
Ca4878 0.7 ±0.2 3.2 ±0.6 Fe4993 0.5 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.2
Ca5020 0.4 ±0.2 0.3 ±0.1 Fe5018 0.3 ±0.1 0.2 ±0.1
Ca5041 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 Fe5022 0.5 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.2
Ca5188 1.5 ±0.5 1.7 ±0.9 Fe5027 0.6 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.2
Ca5261 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 Fe5051 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1
Ca5349 0.6 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.2 Fe5059 0.7 ±0.2 1.6 ±0.3
Co4749 1.1 ±0.4 2.5 ±1.3 Fe5068 0.5 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1
Co4867 0.5 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.3 Fe5099 0.4 ±0.2 0.4 ±0.1
Co5230 0.5 ±0.3 0.7 ±0.2 Fe5107 0.3 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.0
Co5343 0.7 ±0.1 0.7 ±0.3 Fe5110 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1
Cr4745 1.7 ±0.9 3.3 ±1.5 Fe5123 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1
Cr4789 0.5 ±0.2 0.5 ±0.2 Fe5127 0.5 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1
Cr4942 0.6 ±0.1 0.7 ±0.2 Fe5133 1.0 ±0.2 0.8 ±0.1
Cr5072 0.5 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 Fe5139 0.6 ±0.3 0.8 ±0.0
Cr5247 0.9 ±0.1 1.8 ±1.0 Fe5143 1.8 ±0.6 0.9 ±0.4
Cr5265 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 Fe5151 0.3 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.0
Cr5275 0.4 ±0.1 0.3 ±0.1 Fe5153 0.3 ±0.1 0.4 ±0.1
Cr5298 0.6 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 Fe5162 5.6 ±2.7 1.0 ±0.3
Cr5313 0.8 ±0.1 0.7 ±0.4 Fe5202 0.3 ±0.1 0.7 ±0.1
Cr5345 0.8 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.2 Fe5226 0.5 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1
Cr5408 0.6 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 Fe5250 0.6 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1
Fe4733 0.5 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.2 Fe5270 0.5 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1
Fe4736 0.5 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.2 Fe5273 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1
Fe4768 0.6 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.3 Fe5283 0.5 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1
Fe4776 1.0 ±0.3 2.9 ±1.6 Fe5307 0.4 ±0.1 0.4 ±0.1
Fe4871 1.5 ±0.5 1.2 ±0.4 Fe5317 0.2 ±0.1 0.1 ±0.0
Fe4888 2.5 ±1.1 1.1 ±0.2 Fe5324 0.6 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.2
Fe4891 0.6 ±0.2 0.7 ±0.2 Fe5328 0.5 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1
Fe4910 0.6 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.2 Fe5333 0.5 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.1
Fe4920 0.5 ±0.2 0.5 ±0.2 Fe5340 0.5 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1
Fe4938 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 Fe5365 0.4 ±0.1 0.4 ±0.1
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Index Ai Bi Index Ai Bi
Fe5367 0.5 ±0.1 0.4 ±0.1 Ti4722 0.7 ±0.1 0.7 ±0.3
Fe5371 0.5 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 Ti4848 0.7 ±0.3 0.7 ±0.3
Fe5383 0.4 ±0.2 0.5 ±0.1 Ti4898 0.5 ±0.1 0.4 ±0.1
Fe5396 0.6 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 Ti4991 0.3 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1
Fe5414 0.6 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.2 Ti4996 1.4 ±0.8 1.6 ±0.9
Mn4754 0.6 ±0.3 0.6 ±0.2 Ti5009 0.4 ±0.1 0.2 ±0.1
Mn4762 0.4 ±0.2 0.4 ±0.2 Ti5014 0.4 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.1
Mn4766 0.6 ±0.2 0.5 ±0.2 Ti5025 0.4 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.1
Mn4783 0.7 ±0.2 0.7 ±0.3 Ti5043 0.4 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.2
Mn4823 0.5 ±0.2 0.5 ±0.2 Ti5061 0.7 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.3
Mn5255 0.6 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.2 Ti5064 0.4 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1
Mn5376 1.1 ±0.2 3.1 ±1.4 Ti5113 0.5 ±0.3 0.5 ±0.2
Mn5394 0.7 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.2 Ti5129 0.5 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1
Na4978 0.7 ±0.2 0.8 ±0.3 Ti5219 5.3 ±2.6 5.1 ±2.5
Nd2 0.9 ±0.3 0.6 ±0.3 Ti5336 0.2 ±0.1 0.3 ±0.1
Nd5076 0.3 ±0.1 0.7 ±0.1 Ti5381 0.3 ±0.2 0.1 ±0.1
Nd5192 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 V4832 1.8 ±1.0 1.5 ±0.8
Nd5293 0.9 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.2 V4864 0.0 ±0.0 0.3 ±0.0
Ni4752 2.6 ±1.3 1.7 ±0.7 V4875 1.3 ±0.4 3.8 ±1.1
Ni5036 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 V4924 0.4 ±0.2 0.4 ±0.2
Ni5353 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1 Y4854 0.9 ±0.5 0.9 ±0.4
Sc4779 0.4 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.2 Mgb 0.4 ±0.2 0.8 ±0.2
Sc5031 0.5 ±0.1 0.3 ±0.1 Hbeta 0.2 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1
Sc5083 0.4 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1 Hbetao 0.1 ±0.0 0.5 ±0.0
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Table 3.2 – INDEX DEFINITIONS.

No. Name Index Bandpass Blue Continuum Red Continuum
1 Ba2 4930.000–4935.800 4894.400–4896.800 4948.600–4951.800
2 Ti4722 4720.950–4723.590 4718.680–4720.720 4723.540–4725.880
3 Fe4733 4732.700–4734.950 4723.680–4725.720 4758.200–4760.900
4 Fe4736 4734.250–4737.990 4723.680–4725.720 4758.200–4760.900
5 Cr4745 4743.400–4746.600 4723.000–4726.400 4757.000–4760.000
6 Co4749 4748.700–4750.500 4723.000–4726.400 4769.100–4770.700
7 Ni4752 4750.400–4753.100 4723.000–4726.400 4757.000–4760.000
8 Mn4754 4753.520–4755.095 4723.680–4725.720 4758.200–4760.900
9 Mn4762 4759.700–4763.760 4723.680–4725.720 4768.780–4770.860
10 Mn4766 4764.125–4768.040 4758.200–4760.900 4768.780–4770.860
11 Fe4768 4766.925–4769.110 4758.200–4760.900 4793.450–4795.700
12 Fe4776 4775.140–4776.895 4768.880–4771.080 4793.450–4795.700
13 Sc4779 4778.075–4781.120 4768.880–4771.080 4793.450–4795.700
14 Mn4783 4781.500–4785.560 4768.880–4771.080 4793.450–4795.700
15 Cr4789 4787.350–4791.120 4768.880–4771.080 4793.450–4795.700
16 Nd2 4819.500–4821.800 4811.400–4819.400 4844.500–4847.500
17 Mn4823 4822.420–4825.780 4814.600–4820.200 4844.500–4846.900
18 V4832 4829.350–4833.260 4814.600–4820.200 4844.500–4846.900
19 Fe4836 4833.300–4834.820 4814.600–4820.200 4844.500–4846.900
20 Ti4848 4847.060–4849.760 4844.760–4847.100 4856.500–4858.500
21 Y4854 4853.680–4856.410 4844.800–4846.900 4856.500–4858.500
22 V4864 4862.800–4867.600 4856.250–4858.250 4893.800–4896.200
23 Co4867 4866.275–4868.690 4856.250–4858.250 4893.800–4896.200
24 Fe4871 4868.125–4873.780 4856.250–4858.250 4893.800–4896.200
25 V4875 4873.525–4876.765 4856.250–4858.250 4893.800–4896.200
26 Ca4878 4877.360–4878.740 4856.250–4858.250 4893.800–4896.200
27 V4881 4879.980–4883.880 4856.250–4858.250 4893.800–4896.200
28 Fe4888 4887.300–4890.100 4856.250–4858.250 4893.800–4896.200
29 Fe4891 4889.125–4893.040 4856.250–4858.250 4893.800–4896.200
30 Ti4898 4898.300–4901.300 4892.000–4898.000 4947.000–4955.000
31 Fe4910 4904.700–4913.800 4894.400–4896.800 4948.600–4951.800
32 Ti4913 4912.600–4915.900 4892.000–4898.000 4947.000–4955.000
33 Fe4920 4914.425–4924.140 4894.400–4896.800 4948.600–4951.800
34 Vi4924 4921.825–4927.480 4894.400–4896.800 4948.600–4951.800
35 Fe4938 4933.600–4941.720 4894.400–4896.800 4948.600–4951.800
36 Cri494 4939.875–4943.210 4894.400–4896.800 4948.600–4951.800
37 Fe4957 4955.700–4959.660 4948.730–4952.190 4959.794–4964.260
38 Na4978 4976.300–4979.780 4948.730–4952.190 4986.600–4988.760
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No. Name Index Bandpass Blue Continuum Red Continuum
39 Ti4991 4989.275–4991.900 4986.600–4988.760 5032.720–5034.790
40 Fe4993 4993.160–4995.635 4986.600–4988.760 5032.720–5034.790
41 Ti4996 4995.700–4997.500 4986.600–4988.760 5032.720–5034.790
42 Ti5009 5008.500–5011.000 5001.500–5004.500 5031.800–5034.100
43 Ti5014 5012.350–5016.120 5002.400–5005.100 5032.260–5034.330
44 Fe5018 5016.350–5019.540 5002.400–5005.100 5032.260–5034.330
45 Ca5020 5019.300–5021.100 5002.400–5005.100 5032.260–5034.330
46 Fe5022 5020.300–5023.750 5002.400–5005.100 5032.260–5034.330
47 Ti5025 5023.425–5025.955 5002.400–5005.100 5032.260–5034.330
48 Fe5027 5026.300–5029.420 5002.400–5005.100 5032.260–5034.330
49 Sc5031 5029.825–5032.000 5002.400–5005.100 5032.260–5034.330
50 Ni5036 5034.440–5038.220 5032.720–5034.790 5056.820–5059.460
51 Ca5041 5036.200–5043.740 5032.720–5034.790 5056.820–5059.460
52 Ti5043 5042.700–5044.570 5032.720–5034.790 5056.820–5059.460
53 Fe5051 5050.125–5052.880 5032.720–5034.790 5056.820–5059.460
54 Fe5059 5059.300–5060.500 5056.820–5059.460 5092.920–5095.800
55 Ti5061 5060.700–5062.300 5056.820–5059.460 5092.920–5095.800
56 Ti5064 5063.380–5067.280 5056.820–5059.460 5092.920–5095.800
57 Fe5068 5065.350–5070.180 5056.820–5059.460 5092.920–5095.800
58 Cr5072 5071.095–5073.570 5056.820–5059.460 5092.920–5095.800
59 Nd5076 5073.900–5077.900 5055.500–5058.800 5094.000–5097.600
60 Sc5083 5081.150–5084.920 5056.820–5059.460 5092.920–5095.800
61 Fe5099 5097.700–5101.060 5092.920–5095.800 5101.600–5104.000
62 Fe5107 5106.300–5108.940 5101.200–5104.000 5118.800–5121.000
63 Fe5110 5107.675–5111.635 5101.200–5104.000 5118.800–5121.000
64 Ti5113 5111.800–5114.600 5102.000–5106.000 5119.900–5122.100
65 Fe5123 5122.300–5125.060 5101.200–5104.000 5143.710–5146.650
66 Fe5127 5126.700–5128.300 5118.800–5121.000 5143.710–5147.140
67 Ti5129 5127.800–5130.680 5118.800–5121.000 5143.710–5147.140
68 Fe5133 5132.400–5135.400 5119.900–5122.100 5144.200–5149.100
69 Ni5137 5135.400–5137.900 5119.900–5122.100 5144.200–5149.100
70 Fe5139 5137.900–5140.500 5119.900–5122.100 5144.200–5149.100
71 Fe5143 5140.500–5144.100 5119.900–5122.100 5144.200–5149.100
72 Fe5151 5151.000–5152.700 5144.200–5149.100 5174.000–5179.000
73 Fe5153 5152.000–5155.000 5144.200–5149.100 5174.000–5179.000
74 Fe5162 5160.900–5163.700 5144.200–5149.100 5174.000–5179.000
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No. Name Index Bandpass Blue Continuum Red Continuum
75 Ca5188 5187.000–5190.000 5174.000–5179.000 5196.700–5201.300
76 Nd5192 5190.940–5193.530 5174.500–5178.500 5198.540–5201.760
77 Fe5202 5201.700–5202.900 5186.040–5188.140 5212.400–5214.500
78 Ti5219 5218.800–5220.800 5211.000–5214.500 5236.000–5238.500
79 Fe5226 5219.800–5230.240 5212.400–5214.500 5236.250–5238.250
80 Co5230 5228.150–5230.750 5220.100–5222.100 5236.250–5238.250
81 Cr5247 5244.700–5248.495 5236.250–5238.250 5256.200–5259.200
82 Fe5250 5248.700–5253.260 5236.250–5238.250 5256.200–5259.200
83 Mn5255 5253.200–5257.260 5236.250–5238.250 5256.200–5259.200
84 Ca5261 5259.925–5263.260 5257.400–5259.500 5277.310–5279.410
85 Cr5265 5263.700–5268.340 5257.400–5259.500 5277.310–5279.410
86 Fe5270 5266.700–5273.000 5257.400–5259.500 5277.310–5279.410
87 Fe5273 5271.450–5274.640 5257.400–5259.500 5277.310–5279.410
88 Cr5275 5273.700–5277.600 5257.400–5259.500 5277.310–5279.410
89 Fe5283 5279.325–5283.240 5277.310–5279.410 5308.810–5310.840
90 Nd5293 5291.920–5294.520 5277.310–5279.410 5308.810–5310.840
91 Cr5298 5292.600–5300.720 5277.310–5279.410 5308.810–5310.840
92 Fe5307 5305.700–5309.150 5304.200–5306.300 5308.810–5310.840
93 Cr5313 5311.700–5313.950 5308.860–5311.020 5317.310–5323.680
94 Fe5317 5314.620–5317.380 5308.810–5310.840 5317.310–5323.680
95 Fe5324 5323.480–5325.880 5317.310–5320.740 5334.000–5336.000
96 Fe5328 5325.300–5331.680 5317.310–5320.740 5334.000–5336.000
97 Fe5333 5331.400–5333.720 5317.310–5320.740 5334.000–5336.000
98 Ti5336 5335.870–5338.745 5334.000–5336.000 5353.950–5357.250
99 Fe5340 5338.000–5342.640 5334.000–5336.000 5353.950–5357.250
100 Co5343 5341.525–5344.860 5334.000–5336.000 5353.950–5357.250
101 Cr5345 5343.825–5347.740 5334.000–5336.000 5353.950–5357.250
102 Ca5349 5346.175–5351.540 5334.000–5336.000 5353.950–5357.250
103 Ni5353 5352.400–5354.400 5333.500–5336.000 5354.500–5360.000
104 Fe5365 5363.700–5366.580 5354.000–5357.000 5384.150–5386.250
105 Fe5367 5365.275–5368.900 5354.000–5357.000 5384.150–5386.250
106 Fe5371 5369.300–5373.800 5354.000–5357.000 5384.150–5386.250
107 Mn5376 5375.800–5378.075 5354.000–5357.000 5384.150–5386.250
108 Ti5381 5380.000–5382.000 5354.000–5360.000 5384.500–5388.000
109 Fe5383 5381.890–5384.095 5354.000–5357.000 5384.150–5386.250
110 Mn5394 5393.700–5395.505 5384.150–5386.250 5415.800–5418.000
111 Fe5396 5394.775–5399.560 5384.150–5386.250 5415.800–5418.000
112 Cr5408 5407.050–5412.560 5384.150–5386.250 5415.800–5418.000
113 Fe5414 5411.700–5415.785 5384.150–5386.250 5415.800–5418.000
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Figure 3.10 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Ba2, Ti4722,
Fe4733, Fe4736, Cr4745, Co4749 and Ni4752.
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Figure 3.11 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Mn4754, Mn4762,
Mn4766, Fe4768, Fe4776,Sc4779 and Mn4783.
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Figure 3.12 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Cr4789, Nd2,
Mn4823, V4832, Fe4836, Ti4848 and Y4855.
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Figure 3.13 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: V4864, Co4867,
Fe4871, V4875, Ca4878, V4881 and Fe4888.
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Figure 3.14 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Fe4891, Ti4898,
Fe4910, Ti4913, Fe4920, V4924 and Fe4938.
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Figure 3.15 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Cr4942, Fe4957,
Na4978, Ti4991, Fe4993, Ti4996 and Ti5009.
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Figure 3.16 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Ti5014, Fe5018,
Ca5020, Fe5022, Ti5025, Fe5027 and Sc5031.
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Figure 3.17 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Ni5036, Ca5041,
Ti5043, Fe5051, Fe5059, Ti5061 and Ti5064.
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Figure 3.18 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Fe5068, Cr5072,
Nd5076, Sc5083, Fe5099, Fe5107 and Fe5110.
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Figure 3.19 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Ti5113, Fe5123,
Fe5127, Ti5129, Fe5133, Ni5137 and Fe5139.
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Figure 3.20 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Fe5143, Fe5151,
Ti5153, Fe5162, Ca5188, Nd5192 and Fe5202.
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Figure 3.21 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Ti5219, Fe5226,
Co5230, Cr5247, Fe5250,Mn5255 and Ca5261.
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Figure 3.22 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Cr5265, Fe5270,
Fe5273, Cr5275, Fe5283, Nd5293 and Cr5298.
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Figure 3.23 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Fe5307, Cr5313,
Fe5317, Fe5324, Fe5328, Fe5333 and Ti5336.
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Figure 3.24 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Fe5340, Co5343,
Cr5345, Ca5349, Ni5353, Fe5365 and Fe5367.
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Figure 3.25 – Same as Figure 3.3, now for the indices: Fe5371, Mn5376,
Ti5381, Fe5383, Mn5394, Fe5396, Cr5408 and Fe5414.
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Figure 3.26 – Same as in Figure 3.4 but for Ba2, Ti4722, Fe4733, Fe4736,
Cr4745, Co4749, Ni4752, Mn4754, Mn4762, Mn4766, Fe4768 and Fe4776.
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Figure 3.27 – Same as in Figure 3.4 but for Sc4779, Mn4783, Cr4789,
Nd2, Mn4823, V4832, Fe4836, Ti4848, Y4855, V4864, Co4867 and
Fe4871.
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Figure 3.28 – Same as in Figure 3.4 but for V4875, Ca4878, V4881,
Fe4888, Fe4891, Ti4898, Fe4910, Ti4913, Fe4920, V4924, Fe4938 and
Cr4942.
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Figure 3.29 – Same as in Figure 3.4 but for Fe4957, Na4978, Ti4991,
Fe4993, Ti4996, Ti5009, Ti5014, Fe5018, Ca5020, Fe5022, Ti5025 and
Fe5027.
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Figure 3.30 – Same as in Figure 3.4 but for Sc5031, Ni5036, Ca5041,
Ti5043, Fe5051, Fe5059, Ti5061, Ti5064, Fe5068, Cr5072, Nd5076 and
Sc5083.
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Figure 3.31 – Same as in Figure 3.4 but for Fe5099, Fe5107, Fe5110,
Ti5113, Fe5123, Fe5127, Ti5129, Fe5133, Ni5137, Fe5139, Fe5143 and
Fe5151.
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Figure 3.32 – Same as in Figure 3.4 but for Ti5153, Fe5162, Ca5188,
Nd5192, Fe5202, Ti5219, Fe5226, Co5230, Cr5247, Fe5250,Mn5255 and
Ca5261.
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Figure 3.33 – Same as in Figure 3.4 but for Cr5265, Fe5270, Fe5273,
Cr5275, Fe5283, Nd5293, Cr5298, Fe5307, Cr5313, Fe5317, Fe5324 and
Fe5328.
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Figure 3.34 – Same as in Figure 3.4 but for Fe5333, Ti5336, Fe5340,
Co5343, Cr5345, Ca5349, Ni5353, Fe5365, Fe5367, Fe5371, Mn5376 and
Ti5381.
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Figure 3.35 – Same as in Figure 3.4 but for Fe5383, Mn5394, Fe5396,
Cr5408 and Fe5414.
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Abstract
We perform a detailed study of the stellar populations in a sample of
Fornax dwarf galaxies using the line strength system of paper 1. Us-
ing data from the Sydney-AAO Multi-object Integral field spectrograph
(SAMI), we measured abundance ratios of 8 dEs in this cluster. Our
sample is representative of the early-type population of galaxies with a
range in mass, going down to about 108 L�. We analyse and interpret
the line strengths, measured in our new high resolution system of indices,
in the context of stellar population models. In this way we can obtain
abundance ratios for a number of elements which have never been stud-
ied before for dwarf ellipticals outside the Local Group, as a function of
galaxy mass and position in the cluster. The results are compared with
abundance ratios from resolved stars in the Local Group, and indices from
integrated light of large galaxies. We find that 5 of our galaxies show a
pattern of abundance ratios consistent with the disk of the Milky Way,
indicating that the formation has been slow. For the 3 others, however, a
different pattern is obtained, which we cannot easily understand at this
moment. This work indicates the large potential of future studies of low
mass stellar systems, with powerful instruments, such as X-Shooter on
the VLT.

galaxies: dwarf elliptical – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: individual(Fornax)
- galaxies: abundances ratios – galaxies: stellar populations – techniques:
spectroscopic
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4.1 Introduction

This paper is the second in a series to understand the stellar populations
of dwarf elliptical galaxies (dEs). In a previous paper in this series we
defined a system of high resolution absorption line indices, consisting of
about 100 indices measuring transitions of about 15 elements. We inves-
tigated their behavior as a function of age, metallicity and abundance
ratio [α/Fe]. (Şen et al. 2019 in prep; hereinafter Paper 1.)

dEs are known to exist in large numbers in galaxy clusters Sandage &
Binggeli (1984). They give us the opportunity to study the star forma-
tion history and chemical evolution onot only of these galaxies, but also
of galaxy clusters themselves. On the other hand they are challenging
to study because they are intrinsically faint and their metallicities are
generally relatively low, so the lines are more difficult to measure.

The stellar populations of galaxies provide a fossil record of their forma-
tion and evolutionary history. Because of this an important tool needed
to study galaxy evolution is stellar population synthesis. The stellar con-
tent and chemical composition of the unresolved stellar populations of
galaxies can be obtained by the study of the observed absorption features
present in their integrated spectra.

Over many years, unresolved stellar populations studies have been done
comparing the integrated colors or absorption lines with the theoretical
predictions for single stellar populations (SSP); that is, an essentially
coeval population of stars formed with a given initial mass function with
the same chemical abundance pattern. For dEs the broadening by stellar
motion is so low, that many more lines are measurable than in giant
galaxies. The stellar populations of dE’s span a wide range of subsolar
metallicities, from [M/H] ∼ -0.1 to -1.5, and old ages, from 1 to 14 Gyr
(Michielsen et al. 2008; Paudel et al. 2010; Koleva et al. 2011; Toloba
et al. 2014a; Şen et al. 2018).

Observational evidence has shown a wide variety of properties for dEs,
showing structure that are not common within the E/S0 population.
Several photometric studies have found the existence of substructures in
these galaxies, like disks, spiral arms, bars, lenses, irregular features (e.g.
Jerjen, Kalnajs & Binggeli 2000; Barazza, Binggeli & Jerjen 2002; Geha,
Guhathakurta & van der Marel 2003; Graham & Guzmán 2003; De Ri-
jcke et al. 2003; Lisker, Grebel & Binggeli 2006; Ferrarese et al. 2006;
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Janz et al. 2012, 2014). Their surface brightness profiles follow nearly
exponential laws, instead of de Vaucouleurs profiles like E galaxies (Fer-
rarese et al. 2006; Lisker et al. 2007). Also, they do not consist of simple,
old and metal rich stellar populations, but span a range in ages and are
relativetly metal poor systems (Michielsen et al. 2008; Koleva et al. 2009).
Kormendy (1985) suggested that they developed their spheroidal, non-
star forming and most likely highly flattened appearance (Lisker, Grebel
& Binggeli 2006; Lisker et al. 2007) during a transformation from a late-
type galaxy when falling into the cluster, in a transformation induced by
the environment, in this way creating the morphology-density relation
(e.g. Boselli & Gavazzi 2014).

Most spectra in the literature have been taken using long-slit spectroscopy,
and are therefore sensitive to aperture effects, with the slit almost always
very narrow. With new Integral Field Spectroscopy (IFU) this problem
disappears, since a large part of a galaxy is covered in the IFU, with
spectra available at multiple positions across the galaxy.

Current IFU surveys (e.g. ATLAS 3D , SAMI, MANGA) do not include
dEs due to low surface brightness and small size. IFS observations of
dEs exist, but number only ∼ 10 objects per study (e.g. Ryś, Falcón-
Barroso & van de Ven 2013; Penny et al. 2016, 2018). These studies
have revealed a diversity of kinematic types among dEs but do not have
the statistical power to constrain the properties of the population. The
advantage of IFUs is that they cover a large part of the galaxy, and
therefore are able to produce high integrated S/N spectra much more
easily than old-fashioned long-slit spectroscopy.

The goal of this paper is to study the processes that formed dwarf ellip-
tical (dE) galaxies by studying their absorption line spectrum in detail.
We therefore use integrated high-resolution IFU spectra of some nearby
dwarfs, with high S/N and high spectral resolution, so that we can mea-
sure the indices of the system we defined in paper 2. Work at such high
resolution has not been done outside the Local Group. Similar to paper
I, we would like to study whether dwarfs are formed in the same way as
galaxies such as the Milky Way, what the timescales of formation are,
whether the abundance distribution from galaxy to galaxy is similar, etc.
At the end of the paper, we will compare our results with the ones of
Conroy et al. (2014), who study the abundance distribution of giant
ellipticals from integrated spectra.
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4.1.1 Outline

The outline of this paper is as follows. In §4.2 and §4.3 , we describe the
spectroscopic data we use in this paper and the instrumental setups used
for the spectroscopic observations, and the main steps in data reduction.
Subsequently, in §4.4 we derive the ages and metallicities of our galaxies
based on some strong Lick indices. In §4.5, we introduce the new set of
high-resolution line indices and present the measurement of them for the
dEs. In §4.6, we compare the galaxies with Pegase-HR SSP models, to
find out how the abundance ratios compare with the ones in the solar
neighborhood. In §4.7, we present the results, ordered by groups of
elements and discuss them. Finally, we conclude our finding in §4.8.

4.2 Observations

Our sample of dE galaxies is a subsample of the sample of dEs observed
by Scott et al. (in preparation) using the SAMI IFU. This sample was
selected from the FDS (Venhola et al. 2018). The selection criteria are
discussed in Scott et al. In summary: the galaxies in this paper are
8 dwarfs with high S/N spectra, stellar masses between 108 M� and
109.2 M�, and with integrated velocity dispersions between 10 and 40
km/s. Venhola et al. classify them as dE. Effective radii of dEs in the
Fornax cluster range from 5-15 arc seconds, which yields coverage of 0.5-
1.5 Re, appropriate for mapping stellar kinematics and extracting stellar
populations representative of the whole galaxy.

All observational data is obtained from the Sydney – Australian Astro-
nomical Observatory (AAO) Multi-Object Integral-Field spectrograph
(SAMI; Croom et al. 2012) which is mounted at the prime focus of the
3.9m Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT) at Siding Spring Observatory,
New South Wales.

SAMI is based on lightly fused fibre bundles called hexabundles (Bland-
Hawthorn et al. 2011; Bryant et al. 2011, 2014). SAMI consist of 13 hex-
abundles, each hexabundles have an on-sky diameter of 15′′. Besides 13
hexabundles, SAMI also has 26 individual sky fibres which allows us sky
subtraction for all IFU observations without to observe separate blank
sky frames. The SAMI can target 13 galaxies in a single observation, or
more likely 12 galaxies and one standard calibration star, significantly
decreasing the amount of time needed to build a large sample of galaxies
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with IFS data.. This standard star is useful for several important steps
in the data reduction (e.g. telluric correction, absolute flux calibration),
in addition to allowing us to figure out the point spread function and
transmission of each individual observation.

The AAOmega spectrograph is a double-armed spectrograph covering the
blue and red optical regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. AAOmega
allows variable wavelength coverage and spectral resolution in each arm.
Configuration for SAMI uses the 1500V grating in the blue arm, giving
R= λ/∆λ ∼ 5100 over the wavelength range 4660-5430 Å.

For this work we are primarily interested in fitting the stellar absorption
features covered by the blue arm of AAOmega. We therefore analyse
only the blue arm SAMI data.

The observing strategy is taken from the SAMI Galaxy Survey (Sharp
et al. 2015). The galaxies were observed on 4th - 8th Nov 2015 and 26th

- 30th Oct 2016. For each field we aimed to obtain 7 hours (∼ 25, 000
seconds) of on-source integration time. Individual integrations were ∼
1800 s, with dithers of 0."8 (half a fibre diameter) applied between ex-
posures, following a 7-point hexagonal dither pattern, optimised for the
SAMI hexabundles. The dither pattern ensures an even distribution of
S/N over a hexabundle, accounting for the gaps between fibres. This 7-
point dither pattern was repeated twice for each field, yielding ' 25, 000
second total exposure time per galaxy. Arc lamp calibrations and obser-
vations of primary spectophotometric standard stars from the European
Southern Observatory Optical and UV Spectrophometric Standard Stars
catalogue∗ were interspersed with the object exposures at regular inter-
vals.

The dEs galaxies were observed with SAMI using the 1500V grating in
the blue arm. 1500V provides a spectral resolution sufficient to resolve
the typical velocity dispersion of dwarf galaxies of 20-30 km s−1, while
still covering the principal stellar absorption features (e.g. Hβ, Fe5015,
Mgb) and the newly defined high-resolution line indices Paper 1 designed
to measure stellar population properties.

∗ Available at:
https://www.eso.org/sci/observing/tools/standards/spectra.html
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Figure 4.1 – Map of the Fornax cluster. The black and blue symbols
correspond to early-type dwarfs and late-type dwarfs from Venhola et
al. (2018), respectively. The red stars represent our sample. The green
dotted circle and lashed circle shows the core (Ferguson 1989) and the
virial radius of 2.2 deg (∼ 0.7 Mpc, Drinkwater et al. 2001) respectively.
The green cross shows the central galaxy NGC 1399.

4.3 Data Reduction

The reduction of the SAMI observations is described in Scott et al. (2018),
with further details provided in Sharp et al. (2015) and Green et al.
(2018). Our SAMI data were reduced using the sami Python package
(Allen et al. 2015). Here we briefly summarise the process and give in
detail the changes since the previous works.

The SAMI data reduction was performed in two main steps; the first takes
the data from raw observed frames to Row-Stacked Spectra (RSS) frames,
which is handled primarily to partially calibrated spectra from each fibre
of the instrument, including spectral extraction, the standard steps of
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bias subtraction, flat-fielding, wavelength calibration and sky subtraction
by the two-degree field data reduction software package (2dfDR∗). The
second step takes the data from RSS frames to flux-calibrated, three-
dimensional data cubes, utilising purpose-built Python software as part
of the sami package. The entire process is overseen by the sami Python
manager.

Moreover, spectra corresponding to individual fibres are extracted us-
ing ‘tramlines’ fit to observations of the twilight sky. Subsequent to the
fibre extraction, telluric correction and relative and absolute flux cali-
bration steps are performed utilising the spectrophometric standard star
and standard calibration star observations. Finally, the data for each
individual object are extracted from the RSS frames and combined into
a three-dimensional data cube using a drizzle-based algorithm.

We analyze 8 dwarf elliptical galaxies which have been classified as cluster
members in Venhola et al. (2018). In Fig. 4.1 we show the locations of
our galaxies in Fornax cluster.

Here we provide only a brief summary of our technique for the data reduc-
tion; more details on sample selection, observations and data reduction
are presented in Scott et al. 2019 (S19).

4.4 Determination Age and Metallicity
Luminosity-weighted ages and metallicities are estimated using age-sensitive
(Hβ and Hβo) and metallicity-sensitive (Fe5015 and Mgb) Lick spectral
indices (Worthey 1994) measured in the LIS-5 Å system (Vazdekis et al.
2010). Since these indices are not only dependent on age and metallicity,
but also on abundance ratios, we also use the abundance-ratio insen-
sitive index combination [MgFe50] (Kuntschner et al. 2010) and Hβo
index (Cervantes & Vazdekis 2009) which is somewhat less dependent on
metallicity than the Lick Hβ index. For this we used an MCMC (Markov
Chain Monte Carlo) code to derive the age and metallicity of the best
fitting MILES single stellar population models.

We estimate the best luminosity weighted age and metallicity from all
available index-index combinations by effectively computing the "dis-
tance" from our measured indices to all predicted values on the model
grids, and finding the age and metallicity combination with the mini-
∗ https://www.aao.gov.au/science/software/2dfdr
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mum total distance. The age and metallicity values for each index-index
diagram and associated uncertainties were derived using 1000 MCMC it-
eration of the fit. To reduce the effects of the grid discretization, the two
relevant parameters (e.g. age and metallicity) were interpolated. Uncer-
tainties were calculated by performing Monte Carlo simulations, making
use of the observational error in each index. In Table ?? we list the best
fitting parameters for ages and metallicities that are determined using
combinations of all age sensitive lines and all metal indicators.

Fig. ?? show index-index plots where we have restricted the age to the
interval 2.0 - 14.0 Gyr, and the metallicity range from -1.26 to 0.26,
which includes the range covered by the galaxies in our sample. We use
the solar-scaled theoretical isochrones in the model grids from Vazdekis
et al. (2010), the left panel is shown Hβ vs. Mgb comparison with dEs
in Virgo Cluster (Şen et al. 2018) in Fig. ??. More index-index plots of
age-sensitive vs. metallicity sensitive indices are shown in Fig. 2.1.

4.5 High-resolution line strength measure-
ments

Contrary to massive galaxies, high resolution spectroscopy can provide
accurate measurements of numerous absorption lines for many different
chemical elements in dwarf galaxies, and therefore provide an accurate
method of determining detailed abundance patterns in galaxy. Absorp-
tion feature indices are an effective way of analysing results as one can
reduce spectral data to a single number plus its error.

In this work we study a new set of high-resolution spectral indices (paper
1), analogous to the Lick system, which make it possible to study the
abundance ratios in systems with low stellar velocity dispersion. The
index name correspond to the element that the index targets, along with
the center wavelength of the index passband.

SAMI utilized the 1500V grating in the blue arm, giving R∼5100 over
the wavelength range 4660-5430 Å. We measured that of the 88 indices
of paper I with using the package REDUCEME (Cardiel 1999), we could
not use the 25 ones because of the range of wavelength coverage. For our
galaxies the index measurements with errors in angstroms of equivalent
width which we used in this work are given in Table 4.2 and 4.3. All
measured indices are shown in Table 4.4 and 4.5.
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Figure 4.2 – The left panel shows spectral index-index diagrams used to
estimate the stellar populations using solar-scaled theoretical isochrone
grids with IMF slope of 1.3 from Vazdekis et al. (2010) in the system
LIS-5 Å, solid lines indicate constant age 2.0, 3.5, 5.5, 10.0 and 14.0
Gyr, respectively while dotted lines indicate constant [M/H] -1.26, -0.65,
-0.35, +0.06 and +0.26, respectively. The right panel shows Hβ vs. Mgb
comparison with dEs in Virgo Cluster (Şen et al. 2018).
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Table 4.2 – High-resolution spectral indices (paper 1), age and metallic-
ity, measured for 4 dEs (FCC135, FCC136, FCC164, FCC182) in Fornax
cluster.

FCC135 FCC136 FCC164 FCC182
Log age (Gyr) 1.15 ±0.14 1.15 ±0.13 0.74 ±0.07 1.08 ±0.12
[Fe/H] -0.35 ±0.06 -0.28 ±0.15 -0.56 ±0.16 -0.04 ±0.19
Indeks
Ba2 0.361 ±0.056 0.409 ±0.036 0.333 ±0.060 0.401 ±0.016
Ca4878 0.075 ±0.023 0.092 ±0.015 0.123 ±0.025 0.087 ±0.007
Ca5020 0.048 ±0.026 0.111 ±0.017 0.157 ±0.027 0.066 ±0.008
Ca5041 0.991 ±0.074 1.454 ±0.045 0.786 ±0.083 0.944 ±0.021
Ca5188 0.065 ±0.034 -0.005 ±0.022 -0.025 ±0.037 -0.007 ±0.010
Ca5261 0.275 ±0.042 0.387 ±0.026 0.368 ±0.043 0.359 ±0.011
Cr4789 0.229 ±0.049 0.353 ±0.030 . . . 0.378 ±0.014
Cr4942 0.133 ±0.040 0.151 ±0.025 0.077 ±0.044 0.186 ±0.011
Cr5072 0.134 ±0.030 0.159 ±0.019 0.115 ±0.032 0.191 ±0.008
Cr5247 0.231 ±0.041 0.245 ±0.027 0.175 ±0.044 0.262 ±0.011
Cr5265 0.605 ±0.048 1.001 ±0.028 0.692 ±0.050 1.035 ±0.012
Cr5275 0.268 ±0.048 0.406 ±0.030 0.246 ±0.051 0.404 ±0.013
Fe4891 0.504 ±0.047 0.612 ±0.030 0.472 ±0.049 0.708 ±0.013
Fe4920 0.944 ±0.083 1.257 ±0.052 1.116 ±0.086 1.389 ±0.022
Fe4938 0.666 ±0.073 0.867 ±0.046 0.521 ±0.080 0.964 ±0.020
Fe5226 0.812 ±0.093 0.898 ±0.059 0.767 ±0.100 0.931 ±0.025
Mgb 2.288 ±0.272 2.822 ±0.173 2.213 ±0.294 3.367 ±0.037
Mn4783 0.152 ±0.049 0.324 ±0.030 . . . 0.269 ±0.014
Mn4823 0.183 ±0.039 0.196 ±0.025 0.004 ±0.044 0.237 ±0.011
Mn5255 0.214 ±0.047 0.309 ±0.029 0.266 ±0.048 0.292 ±0.012
Na4978 0.102 ±0.043 0.120 ±0.028 -0.002 ±0.048 0.132 ±0.012
Nd5192 0.273 ±0.031 0.297 ±0.020 0.340 ±0.034 0.351 ±0.008
Ni4752 -0.027 ±0.037 -0.020 ±0.025 . . . 0.315 ±0.011
Ni5036 0.350 ±0.048 0.429 ±0.030 0.261 ±0.054 0.256 ±0.014
Sc5083 0.184 ±0.041 0.350 ±0.025 0.177 ±0.043 0.403 ±0.011
Ti5014 0.379 ±0.043 0.460 ±0.027 0.270 ±0.044 0.441 ±0.012
Ti5064 0.264 ±0.044 0.375 ±0.027 0.090 ±0.049 0.312 ±0.012
Ti5129 0.124 ±0.036 0.181 ±0.023 0.112 ±0.038 0.203 ±0.010
V4832 0.084 ±0.044 0.159 ±0.028 0.042 ±0.049 0.232 ±0.012
V4881 0.091 ±0.047 0.198 ±0.030 0.320 ±0.048 0.226 ±0.013
V4924 0.481 ±0.054 0.526 ±0.034 0.421 ±0.058 0.605 ±0.015
Y4854 0.128 ±0.041 0.076 ±0.027 0.127 ±0.045 0.143 ±0.012
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Table 4.3 – High-resolution spectral indices (paper 1), age and metallic-
ity, measured for 4 dEs (FCC202, FCC203, FCC211, FCC222) in Fornax
cluster.

FCC202 FCC203 FCC211 FCC222
Log age (Gyr) 1.08 ±0.05 1.12 ±0.26 1.05 ±0.04 0.85 ±0.14
[Fe/H] -0.56 ±0.15 -0.32 ±0.16 -0.66 ±0.07 -0.66 ±0.09
Indeks
Ba2 0.274 ±0.019 0.219 ±0.066 0.320 ±0.051 0.355 ±0.022
Ca4878 0.091 ±0.008 0.056 ±0.028 0.023 ±0.021 0.091 ±0.009
Ca5020 0.049 ±0.009 0.077 ±0.029 0.099 ±0.023 0.017 ±0.010
Ca5041 0.945 ±0.025 1.108 ±0.081 0.742 ±0.065 1.015 ±0.028
Ca5188 0.009 ±0.011 -0.005 ±0.037 0.016 ±0.029 0.002 ±0.013
Ca5261 0.314 ±0.013 0.327 ±0.043 0.253 ±0.035 0.215 ±0.015
Cr4789 0.261 ±0.016 0.338 ±0.050 0.245 ±0.043 0.314 ±0.018
Cr4942 0.131 ±0.014 0.034 ±0.047 0.108 ±0.036 0.167 ±0.015
Cr5072 0.158 ±0.010 0.177 ±0.033 0.130 ±0.027 0.180 ±0.012
Cr5247 0.214 ±0.013 0.125 ±0.044 0.194 ±0.035 0.194 ±0.015
Cr5265 0.813 ±0.014 0.800 ±0.047 0.620 ±0.040 0.677 ±0.017
Cr5275 0.342 ±0.015 0.331 ±0.049 0.258 ±0.041 0.292 ±0.017
Fe4891 0.617 ±0.016 0.393 ±0.056 0.330 ±0.045 0.515 ±0.019
Fe4920 0.968 ±0.028 0.778 ±0.097 0.711 ±0.077 0.928 ±0.032
Fe4938 0.675 ±0.025 0.492 ±0.086 0.545 ±0.067 0.879 ±0.028
Fe5226 0.771 ±0.029 0.865 ±0.099 0.520 ±0.081 0.831 ±0.033
Mgb 2.495 ±0.087 2.097 ±0.297 1.984 ±0.228 1.858 ±0.102
Mn4783 0.173 ±0.017 0.221 ±0.051 0.233 ±0.042 0.140 ±0.019
Mn4823 0.183 ±0.013 0.239 ±0.042 0.146 ±0.035 0.104 ±0.015
Mn5255 0.260 ±0.015 0.288 ±0.048 0.153 ±0.039 0.300 ±0.017
Na4978 0.013 ±0.015 0.071 ±0.050 0.075 ±0.038 -0.058 ±0.018
Nd5192 0.300 ±0.010 0.180 ±0.034 0.229 ±0.027 0.279 ±0.012
Ni4752 0.040 ±0.013 0.137 ±0.040 -0.051 ±0.035 -0.028 ±0.015
Ni5036 0.259 ±0.017 0.400 ±0.053 0.301 ±0.042 0.265 ±0.019
Sc5083 0.328 ±0.013 0.235 ±0.044 0.259 ±0.035 0.223 ±0.016
Ti5014 0.374 ±0.014 0.388 ±0.047 0.331 ±0.041 0.318 ±0.017
Ti5064 0.250 ±0.015 0.331 ±0.048 0.229 ±0.039 0.295 ±0.017
Ti5129 0.210 ±0.012 0.128 ±0.039 0.110 ±0.030 0.269 ±0.013
V4832 0.147 ±0.015 0.202 ±0.047 0.073 ±0.039 -0.002 ±0.017
V4881 0.184 ±0.016 0.056 ±0.055 0.050 ±0.044 0.127 ±0.019
V4924 0.384 ±0.019 0.333 ±0.063 0.306 ±0.049 0.469 ±0.021
Y4854 0.101 ±0.014 0.196 ±0.045 0.137 ±0.037 0.109 ±0.016
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Figure 4.3 – Comparison between index values of ELODIE models and
galaxies for Ca lines

4.6 Comparison of data with models
We use single age and metallicity (SSP) stellar population models com-
puted with the evolutionary synthesis code: PEGASE.HR (Le Borgne
et al. 2004). These models are based on the empirical stellar library
ELODIE.3 (Prugniel & Soubiran 2001, 2004) which has a range of -1.7
to 0.4 in metallicity [Fe/H] and 1 Myr to 20 Gyr in age.

We measured the indices of the PEGASE.HR models with instrumental
resolution σ= 25 kms−1(which corresponds to R=5000) and the indices
were measured on the model spectra after smoothing all gaxies to σ= 40
kms−1. This way all galaxies could be compared at once.

4.7 Discussion
In this work we present ages, metallicities and the measurements of ab-
sorption line-strengths for a new set of high-resolution indices. For the in-
terpretation of these high-resolution indices we focus on 32 indices which
show good correlation with mass to study the abundance measurement.
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Figure 4.4 – Comparison between index values of ELODIE models and
galaxies for Na line

Figure 4.5 – Comparison between index values of ELODIE models and
galaxies for Mg line

Figure 4.6 – Comparison between index values of ELODIE models and
galaxies for Ti lines
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Figure 4.7 – Comparison between index values of ELODIE models and
galaxies for Cr lines
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Figure 4.8 – Comparison between index values of ELODIE models and
galaxies for Mn lines

Figure 4.9 – Comparison between index values of ELODIE models and
galaxies for Ni lines
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Figure 4.10 – Comparison between index values of ELODIE models and
galaxies for Sc lines

Figure 4.11 – Comparison between index values of ELODIE models and
galaxies for V lines

The other indices are mostly so faint that we fear that they are less
reliable. We do this separating the indices into different groups.

The group of chemical element, which are the so-called alpha elements,
e.g., O, Mg, Ca, Si and Ti, are predominantly synthesised by alpha cap-
ture during the various burning phases in massive stars, and expelled
into the ISM by SN II explosions. The abundances of the α-elements in-
crease very quickly with time, due to the relatively short main-sequence
lifetimes of massive stars. Another group of elements are the Fe-peak
elements (Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, etc.) which are mainly produced by SN Ia,
whose progenitor lifetimes are much longer. As the evolution of chemical
abundances in a given system is closely related to the history of its star
formation, abundance ratios such as [α/Fe] can be used to explore the
SFH for galaxies.

Heavier elements beyond the iron peak, such as Ba, Nd, Y and are syn-
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Figure 4.12 – Comparison between index values of ELODIE models and
galaxies for heavy elements lines

thesized by neutron capture where the two important processes occur
(the s- and r- processes), followed by β decays. These two processes lead
to two characteristic abundance patterns. We now discuss these groups
in detail.

4.7.1 α-elements: Ca, Na, Mg and Ti

Calcium: The Calcium lines present in this wavelength range are at 4878
Å, 5041 Å, and 5261 Å . The Calcium line strengths are very close to
the ones expected from solar abundance ratios. Fig. 4.3 shows the ratio
between the observed galaxy and the ELODIE models, compared for
the same age and metallicity as the observed galaxy. The three galaxies
(FCC135, FCC202, FCC203) show higher values in the three Ca indices.

Sodium: Sodium can be measured using the strong Na absorption fea-
tures in the optical: NaD (5890 and 5896 Å). In this work for the measure-
ments of sodium, only one Na line is available in the observed wavelength
range, at 4978 Å. The Na4978 is showing low values compared to model
measurements in the dEs as shown in Fig. 4.4. The result is in good
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agreement with our previous paper (Şen et al. 2018).

Magnesium: Magnesium is easily measured from the Lick IDS index
Mgb in the observed wavelength range. Mg is produced by massive stars
during the hydrostatic He burning phase. We found that some indices do
correlate with mass. Mgb shows a very strong relation with mass even
at these low masses, and in such a small mass window. We present the
comparison of the observed spectra and the model spectra in Fig. 4.5.
The sample of this paper is a bit fainter than our previous Virgo dEs
hence Mg is slightly lower than solar, in quite good agreement with Şen
et al. (2018).

Titanium: The wavelength region observed with the SAMI is ideal to
measure three of the titanium lines which do correlate with mass. They
are shown in Fig. 4.6. Ca, and Ti are mostly produced during SN II
explosions. For this reason, Ca and Ti generally trace one another. In
this work Ti is lower than model predictions. The same three galaxies,
interestingly, also show high abundances of Ti.

4.7.2 Fe-peak elements: Cr, Mn, Ni, Sc, V and Fe

Iron peak elements are produced in complex nucleosynthesis process. Fe,
Co, Ni are produced mainly by complete explosive Si burning in the
deepest layers. McWilliam et al. (1995) found that [Co/Fe] increases
with decreasing [Fe/H]. Cr, Mn and V are produced mainly in the outer
incomplete Si-burning layers, while Sc is synthesized during explosive
Oxygen / Neon burning. Sc is a transition element and intermediate
between the alpha-elements and the iron-peak elements.

Chromium: Cr lines are represented with 6 lines in the observed wave-
length range. All Cr lines show a good relation with mass as shown in
Fig. 4.7. The results of a comparison of the model prediction and galaxy
values show that the galaxy measurements are slightly below 0, except
for three galaxies for three indices. Here the same these three galaxies
behave differently.

Manganese: Mn lines can be measured with 6 lines (shown in Fig. 4.23)
in the observed wavelength range, where three lines (at 4783 Å, 4823 Å
and 5255 Å ) have a good correlation with mass. They all show slightly
below solar abundance ratios in Fig. 4.8.

Nickel: Ni is well-defined by 2 lines at 4752 Å and 5036 Å. Fig. 4.9
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shows that the measurements of the galaxies are lower than the values
predicted by the models. The same three galaxies show again peculiar
behaviour for the measurement of Ni5036.

Scandium: Scandium is represented by one line at 5083 Å which shows
very good correlation with mass. Here again these three galaxies show
higher abundances, as is in the last panel of Fig. 4.10.

Vanadium: Five Vanadium lines are generally visible in our spectral data,
where two of them (at 4832 Å and 4924 Å ) correlate with mass. In Fig.
4.11 they all show slightly lower abundance ratios than solar.

Since the models which we used in this work are made from stars with
solar abundance ratios, since they are stars that are so bright that they
could be observed with the ELODIE spectrograph, and are therefore
very nearby solar neighborhood stars, we expect that the group of Fe-
peak elements will be seen as slightly under abundant. Our results are
consisted with this.

4.7.3 Neutron capture elements: Ba, Y, Nd

Heavy elements are those with atomic number higher than 30, like Yt-
trium (Y), Barium (Ba) and Neodymium (Nd). They can only be pro-
duced by neutron capture elements that are exposed to high neutron flux.
Iron peak elements are the most efficient seeds to capture neutrons to cre-
ate heavier elements. There are two main paths to form these elements:
the s-process (or slow process) and the r-process (rapid process).

The s-process (or slow-process) occurs when the neutron flux is not very
high, so that the intervals between neutron captures are long compared
to the beta decay characteristic timescale of an unstable nucleus.

Tolstoy, Hill & Tosi (2009) compare Ba, Y and Eu abundances in dSph
and in the Milky Way. In dSphs, the early evolution of all neutron-
capture elements is dominated by the r-process, after which the s-process
starts taking over from the r-process. The metallicity of switch from r-
to s- process is the same as the [α/Fe] knee ([Fe/H] ∼ -1.8). In the Milky
Way, Ba and Y are dominated by the r-process for [Fe/H] ≤ -2.0, while
the s-process leads at higher metallicities, for instance more than 80 %
of the solar Ba is originating from the s-process.

Barium: is represented by one line , Yttrium: is well-defined at 4854 Å
in our dwarfs and Neodymium: can be measured by one line at 5192 Å
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which has good correlation with mass. All heavy elements show slightly
lower abundances than solar.

4.7.4 Abundance Ratios of dEs

The main results from this paper are summarized in Fig. 4.13, where we
show the abundance behaviours of 11 elements and provide a comparison
to massive ellipticals with two different velocity dispersion by Conroy,
Graves & van Dokkum (2014). We analyse our galaxies into two different
groups due to the fact that three objects,FCC135, FCC202 and FCC203,
show different trends as the others. They are generally more abundant
than the model values.

The [Mn/Fe] ratios are studied by Gratton (1989) that found quite de-
ficient from [Fe/H] 0.0 to -1.0. The [Mn/Fe] ratios is studied in galactic
bulge and the Sagittarius dwarf spheroidal galaxy by McWilliam (2003).
A general trend of [Mn/Fe] decrease with decreasing [Fe/H], but while the
bulge follows roughly the solar neighborhood [Mn/Fe] trend, the trend
of dSph in Sagittarius is lower by ∼ 0.2 dex. The abundance V has not
been well studied but [V/Fe] is found ∼ 0.0 at all metallicities (Grat-
ton & Sneden, 1991). If the Mn deficiencies are due to a neutron excess
dependence, then V and Sc are also expected to follow the same trend,
which is observed for our 5 dEs.

Na is a very interesting element. It is produced in the interiors of massive
stars and depend on the neutron excess, which means that it depends on
the initial heavy element abundance in the star. We find that Na line
shows low values compared to model measurements in the dEs. These
results are in good agreement with the results from Şen et al. (2018)
which showed that in Virgo dEs have the unusual behaviour that [Na/Fe]
is under-abundant w.r.t. solar.

For most of our galaxies we find that the abundance ratios of all elements
are solar or lower than solar. This means that these dwarf galaxies form
their stars slowly, like the disk of our Milky Way. For Mg and Ca we
had seen this effect already in Şen et al. (2018). This behavior fits nicely
on a trend of increasing mass, from dwarfs, through Milky-way type
galaxies, to the most massive giant galaxies, as analyzed by Conroy et
al. (2014). Galaxies with σ ∼ 100 km/s have abundance ratios that are
mostly somewhat larger than solar, while in massive galaxies the alpha-
elements are enhanced, together with a few other element (see Conroy et
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al. 2014). Na shows a different relation, being significantly lower than
solar for dwarfs as compared to solar, and higher than solar for giant
ellipticals (e.g. Smith et al. 2015).

Disk-like abundance ratios, i.e. slow formation, agrees with our under-
standing of these dwarf ellipticals being formed from star forming dwarfs
(e.g. dwarf irregulars) losing their interstellar medium when entering
the cluster through ram pressure stripping (see e.g. Choque-Challapa et
al. 2019). Such progenitors have similar amounts of rotational support
(Scott et al. 2019), exponential surface brightness profiles, etc.

Discussing the abundance ratios of the three outlines is more complicated.
These are three dwarfs with, each of them, enhanced [Na/Fe], [Ti/Fe] and
[Mn/Fe]. This makes them more similar to massive galaxies. However,
other elements, such as Mg and Co, behave like the other dwarfs. We
have to say that we do not understand the abundance pattern of these
3 galaxies. The fact that they are so similar to each other indicates that
systematic errors are not so likely, though.
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Figure 4.13 – Summary of the abundance trends derived here from our work and gEs (Conroy et al. 2014).
Note that the abundance ratios of the dwarfs are not calibrated. We only can say if they are higher or lower
than solar.
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4.8 Conclusions
• This is the first time an attempt has been made to determine abun-

dance ratios of many elements in small, unresolved galaxies outside
the Local Group.

• We analysed the measurements of absorption line-strengths in our
new high resolution system of indices for a sample of 8 Fornax
dwarf galaxies. This sample has been classified as cluster members
in Venhola et al. (2018).

• Our sample of dE galaxies were observed using SAMI at the AAT,
using the 1500V grating in the blue arm. We measure age-sensitive
and metallicity-sensitive Lick spectral indices in the LIS-5 Å flux
calibrated system and apply the MILES models to determine age
and metallicity. We derive age and metallicity estimates of 8 dEs.

• Taking advantage of the high resolution spectral data we are also
able to calculate the new high resolution indices of our SAMI data
and compare compare them with PEGASE.HR for galaxies with a
velocity dispersion of 40 km/s.

• We select 32 indices for which the index correlates well with mass
and focus on studying the behaviour of the abundance ratios.

• We show the abundance behaviour of 11 elements and compare
with massive galaxies by Conroy, Graves & van Dokkum (2014) as
a function as a function of velocity dispersion. For the majority of
our galaxies we find that dwarf galaxies have abundance ratios that
are slightly lower than solar. This is what one expects when one
extrapolates the results of Conroy, Graves & van Dokkum (2014)
to lower masses.

• For Na we find that the galaxies have [Na/Fe] ratios that are con-
siderably lower than solar. This result is in good agreement with
Virgo dEs which found that the [Na/Fe] is under-abundant w.r.t.
solar (Şen et al. 2018) .

• The comparison of models with our data of dEs shows the remark-
able variety in the behaviour of three objects which are FCC135,
FCC202 and FCC203, shows that three of the objects show a dif-
ferent abundance pattern, that is the same in all three.
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Appendix

4.A Some extra material
If you want to present additional material which would interrupt the flow
of the main paper, it can be placed in an Appendix which appears after
the list of references.
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Figure 4.14 – Spectral index-index diagrams used to estimate the stellar
populations using solar-scaled theoretical isochrone grids with IMF slope
of 1.3 from Vazdekis et al. (2010) in the system LIS-5 Å, solid lines
indicate constant age 1.0, 2.0, 3.5, 5.5, 10.0 and 14.0 Gyr, respectively
while dotted lines indicate constant [M/H] -1.76, -1.26, -0.65, -0.35, +0.06
and +0.26, respectively.
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Figure 4.15 – Same as Fig.4.14

Figure 4.16 – Comparison between index values of ELODIE models and
galaxies for Na line

Figure 4.17 – Comparison between index values of ELODIE models and
galaxies for Mg line
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Figure 4.18 – Comparison between index values of ELODIE models and
galaxies for Ti lines
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Figure 4.19 – Comparison between index values of ELODIE models and
galaxies for Ti lines
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Figure 4.20 – Comparison between index values of ELODIE models and
galaxies for Ti lines
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Figure 4.21 – Comparison between index values of ELODIE models and
galaxies for Ti lines
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Figure 4.22 – Comparison between index values of ELODIE models and
galaxies for Cr lines
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Figure 4.23 – Comparison between index values of ELODIE models and
galaxies for Mn lines
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Figure 4.24 – Comparison between index values of ELODIE models and
galaxies for Sc lines

Figure 4.25 – Comparison between index values of ELODIE models and
galaxies for Co lines
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Figure 4.26 – Comparison between index values of ELODIE models and
galaxies for V lines
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Figure 4.27 – Comparison between index values of ELODIE models and
galaxies for heavy elements lines
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Table 4.4 – All high-resolution spectral indices (chapter 3) are measured
for 4 dEs (FCC135, FCC136, FCC164, FCC182) in Fornax cluster

Indeks FCC135 FCC136 FCC164 FCC182

Ba2 0.36 ±0.06 0.41 ±0.04 0.33 ±0.06 0.40 ±0.02
Ca4878 0.08 ±0.02 0.09 ±0.02 0.12 ±0.03 0.09 ±0.01
Ca5020 0.05 ±0.03 0.11 ±0.02 0.16 ±0.03 0.07 ±0.01
Ca5041 0.99 ±0.07 1.45 ±0.05 0.79 ±0.08 0.94 ±0.02
Ca5188 0.07 ±0.03 -0.01 ±0.02 -0.03 ±0.04 -0.01 ±0.01
Ca5261 0.28 ±0.04 0.39 ±0.03 0.37 ±0.04 0.36 ±0.01
Co4867 0.01 ±0.04 0.03 ±0.02 0.15 ±0.04 0.07 ±0.01
Co5230 0.07 ±0.03 0.07 ±0.02 0.09 ±0.04 0.14 ±0.01
Cr4789 0.23 ±0.05 0.35 ±0.03 . . . 0.38 ±0.01
Cr4942 0.13 ±0.04 0.15 ±0.03 0.08 ±0.04 0.19 ±0.01
Cr5072 0.13 ±0.03 0.16 ±0.02 0.12 ±0.03 0.19 ±0.01
Cr5247 0.23 ±0.04 0.25 ±0.03 0.18 ±0.04 0.26 ±0.01
Cr5265 0.61 ±0.05 1.00 ±0.03 0.69 ±0.05 1.04 ±0.01
Cr5275 0.27 ±0.05 0.41 ±0.03 0.25 ±0.05 0.40 ±0.01
Fe4733 0.19 ±0.03 0.09 ±0.02 . . . 0.14 ±0.01
Fe4736 0.31 ±0.05 0.19 ±0.03 . . . 0.29 ±0.01
Fe4768 0.08 ±0.03 0.09 ±0.02 . . . 0.18 ±0.01
Fe4776 0.02 ±0.03 0.04 ±0.02 . . . 0.02 ±0.01
Fe4836 -0.02 ±0.02 0.03 ±0.02 -0.03 ±0.03 0.02 ±0.01
Fe4871 0.29 ±0.07 0.40 ±0.04 0.42 ±0.07 0.64 ±0.02
Fe4888 0.24 ±0.04 0.30 ±0.02 0.31 ±0.04 0.35 ±0.01
Fe4891 0.50 ±0.05 0.61 ±0.03 0.47 ±0.05 0.71 ±0.01
Fe4910 0.52 ±0.09 0.62 ±0.06 0.64 ±0.09 0.73 ±0.03
Fe4920 0.94 ±0.08 1.26 ±0.05 1.12 ±0.09 1.39 ±0.02
Fe4938 0.67 ±0.07 0.87 ±0.05 0.52 ±0.08 0.96 ±0.02
Fe4957 0.45 ±0.04 0.61 ±0.02 0.49 ±0.04 0.65 ±0.01
Fe4993 0.15 ±0.04 0.04 ±0.02 0.05 ±0.04 0.06 ±0.01
Fe5018 0.20 ±0.04 0.29 ±0.02 0.26 ±0.04 0.24 ±0.01
Fe5022 0.15 ±0.04 0.36 ±0.03 0.33 ±0.04 0.23 ±0.01
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Indeks FCC135 FCC136 FCC164 FCC182
Fe5027 0.13 ±0.04 0.26 ±0.03 0.19 ±0.04 0.24 ±0.01
Fe5051 0.21 ±0.03 0.28 ±0.02 0.14 ±0.04 0.24 ±0.01
Fe5059 -0.04 ±0.02 -0.01 ±0.01 -0.02 ±0.02 -0.01 ±0.01
Fe5068 0.26 ±0.05 0.32 ±0.03 0.06 ±0.06 0.35 ±0.01
Fe5099 0.20 ±0.04 0.32 ±0.02 0.33 ±0.04 0.35 ±0.01
Fe5107 0.14 ±0.03 0.20 ±0.02 0.30 ±0.03 0.20 ±0.01
Fe5110 0.29 ±0.04 0.35 ±0.03 0.33 ±0.05 0.30 ±0.01
Fe5123 0.17 ±0.03 0.19 ±0.02 0.16 ±0.04 0.22 ±0.01
Fe5127 0.05 ±0.02 0.11 ±0.02 0.10 ±0.03 0.12 ±0.01
Fe5133 -0.01 ±0.04 -0.09 ±0.02 -0.11 ±0.04 -0.08 ±0.01
Fe5139 0.13 ±0.03 0.12 ±0.02 0.08 ±0.03 0.10 ±0.01
Fe5143 0.12 ±0.04 0.15 ±0.03 0.19 ±0.04 0.05 ±0.01
Fe5151 0.04 ±0.02 0.05 ±0.02 0.05 ±0.03 0.05 ±0.01
Fe5153 0.03 ±0.04 0.06 ±0.02 0.04 ±0.04 0.05 ±0.01
Fe5162 -0.01 ±0.03 -0.15 ±0.02 -0.18 ±0.04 -0.12 ±0.01
Fe5202 0.07 ±0.02 0.06 ±0.01 0.03 ±0.02 0.05 ±0.01
Fe5226 0.81 ±0.09 0.90 ±0.06 0.77 ±0.10 0.93 ±0.03
Fe5250 0.41 ±0.05 0.43 ±0.03 0.34 ±0.05 0.43 ±0.01
Fe5270 0.88 ±0.06 1.22 ±0.04 0.87 ±0.06 1.40 ±0.02
Fe5273 0.22 ±0.04 0.30 ±0.02 0.20 ±0.04 0.37 ±0.01
Mn4754 0.03 ±0.03 0.04 ±0.02 . . . 0.07 ±0.01
Mn4762 0.18 ±0.05 0.26 ±0.03 . . . 0.19 ±0.02
Mn4766 0.28 ±0.05 0.31 ±0.03 . . . 0.44 ±0.01
Mn4783 0.15 ±0.05 0.32 ±0.03 . . . 0.27 ±0.01
Mn4823 0.18 ±0.04 0.20 ±0.03 0.00 ±0.04 0.24 ±0.01
Mn5255 0.21 ±0.05 0.31 ±0.03 0.27 ±0.05 0.29 ±0.01
Na4978 0.10 ±0.04 0.12 ±0.03 0.00 ±0.05 0.13 ±0.01
Nd2 -0.03 ±0.03 -0.03 ±0.02 -0.01 ±0.03 -0.04 ±0.01
Nd5076 0.11 ±0.04 0.06 ±0.03 0.10 ±0.04 0.10 ±0.01
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Indeks FCC135 FCC136 FCC164 FCC182
Nd5192 0.27 ±0.03 0.30 ±0.02 0.34 ±0.03 0.35 ±0.01
Ni4752 -0.03 ±0.04 -0.02 ±0.03 . . . 0.32 ±0.01
Ni5036 0.35 ±0.05 0.43 ±0.03 0.26 ±0.05 0.26 ±0.01
Ni5137 -0.01 ±0.03 -0.04 ±0.02 -0.09 ±0.04 -0.06 ±0.01
Sc4779 0.07 ±0.04 0.14 ±0.03 . . . 0.06 ±0.01
Sc5031 0.03 ±0.03 0.08 ±0.02 -0.02 ±0.04 0.05 ±0.01
Sc5083 0.18 ±0.04 0.35 ±0.03 0.18 ±0.04 0.40 ±0.01
Ti4722 0.07 ±0.04 0.06 ±0.02 . . . 0.08 ±0.01
Ti4848 0.12 ±0.04 0.08 ±0.03 0.01 ±0.04 0.12 ±0.01
Ti4898 0.04 ±0.04 0.04 ±0.02 0.12 ±0.04 0.11 ±0.01
Ti4913 -0.02 ±0.04 0.09 ±0.02 0.08 ±0.04 0.09 ±0.01
Ti4991 0.18 ±0.04 0.16 ±0.02 0.04 ±0.04 0.13 ±0.01
Ti4996 0.05 ±0.03 0.02 ±0.02 -0.03 ±0.03 -0.01 ±0.01
Ti5009 -0.03 ±0.03 -0.02 ±0.02 -0.14 ±0.04 -0.07 ±0.01
Ti5014 0.38 ±0.04 0.46 ±0.03 0.27 ±0.04 0.44 ±0.01
Ti5025 0.02 ±0.03 0.12 ±0.02 0.10 ±0.04 0.07 ±0.01
Ti5043 0.08 ±0.03 0.11 ±0.02 0.06 ±0.03 0.08 ±0.01
Ti5061 -0.04 ±0.03 -0.02 ±0.02 -0.05 ±0.03 -0.06 ±0.01
Ti5064 0.26 ±0.04 0.38 ±0.03 0.09 ±0.05 0.31 ±0.01
Ti5113 -0.07 ±0.04 -0.02 ±0.02 -0.05 ±0.04 -0.06 ±0.01
Ti5129 0.12 ±0.04 0.18 ±0.02 0.11 ±0.04 0.20 ±0.01
Ti5219 -0.02 ±0.03 -0.04 ±0.02 0.06 ±0.03 -0.03 ±0.01
V4832 0.08 ±0.04 0.16 ±0.03 0.04 ±0.05 0.23 ±0.01
V4864 0.50 ±0.07 0.43 ±0.05 0.79 ±0.08 0.58 ±0.02
V4875 0.10 ±0.04 0.09 ±0.03 0.21 ±0.04 0.20 ±0.01
V4881 0.09 ±0.05 0.20 ±0.03 0.32 ±0.05 0.23 ±0.01
V4924 0.48 ±0.05 0.53 ±0.03 0.42 ±0.06 0.61 ±0.02
Y4854 0.13 ±0.04 0.08 ±0.03 0.13 ±0.05 0.14 ±0.01
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Table 4.5 – All high-resolution spectral indices (chapter 3) are measured
for 4 dEs ( FCC202, FCC203, FCC211, FCC222) in Fornax cluster.

Indeks FCC202 FCC203 FCC211 FCC222

Ba2 0.27 ±0.02 0.22 ±0.07 0.32 ±0.05 0.36 ±0.02
Ca4878 0.09 ±0.01 0.06 ±0.03 0.02 ±0.02 0.09 ±0.01
Ca5020 0.05 ±0.01 0.08 ±0.03 0.10 ±0.02 0.02 ±0.01
Ca5041 0.95 ±0.03 1.11 ±0.08 0.74 ±0.07 1.02 ±0.03
Ca5188 0.01 ±0.01 -0.01 ±0.04 0.02 ±0.03 0.00 ±0.01
Ca5261 0.31 ±0.01 0.33 ±0.04 0.25 ±0.04 0.22 ±0.02
Co4867 0.11 ±0.01 0.07 ±0.04 0.04 ±0.03 0.16 ±0.01
Co5230 0.08 ±0.01 0.13 ±0.04 0.11 ±0.03 0.11 ±0.01
Cr4789 0.26 ±0.02 0.34 ±0.05 0.25 ±0.04 0.31 ±0.02
Cr4942 0.13 ±0.01 0.03 ±0.05 0.11 ±0.04 0.17 ±0.02
Cr5072 0.16 ±0.01 0.18 ±0.03 0.13 ±0.03 0.18 ±0.01
Cr5247 0.21 ±0.01 0.13 ±0.04 0.19 ±0.04 0.19 ±0.02
Cr5265 0.81 ±0.01 0.80 ±0.05 0.62 ±0.04 0.68 ±0.02
Cr5275 0.34 ±0.02 0.33 ±0.05 0.26 ±0.04 0.29 ±0.02
Fe4733 0.06 ±0.01 0.30 ±0.04 -0.01 ±0.03 0.09 ±0.01
Fe4736 0.14 ±0.02 0.49 ±0.05 0.53 ±0.04 0.17 ±0.02
Fe4768 0.10 ±0.01 0.17 ±0.03 0.07 ±0.03 0.12 ±0.01
Fe4776 -0.01 ±0.01 0.01 ±0.03 0.08 ±0.03 -0.03 ±0.01
Fe4836 -0.01 ±0.01 0.03 ±0.03 -0.01 ±0.02 -0.08 ±0.01
Fe4871 0.49 ±0.02 0.28 ±0.08 0.28 ±0.06 0.51 ±0.03
Fe4888 0.27 ±0.01 0.15 ±0.04 0.15 ±0.03 0.21 ±0.02
Fe4891 0.62 ±0.02 0.39 ±0.06 0.33 ±0.05 0.52 ±0.02
Fe4910 0.47 ±0.03 0.29 ±0.11 0.23 ±0.08 0.67 ±0.03
Fe4920 0.97 ±0.03 0.78 ±0.10 0.71 ±0.08 0.93 ±0.03
Fe4938 0.68 ±0.03 0.49 ±0.09 0.55 ±0.07 0.88 ±0.03
Fe4957 0.49 ±0.01 0.53 ±0.04 0.39 ±0.04 0.44 ±0.02
Fe4993 0.00 ±0.01 0.01 ±0.04 0.14 ±0.03 0.01 ±0.01
Fe5018 0.23 ±0.01 0.28 ±0.04 0.23 ±0.03 0.15 ±0.02
Fe5022 0.27 ±0.01 0.24 ±0.05 0.36 ±0.03 0.21 ±0.02
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Indeks FCC202 FCC203 FCC211 FCC222
Fe5027 0.20 ±0.01 0.27 ±0.04 0.19 ±0.04 0.14 ±0.02
Fe5051 0.21 ±0.01 0.20 ±0.04 0.27 ±0.03 0.17 ±0.01
Fe5059 0.03 ±0.01 0.01 ±0.02 0.02 ±0.02 0.02 ±0.01
Fe5068 0.23 ±0.02 0.33 ±0.06 0.25 ±0.04 0.26 ±0.02
Fe5099 0.27 ±0.01 0.23 ±0.04 0.16 ±0.03 0.24 ±0.02
Fe5107 0.21 ±0.01 0.18 ±0.04 0.26 ±0.03 0.21 ±0.01
Fe5110 0.28 ±0.01 0.26 ±0.05 0.34 ±0.04 0.31 ±0.02
Fe5123 0.14 ±0.01 0.22 ±0.04 0.15 ±0.03 0.10 ±0.01
Fe5127 0.08 ±0.01 0.12 ±0.03 0.07 ±0.02 0.09 ±0.01
Fe5133 0.01 ±0.01 -0.06 ±0.04 -0.04 ±0.03 0.01 ±0.01
Fe5139 0.14 ±0.01 0.09 ±0.04 0.07 ±0.03 0.14 ±0.01
Fe5143 0.06 ±0.01 0.05 ±0.04 0.14 ±0.03 0.13 ±0.02
Fe5151 0.07 ±0.01 0.10 ±0.03 0.09 ±0.02 0.09 ±0.01
Fe5153 0.05 ±0.01 0.05 ±0.04 0.12 ±0.03 0.11 ±0.01
Fe5162 -0.11 ±0.01 -0.09 ±0.04 -0.05 ±0.03 -0.08 ±0.01
Fe5202 0.05 ±0.01 0.06 ±0.02 0.00 ±0.02 0.06 ±0.01
Fe5226 0.77 ±0.03 0.87 ±0.10 0.52 ±0.08 0.83 ±0.03
Fe5250 0.43 ±0.01 0.45 ±0.05 0.32 ±0.04 0.50 ±0.02
Fe5270 1.13 ±0.02 1.10 ±0.06 0.70 ±0.05 1.07 ±0.02
Fe5273 0.29 ±0.01 0.34 ±0.04 0.20 ±0.03 0.28 ±0.01
Mn4754 0.08 ±0.01 0.08 ±0.03 0.05 ±0.02 0.05 ±0.01
Mn4762 0.05 ±0.02 0.12 ±0.06 0.22 ±0.05 -0.02 ±0.02
Mn4766 0.25 ±0.02 0.24 ±0.05 0.26 ±0.04 0.19 ±0.02
Mn4783 0.17 ±0.02 0.22 ±0.05 0.23 ±0.04 0.14 ±0.02
Mn4823 0.18 ±0.01 0.24 ±0.04 0.15 ±0.04 0.10 ±0.02
Mn5255 0.26 ±0.02 0.29 ±0.05 0.15 ±0.04 0.30 ±0.02
Na4978 0.01 ±0.02 0.07 ±0.05 0.08 ±0.04 -0.06 ±0.02
Nd2 -0.07 ±0.01 -0.06 ±0.03 -0.02 ±0.03 -0.06 ±0.01
Nd5076 0.12 ±0.01 0.21 ±0.05 0.13 ±0.04 0.10 ±0.02
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Indeks FCC202 FCC203 FCC211 FCC222
Nd5192 0.30 ±0.01 0.18 ±0.03 0.23 ±0.03 0.28 ±0.01
Ni4752 0.04 ±0.01 0.14 ±0.04 -0.05 ±0.04 -0.03 ±0.02
Ni5036 0.26 ±0.02 0.40 ±0.05 0.30 ±0.04 0.27 ±0.02
Ni5137 -0.04 ±0.01 -0.03 ±0.03 0.03 ±0.03 -0.01 ±0.01
Sc4779 0.04 ±0.01 0.12 ±0.04 0.18 ±0.04 0.07 ±0.02
Sc5031 0.07 ±0.01 0.06 ±0.04 0.08 ±0.03 0.06 ±0.01
Sc5083 0.33 ±0.01 0.24 ±0.04 0.26 ±0.04 0.22 ±0.02
Ti4722 0.01 ±0.01 -0.02 ±0.04 0.03 ±0.04 0.05 ±0.02
Ti4848 0.08 ±0.01 0.22 ±0.04 0.01 ±0.04 0.13 ±0.02
Ti4898 0.07 ±0.01 0.09 ±0.04 0.01 ±0.03 0.06 ±0.01
Ti4913 0.02 ±0.01 0.02 ±0.04 0.01 ±0.03 -0.05 ±0.01
Ti4991 0.07 ±0.01 0.01 ±0.05 0.17 ±0.03 0.00 ±0.02
Ti4996 -0.02 ±0.01 0.01 ±0.03 0.07 ±0.02 -0.09 ±0.01
Ti5009 -0.02 ±0.01 -0.04 ±0.04 -0.07 ±0.03 -0.04 ±0.01
Ti5014 0.37 ±0.01 0.39 ±0.05 0.33 ±0.04 0.32 ±0.02
Ti5025 0.08 ±0.01 0.07 ±0.04 0.14 ±0.03 0.11 ±0.01
Ti5043 0.07 ±0.01 0.13 ±0.03 0.09 ±0.02 0.09 ±0.01
Ti5061 -0.05 ±0.01 -0.09 ±0.03 0.00 ±0.02 0.00 ±0.01
Ti5064 0.25 ±0.02 0.33 ±0.05 0.23 ±0.04 0.30 ±0.02
Ti5113 0.01 ±0.01 0.10 ±0.04 -0.02 ±0.03 0.02 ±0.01
Ti5129 0.21 ±0.01 0.13 ±0.04 0.11 ±0.03 0.27 ±0.01
Ti5219 0.02 ±0.01 -0.01 ±0.03 -0.08 ±0.02 -0.01 ±0.01
V4832 0.15 ±0.02 0.20 ±0.05 0.07 ±0.04 0.00 ±0.02
V4864 0.66 ±0.02 0.48 ±0.08 0.52 ±0.06 0.74 ±0.03
V4875 0.14 ±0.01 -0.04 ±0.05 0.09 ±0.04 0.15 ±0.02
V4881 0.18 ±0.02 0.06 ±0.06 0.05 ±0.04 0.13 ±0.02
V4924 0.38 ±0.02 0.33 ±0.06 0.31 ±0.05 0.47 ±0.02
Y4854 0.10 ±0.01 0.20 ±0.05 0.14 ±0.04 0.11 ±0.02
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Conclusions and Future Prospects

The most remarkable discovery in all of astronomy
is that the stars are made of atoms of the same kind
as those on the earth.

Richard P. Feynman
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A stronomers realized that objects exist outside our Milky Way less
than a hundred years ago and that our world is significantly larger

than the size of the Milky Way. The discovery of the existence of other
stellar systems and their variety of morphologies raised the question of
the origin and evolution of these galaxies. In this thesis, we determined
the physical properties of dEs by focusing on their elemental abundances
and stellar populations as analysed using integral field units and long-slit
spectroscopy.

5.1 Conclusions
This thesis consists of an observational study about the evolution of dwarf
elliptical galaxies. Although these objects are numerically-dominant type
of galaxies in the Universe, their origin and evolution still remains a mat-
ter of debate since they are intrinsically faint and their structure is very
complicated. The objective of this thesis has been to determine detailed
chemical abundances of many elements in the Virgo and Fornax cluster,
which have never been studied before outside the Local Group, based on
high spectral resolution observations obtained with large telescopes.

In this thesis, we present a new set of high resolution indices which
makes it possible, for the first time, to study in detail individual element
abundance ratios of many elements in small, unresolved galaxies outside
the Local Group.

In this section we will highlight the main conclusion from this thesis
chapter by chapter and we will present an overview of the addressed
questions and and give an outlook of this field.

• In Chapter 2, we present abundance ratios of a sample 37 dEs
in the Virgo cluster as a part of the SMAKCED project. We use
optical spectroscopy to measure a total of 23 Lick indices in the
LIS-5 Å flux calibrated system and apply the MILES models to
interpret them. We obtain new age and metallicity estimates and
calculate the abundance ratios of Na, Mg and Ca for these galaxies.

• We found that they show [Na/Fe] is under-abundant w.r.t. solar.
This is the opposite to what is found in massive giant elliptical
galaxies. The reason for this probably detailed enrichment pro-
cesses in Supernovae type 2.
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• We conclude that dEs have undergone a considerable amount of
chemical evolution, they are therefore not uniformly old, but have
extended star formation histories, similar to many of the Local
Group galaxies.

The study, as presented in Chapter 2, has the advantage of providing us
with a detailed picture of dEs in Virgo cluster, which includes an overall
study of their stellar population properties. However, our analysis still
depend on the current Lick spectral index system, which has been defined
for low resolution spectra, and cannot be used to study faint absorption
lines. As a result, we have only been able to study a few elements in this
work.

• To solve this crucial problem, in Chapter 3, we defined a new set
of high-resolution spectral indices in the spectral range from 4700-
5400 Å using the PEGASE.HR stellar population models, based on
the high-resolution ELODIE.3 empirical stellar library (Prugniel &
Soubiran 2001, 2004), analogous to the Lick system, to study the
abundance ratios in systems with low stellar velocity dispersion,
like dwarf galaxies, globular clusters and UDGs.

• We characterize the behaviour of the line indices as a function of
age, metallicity and velocity dispersion. We investigate the de-
pendence of the line indices on alpha-elemental abundance ratios
using the theoretical models of Walcher et al. (2009). We discuss
the various elements for which abundances can be determined us-
ing our new line index system and for the understanding of stellar
populations in galaxies.

In Chapter 4, we apply the same set of line indices as presented in
Chapter 3 on 8 dEs in the Fornax cluster with very high S/N spectra.
This is the first time an attempt is made to determine abundance ratios
of many elements in small, unresolved galaxies outside the Local Group.

• We measure the absorption line-strengths in our new high resolu-
tion system of indices for a sample of 8 Fornax dwarf galaxies. Our
sample of dE galaxies are studied with SAMI at the AAT, using the
1500V grating in the blue arm. We determine age and metallicity
estimates of 8 dEs using our low resolution indices. Owing to the
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high resolution spectral data we were also able to calculate the new
high resolution indices on our SAMI data and compare them with
PEGASE.HR for galaxies with a velocity dispersion of 40 km/s.
We select 32 indices for which the index correlates well with mass
and focus on studying the behavior of the abundance ratios.

• We present the abundance behaviour of 11 elements and compare
with massive galaxies by Conroy, Graves & van Dokkum (2014) as
a function of velocity dispersion. For the majority of our galaxies
we find that dwarf galaxies have abundance ratios that are slightly
lower than solar. This is what one expects when one extrapo-
lates the results of Conroy, Graves & van Dokkum (2014) to lower
masses.

• For Na we find that the galaxies have [Na/Fe] ratios that are consid-
erably lower than solar. This result is in good agreement with Virgo
dEs, for which we determine that the [Na/Fe] is under-abundant
w.r.t. solar in Chapter 2.

• The comparison of models with our data of dEs shows the remark-
able variety in the behaviour of three objects, namely FCC135,
FCC202 and FCC203, showing that these three show a different
abundance pattern, that is the same in all three.

5.2 Future Prospects
In observational astronomy, it is often the case that new observational
data-sets are required to advance our understanding of certain physical
processes. The fact that the lower-mass regime still remains largely unex-
plored, makes us believe that a survey aimed at obtaining large field IFU
data for dwarf early-types will open a new region of parameter space.
Since dEs are so faint and compact, a very nearby sample is required
in order to obtain sufficient spatial resolution and high enough S/N to
resolve these objects, so this can realistically only be achieved with mul-
tiplexed integral field spectroscopy using telescopes such as JWST, WHT
and E-ELT.

If one wants to study the population of dwarf ellipticals, it will be very
useful to study a large population by making a large survey. Of particular
relevance is the WEAVE-Cluster survey, to be obtained with the future
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instrument WEAVE at the WHT. The main goal of the nearby clusters
survey is to understand the formation history of dwarf galaxies in high-
density environments. The WEAVE Nearby Clusters Survey will observe
a X-ray flux-limited sample of 47 nearby cluster covering a large range in
cluster mass (13.2 < log (M/M�) < 14.5) and environment. This survey
will assure IFU spectroscopy for about one thousand dwarfs (Mr < -16)
galaxy members. This will be the largest sample of dwarf galaxies in
clusters with high-quality spectroscopic data ever studied. The data in
this survey can be used to study dwarfs in a spatially resolved way, but
one can also all the flux, making powerful studies possible of the SFH
and abundance ratios.

In this thesis we use the data in the optical wavelengths. In order to
understand the spectral energy distribution, we must cover the other
wavelengths like the infrared. For that, we need to study the different
molecular lines in dwarfs and therefore the JWST will be very powerful
instrument with its NIRSpec IFU, where the studies we present here can
be done at much higher resolution in the infrared studying more elements
and cooler stars. NIRSpec is designed to observe 100 objects simulta-
neously. NIRSpec will be the first spectrograph in space that has this
remarkable multi-object capability which will operate over a wavelength
range of 0.6 to 5 microns. It will allow us to measure elemental abun-
dances for many elements, and can be analyzed with the new XSL stellar
library.

The E-ELT will be the largest optical telescope in the world, with its 42m
primary mirror. The E-ELT will make a transformational contribution
to this field and its spatial resolution, combined with a MOS, will enable
the study of large samples of dwarf galaxies in a range of environments,
including both resolved and unresolved galaxies. As it is currently the
case for the European Very Large Telescope (VLT), the MOSAIC multi-
object spectrograph will be the workhorse instrument for the ELT. We
can study much fainter dwarfs with in their central parts and measure
stellar population gradients up to very large radii to test theories of
mass assembly, detailed chemical abundance and their chemical maps,
combined with detailed kinematic information.

Combining the results of this thesis and forthcoming instruments will
allow us to throw a lot more light in this area, in the hope that, in the
near future, we can build a much clearer picture how the various chemical
elements were built up in the dwarfs and the Universe.
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Yesterday I was clever, so I wanted to change the world.
Today I am wise, so I am changing myself.

Mevlana C. Rumi

S terrenstelsels zijn systemen, die meestal bestaande uit sterren, inter-
stellaire materie (gas en stof), stellaire overblijfselen (witte dwergen,

neutronensterren en zwarte gaten) en donkere materie, bij elkaar gehou-
den door de zwaartekracht. Er zijn allerlei types sterrenselsels, met een
breed scala aan morhologieën en eigenschappen. Vanaf het moment dat
de eerste beelden beschikbaar waren, hebben astronomen geprobeerd aan
de hand daarvan hun aard te verklaren, zelfs zonder dat er extra informa-
tie beschikbaar was. In de 18e eeuw begin C. Messier met het catalogi-
seren van vaag-uitziende objecten die hij nevels noemde. Zijn catalogus
bevat o.a. een aantal sterrenstelsels in de buurt, waaronder M31, ook
wel Andromeda genoemd. Hun afstand en aard werden echter niet ver-
klaard totdat Hubble de individuele sterren in M31 identificeerde, zoals
Cepheids, die konden worden gebruikt als afstandsindicatoren. Deze ont-
dekking van Hubble opende een nieuw gebied in de astronomie.

Het eerste karakteristieke kenmerk van een melkwegstelsel is de morfo-
logie. De sterrenstelsels die wij kennen, vertonen een breed scala aan
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Figuur 1 – De Hubble classificatie.

vormen. De eerste systematische classificatie van melkwegmorfologieën
in het optische spectrum (d.w.z. wat het oog ziet) dateert uit 1929.
Hubble introduceerde een classificatie van melkwegstelsels, die uit drie
hoofdtypen (elliptisch, spiralen en lenticulair (lens-achtig)) bestaat. Deze
’stemvor’k, die schematisch zijn melkwegclassificatie beschrijft, wordt ge-
toond in Figuur 1. De sterrenstelsels aan de linkerkant van de stemvork
worden vroeg-type sterrenstelsels genoemd, terwijl spiralen en onregel-
matige stelsels ook late-type sterrenstelsels worden genoemd. Vroeg-type
sterrenstelsels bestaan meestal uit oude sterren, zonder veel stervorming,
met een breed scala aan kinematische eigenschappen (veel tot geen rota-
tie), en vaak in een omgeving met hoge melkwegstelseldichtheid. Vroeg-
type dwergstelsels spelen een belangrijke rol bij het begrijpen van de
evolutie van sterrenstelsels in clusters.

Dwerg elliptische sterrenstelssels

Dwerg elliptische sterrenstelsels (dE’s) zijn systemen met lage massa, met
een relatief ondiepe potentiaalput, hetgeen betekent dat sterren relatief
zwak gebonden zijn aan het stelsel. Ze hebben een lage oppervlaktehel-
derheid en exponentieel afnemende radiële oppervlaktehelderheidsprofie-
len. Ze zijn de numeriek dominante klasse van sterrenstelsels in clusters,
alle andere typen dominerend in aantal (Binggeli, Sandage & Tammann
1988).
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Tegenwoordig kennen we de klasse van dE’s redelijk goed, aan de hand
van een groot aantal interne eigenschappen, die aangeven dat, hoewel
ze simpel lijken, ze in werkelijkheid veel complexer zijn. We weten dat
ze er elliptisch uitzien, maar dat ze ook af en toe schijven, spiraalarmen
en allerlei onregelmatigheden laten zien. In een reeks artikelen hebben
Lisker, Grebel & Binggeli (2006); Lisker et al. (2006, 2007) voorgesteld
dat de populatie dwergstelsels in clusters is samengesteld uit verschillende
subcategorieën van objecten op basis van hun kenmerken, die aangeven
dat ze niet allemaal op dezelfde manier zijn gevormd.

Er wordt gedacht dat dE’s spiraalvormige of onregelmatige sterrenstel-
sels zijn die zijn getransformeerd terwijl ze in een cluster vallen. Er
worden twee hoofdmechanismen voorgesteld voor deze transformatie van
eigenschappen: ‘harassment’, d.w.z. de zwaartekrachtsinteractie tussen
een melkwegstelsel en de potentiaal van het cluster, meestal van andere
melkwegstelsels (Moore, Lake & Katz 1998) en ‘ram pressure stripping’
(Gunn & Gott 1972; Lin & Faber 1983). ‘Ram pressure stripping’, d.w.z.
het wegblazen van het interstellaire medium (het gas) in het stelsel door
de cluster omgeving, is in staat het resterende gas van een stelsel binnen
korte tijd uit het systeem te verwijderen, zodat de stervorming snel stopt.
Het effect van ‘ram pressure stripping’ hangt sterk af van de dichtheid
van de omgeving. ‘Ram pressure stripping’ behoudt het hoekmoment en
de structuur van stelsels (Ryś, van de Ven & Falcón-Barroso 2014), ter-
wijl ‘harassment’ van sterrenstelsels door getijdeninteracties tussen het
melkwegstelsel en de potentiaal van het cluster het object kan opwar-
men, waardoor de snelheidsdispersie toeneemt, het stelsel minder snel
gaat roteren, zodat schijven worden omgezet in meer bolvormige objec-
ten (Moore, Lake & Katz 1998). In dit laatste geval blijft de stellaire
massa niet behouden, en kan het stelsel een deel van zijn intrinsieke
hoekmoment verliezen.

Eén van de belangrijkste onderdelen van sterrenstelsels zijn sterren. Ster-
ren ontstaan uit koude gaswolken, en zijn grote gasbollen waarbinnenin
energie wordt opgewekt via kernreacties. In de loop van hun evolutie cre-
ëren worden alle chemische elementen in het heelal zwaarder dan water-
stof en helium, en nog en paar andere lichte elementen, in het binnenste
van sterren gemaakt. Dit process, nucleosynthese genaamd, is dus enorm
belangrijk, o.a. voor het vormen van leven in het heelal.

Stellaire nucleosynthese omvat verschillende processen, waarvan één van
de belangrijkste de proton-protonketen is. Dit proces, waarbij uit H-
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kernen He wordt gevormd, vindt plaats in alle sterren gedurende 90-
99% van hun ’leven’ op de zogenaamde hoofdreeks in het Hertzsprung-
Russell diagram. Een ander nucleosyntheseproces wordt de CNO-cyclus
genoemd, die verwijst naar een koolstof-stikstof-zuurstofcyclus waarbij
He-atomen uit H gemaakt worden in meer massieve sterren. In de ker-
nen van de sterren worden alle elementen gevormd, waarbij men als stel-
regel kan zeggen dat de zwaarste elementen in de zwaarste sterren ge-
vormd worden. Aan de brandstof in de ster op is, verspreiden veel van
deze zwaardere elementen, aangeduid als metalen, zich in hun omgeving,
meestal als gas- en stofdeeltjes via energetische supernova-explosies, en
vormen vervolgens wolken in het interstellair medium. De volgende gene-
ratie sterren, die uit dit gas gevormd wordt, bestaat dus uit "verrijkt"gas
met een fractie van deze metalen, dat met de tijd toeneemt.

Nucleosynthese in sterren met een hoge massa produceert voorname-
lijk α-elementen (Mg, Si, Ca, Ti) via supernovae van het type II, terwijl
sterren met een lage massa voornamelijk elementen van de ijzer-piek pro-
duceren (V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co), maar ook α-elementen, door Supernovae
van het type Ia in dubbelsterren. De verhouding van α-elementen tot
ijzer-piek elementen geeft dus de verhouding van Supernovae type II tot
Ia aan. Daar beide typen een andere tijdschaal hebben, omdat massieve
sterren veel sneller evolueren, geeft dit dus een tijdschaal aan voor de
vorming van het stelsel. Voor gedetailleerde en nauwkeurige chemische
aundantieanalyses zijn spectra nodig. Elk atoom of molecuul is verant-
woordelijk voor een aantal goed gedefinieerde spectrale absorptielijnen in
de spectra, en de sterkte van deze lijnen hangt af van de abundantie van
het relevante element, dat weer afhangt van de fysieke omstandigheden
van het melkwegstelsel. Het bestuderen van de gedetailleerde chemische
abundantiespatronen van een melkwegstelsel geeft daarom inzicht in de
tijdschalen en het belang van de verschillende fysische processen die be-
trokken zijn bij de chemische evolutie ervan.

Spectroscopische analyse

Spectroscopie is de techniek van het splitsen van licht (of beter gezegd
elektromagnetische straling) in zijn samenstellende golflengten (een spec-
trum), op vrijwel dezelfde manier als een prisma licht splitst in een regen-
boog van kleuren. Over het algemeen is een spectrum echter meer dan
een eenvoudige ’regenboog’ van kleuren. De energieniveaus van elektro-
nen in atomen en moleculen worden gekwantificeerd en de absorptie en
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emissie van elektromagnetische straling vindt alleen plaats bij specifieke
golflengten. Spectroscopie kan worden gebruikt om de abundantieverde-
ling van elementen in sterren te bepalen.

Productie en analyse van een spectrum vereisen meestal het volgende:
(1) een lichtbron (of andere elektromagnetische straling, zoals een ster),
(2) een dispersie-element, om het licht in zijn samenstellende golflengten
te scheiden, en (3) een detector om het licht te detecteren na dispersie.
Tegenwoordig, in de sterrenkunde, werken we met long-slit of Integral
Field (IFU) spectroscopie, om spectra in 1 of 2 dimensies aan de hemel
te bepalen.

Een melkwegspectrum is zeer krachtig omdat het veel informatie biedt
over zijn eigenschappen, zoals massa, chemische samenstelling en ster-
vormingsgeschiedenis. Wanneer sterren niet worden opgelost, omdat het
stelsel te ver wegstaat, kunnen we geïntegreerde fotometrische of spec-
troscopische waarnemingen gebruiken om de sterrenpopulatie te onder-
zoeken. De spectroscopische methode is gebaseerd op de meting van de
sterkte van de absorptielijnen die relevante spectrale kenmerken (bv. ele-
menten) vertegenwoordigen. Men kan dit doen via metingen aan iedere
lijn afzonderlijk of door het hele spectrum tegelijkertijd te analyseren.

Spectra bevatten ook kinematische informatie, via het Doppler-effect.
Om informatie voor zowel kinematica als sterpopulaties van dwergstel-
sels te verkrijgen, heeft met spectra met relatief hoge signaal / ruis (S /
N) verhoudingen nodig. Dit is, vanwege de lage oppervlaktehelderheden
van dwergstelsels, niet gemakkelijk, en daarom zijn grote telescopen no-
dig om dit soort gegevens te verkrijgen. dE’s in de nabijgelegen clusters
tonen een breed scala aan kinematica, van systemen die snel roteren, tot
systemen waar de sterren kris-kras door elkaar bewegen, als in een gas (zie
bijvoorbeeld Toloba et al. 2011; Ryś, Falcón-Barroso & van de Ven 2013;
Toloba et al. 2015). De reden waarom stelsels zo variëren in hun interne
kinematica wordt nog steeds besproken en moet worden gekoppeld aan
de verschillende mechanismen die een rol spelen tijdens hun vorming, of
aan omgevingsfactoren. Toloba et al. (2015) toonde aan dat de langzaam
roterende dE’s zich meestal in de binnenste delen bevinden, terwijl de
snelle rotators zich in de buitenste delen van het Virgo-cluster bevinden.
Ze toonden ook aan dat de snelle rotators in het algemeen van het dE
(di) morfologische type zijn, en dat de fractie van de snelle rotators toe-
neemt met afnemende helderheid van het melkwegoppervlak. Deze feiten
kunnen worden verklaard door dwergen die hun impulsmoment hebben
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verloren vanwege de interacties die plaatsvinden in een dichte omgeving.

Om de relatieve hoeveelheden individuele elementen in een object te
kwantificeren, definiëren astronomen een ‘abundance ratio’ als de loga-
ritme van de verhouding van twee elementen (meestal metalen) in een
object ten opzichte van hun verhouding in de zon. De abundantieverhou-
ding van magnesium tot ijzer (geschreven [Mg/Fe]) wordt bijvoorbeeld
gedefinieerd als de logaritme van de verhouding magnesium tot ijzer in
een object vergeleken met de verhouding magnesium tot ijzer in de zon.

De verschillende soorten chemische verrijkingsprocessen die in een melk-
wegstelsel kunnen voorkomen, hebben allemaal een unieke chemische vin-
gerafdruk. Bestudering van de gedetailleerde chemische overvloedpatro-
nen en verhoudingen in een melkwegstelsel kan dus tijdschalen en de
betekenis van de verschillende fysische processen onthullen die een rol
hebben gespeeld in de chemische evolutie van dit stelsel.

Chemische abundanties verschaffen ons informatie over de sterpopulaties.
Sterpopulatiestudies tonen aan dat dE’s gemiddeld jongere leeftijden heb-
ben en een lager metaalgehalte hebben, dan grote melkwegstelsels, zoals
verwacht op basis van de metaalabundantie - helderheidsrelatie (Skill-
man, Kennicutt & Hodge 1989; Michielsen et al. 2008). Recente studies
tonen echter aan dat stellaire populaties in dE’s aanwijzingen tonen voor
zowel jonge als oude leeftijden en verschillende gradiënten (Koleva et al.
2009, 2011; Ryś & Falcón-Barroso 2012).

In dit proefschrift definiëren we de fysische eigenschappen van dE’s door
ons te concentreren op hun elementaire abundanties en stellaire popu-
laties zoals geanalyseerd met behulp van spectroscopie van long-slits en
IFUs. Het doel van dit werk is om een beter en completer inzicht te
krijgen in de geschiedenis van stervorming van dwerg elliptische stelsels
met behulp van abundantieverhoudingen.

• Abundantieverhoudingen in dwerg elliptische sterrenstel-
sels

In hoofdstuk 2 bepalen we de abundantieverhoudingen van een sam-
ple van 37 dE’s in de nabijgelegen Virgo-cluster. Deze steekproef
is representatief voor de populatie van vroeg-type sterrenstelsels in
het absolute magnitude berek -19.0< Mr <-16.0. De spectrosco-
pische gegevens zijn verkregen met drie verschillende telescopen.
Op de 4.2 m lange WHT-telescoop in La Palmawerden 26 dE’s
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waargenomen met behulp van de ISIS-spectrograaf met dubbele
arm. Tien dE’s werden waargenomen op de 2.5 m INT-telescoop
met behulp van de IDS-spectrograaf, terwijl de resterende drie dE’s
werden waargenomen op de 8 m VLT-telescoop in ESO, Paranal,
Chili, met de FORS2-spectrograaf. Onze gegevens werden gere-
duceerd volgens de standaardprocedure voor long-slit spectra met
behulp van het pakket REDUCEME (Cardiel 1999). In dit hoofd-
stuk bestuderen we geselecteerde lijnindices. We hebben de likindi-
ces gemeten (Worthey et al. 1994) in het LIS-5 Å flux gekalibreerd
systeem (Vazdekis et al. 2010) en passen de MILES-modellen toe
om ze te interpreteren. We leiden schattingen voor nieuwe leeftijd
en metaaligheid af voor deze sterrenstelsels. Gebruikmakend van
spectrale gegevens met hoge resolutie zijn we in staat om de abun-
dantieverhoudingen van Na en Mg te berekenen met behulp van de
modellen van MILES. Een samenvatting van de belangrijkste re-
sultaten wordt hier gepresenteerd. We vinden het ongebruikelijke
gedrag dat [Na/Fe] onder-abundant is t.o.v. de zonsomgeving. Dit
is het tegenovergestelde van wat wordt gevonden in elliptische reu-
zensterrenstelsels. Tegelijkertijd zijn de Mg-abundanties rond de
solaire waarden. We zien ook dat elliptische melkwegstelsels een
relatief nauwe relatie vertonen tussen [Na/Fe] en [Fe/H], die we on-
langs hebben gepresenteerd in Mentz et al. (2016), inclusief dwerg-
stelsels van de lokale groep, de Melkweg en elliptische reuzenster-
renstelsels. Op basis van onze resultaten proberen we een mogelijk
scenario te schetsen voor de evolutie van dE’s in het Virgo-cluster.
We vinden dat dE’s stervormingsgeschiedenissen vertone, die lijken
op die van schijven, hetgeen aangeeft dat ze mogelijk uit stervor-
mende spiralen of dwergen zijn geëvolueerd. De Na-abundanties
blijken erg metaalafhankelijk te zijn, in overeenstemming met stu-
dies van lliptische reuzenstelsels, waarschijnlijk vanwege de grote
afhankelijkheid van het neutronenoverschot in sterren. We con-
cluderen dat dE’s een aanzienlijke hoeveelheid chemische evolutie
hebben ondergaan, en daarom niet uniform oud zijn, maar een uit-
gebreide stervormingsgeschiedenis hebben, vergelijkbaar met veel
van de sterrenstelsels van de Lokale Groep.
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• Een nieuwe set spectrale indices met hoge resolutie voor
sterpopulatieanalyse van kleine / middelgrote stellaire sys-
temen

In hoofdstuk 3 presenteren we de definities van een nieuwe set
hoge resolutie spectrale indices, analoog aan het Lick-systeem, voor
kleine stellaire systemen. Het maakt het mogelijk om de abun-
dantieverhoudingen te bestuderen in systemen met lage stellaire
snelheidsdispersies, zoals dwergstelsels, bolclusters en UCD’s. De
laatste jaren neemt de beschikbare hoeveelheid hoogwaardige spec-
troscopische gegevens snel toe, vanwege grotere telescopen, maar
vooral betere instrumenten, die een grotere multiplexcapaciteit bie-
den. Het probleem is dat huidige spectrale indices zijn gedefinieerd
voor lage resolutie spectra, waardoor het onmogelijk is om de zwak-
kere lijnen te bestuderen. Om dit wel te kunnen doen, hebben we
113 absorplijnen en continuümgebieden in het spectrale bereik van
4700-5400 Å geïdentificeerd, met behulp van de spectrale atlas van
Arcturus, om zoveel mogelijk elementen te bestuderen. We hebben
het gedrag van de lijnindices als een functie van leeftijd, metallici-
teit en snelheidsdispersie gekarakteriseerd. Om niet alleen metal-
liciteit, maar ook abundantie-verhoudingen van alfa-elementen te
kunnen meten, hebben we de afhankelijkheid van de lijnindices van
alfa-elementaire abundantie onderzocht met behulp van de theore-
tische modellen van Walcher et al. (2009). We vergelijken de model-
len van twee verschillende α-element-tot-ijzer abundantieerhoudin-
gen ([α/Fe] = 0.0 en 0.4) voor de nieuw gedefinieerde indices. We
bespreken de verschillende elementen waarvoor abundanties kun-
nen worden bepaald met behulp van ons nieuwe lijnindexsysteem
en om de sterpopulaties in sterrenstelsels te bestuderen.

• Abundantieverhoudingen van dE’s in de Fornax-cluster
met behulp van een systeem van nieuw gedefinieerde indi-
ces

In hoofdstuk 4 voeren we een gedetailleerde studie uit van de sterpo-
pulaties in een sample van dwergstelsels in de Fornax cluster met
behulp van het lijnsterktesysteem van hoofdstuk 3. De gegevens
zijn afkomstig van Sydney-AAO Multi-object Integral field spec-
trograph (SAMI) op de AAT, waar we met behulp van de 1500V-
grating in de blauwe arm de abundantieverhoudingen van 8 dE’s
in deze cluster hebben gemeten. Onze steekproef is representatief
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voor de populatie van vroeg-type sterrenstelsels met een bereik in
massa, dat tot ongeveer 108 L� daalt. We analyseren en interpre-
teren de lijnsterktes, gemeten in ons nieuwe hoge-resolutiesysteem
van indices, in de context van sterpopulatiemodellen. Op deze ma-
nier kunnen we abundantieverhoudingen verkrijgen voor een aantal
elementen dat nog nooit eerder is onderzocht voor elliptische dwerg-
stelsels buiten de lokale groep, als functie van de massa en positie
van de stelsels in de cluster. De resultaten worden vergeleken met
abundantieverhoudingen van opgeloste sterren in de lokale groep
en indices van geïntegreerd licht van grote sterrenstelsels. Voor
Na vinden we dat de sterrenstelsels [Na/Fe] -verhoudingen hebben
die aanzienlijk lager zijn dan in de zonsomgeving. Dit resultaat is
in goede overeenstemming met dE’s in de Virgo cluster (Şen et al.
2018). We zien dat 5 van onze sterrenstelsels een patroon van abun-
dantieverhoudingen vertonen dat consistent is met de schijf van de
Melkweg, wat aangeeft dat de formatie langzaam was. Voor de
3 anderen wordt echter een ander patroon verkregen, dat we op
dit moment niet gemakkelijk kunnen begrijpen. Dit werk wijst op
het grote potentieel van toekomstige studies van stellaire systemen
met lage massa, met krachtige instrumenten, zoals X-Shooter op
de VLT.
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Özet

Dün akıllıydım ve dünyayı değiştirmek istedim,
bugünse bilgeyim ve kendimi değiştiriyorum.

Mevlana C. Rumi

G alaksiler yıldızlar, yıldızlararası madde (gaz ve toz), yıldız kalıntıları
(beyaz cüceler, nötron yıldızları ve karadelikler) ve karanlık mad-

deyi içeren çekimsel olarak bağlı sistemlerdir. İçinde yaşadığımız Sa-
manyolu bu sistemlerin tipik örneklerinden sadece biridir. Galaksiler çok
çeşitli yapılarda ve özelliklerde bulunurlar. Astronomlar galaksilerin ilk
görüntüsü elde edildiğinden beri, ki aslında gerçekte galaksi olduğunu
bilmeden doğalarını anlamaya ve açıklamaya çalışmışlardır. 18. Yüzyılın
başlarında C. Messier gözlediği silik objelerin kataloğunu yaptı ve bunları
bulutsu olarak adlandırdı oysa bunların içinde 31’inci sırada kaydedilen
obje M31 Andromeda Galaksisi idi. Bu objelerin uzaklıkları ve doğaları
ancak Hubble’ın Andomeda Galaksisindeki Cepheid gibi uzaklık belirteci
olarak kullanılabilen yıldızları tanımlaması ile gerçekleşti. Hubble’ın bu
keşfi bize ekstragalaktik astronominin kapılarını açtı.

Galaksilerin ilk ayrıştırıcı özellikleri şekilleridir. Galaksilerin morfolo-
jilerinin optik banttaki ilk sistematik sınıflandırması 1929 lara dayanır.
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Figuur 2 – Klasik Hubble sınıflaması.

Galaksilerin yer tabanlı gözlemleriyle ilk sınıflama, Edwin Hubble tarafın-
dan onun diyapazon (çatal) adı verilen çalışması ile yapılmıştır (Şekil 2).
Bu diyapozan’da elliptik galaksiler, spiral galaksiler ve mercekli galaksi-
ler olmak üzere temelde 3 galaksi türü vardır. Eliptik galaksiler şemada
çatalın tutma kısmına yerleştirilmiş ve erken tür galaksiler olarak ad-
landırılmıştır. Şema Spiral galaksilere geldiğinde Normal Spiral Galaksi-
ler ve Çubuklu Spiral Galaksiler olarak ikiye ayrılır ve bu tüm kola geri
tür galaksiler adı verilir.

Erken tür galaksiler genellikle yıldız oluşumu olmayan, geniş kinematik
özellikleri ile yaşlı yıldızlardan oluşurlar ve çoğunlukla yüksek yoğunluklu
ortamda bulunurlar. Yıllar içinde Hubble’ın bu sınıflaması revize edilmiş-
tir. Cüce galaksiler gibi düşük yüzey parlaklıklı galaksilerin gözlenmesi
ile bu sınıflandırmaların genişletilmesine gerek duyulmuştur. Erken tür
cüce galaksiler, kümelerdeki galaksi evrimini anlamak için önemli rol oy-
narlar.

Cüce Eliptik Galaksiler (dEs)

Cüce Eliptik Galaksiler düşük kütleli ve düşük ışıtmalı eliptik galaksiler
olarak, düzgün yüzey-parlaklık profilleri nedeniyle geri tür galaksilerden
(spiraller ve düzensizler) ayırt edilirler. Diğer galaksi türlerine göre küme
ortamında sayıca daha baskın olarak bulunurlar (Binggeli, Sandage &
Tammann 1988).
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Gözlemsel kanıtlar dEs özelliklerinin geniş bir yelpazede olduğunu gös-
termiştir. Virgo kümesinde yapılan bazı fotometrik çalışmalarda bu ga-
laksilerde disk, spiral kollar, barlar, lensler ve düzensiz özellikler gibi alt
yapı varlıkları bulunmuştur. Lisker, Grebel & Binggeli (2006); Lisker
et al. (2006, 2007) tarafından yapılan seri makalelerde küme ortamında
bulunan cüce galaksilerin özelliklerine bağlı olarak farklı alt kategoriler
içerdikleri için bu yapıların hepsinin aynı şekilde oluşamayacağı belirtil-
miştir.

Dönüşümü için önerilen iki mekanizma vardır: 1. Zorlama (harassment)
örneğin yakın komşuları arasındaki çekimsel etkileşim, 2. Sıyırma (ram-
pressure stripping) galaksiler arası ortam ile galaksi etkileşimidir.

Dönüştürülmüş galaksilerin öngörülen sonuç özellikleri onları etkileyen
mekanizmalara bağlı olarak farklıdır. Sıyırma olayında küme kendi ga-
zını kaybeder ve hızla yıldız oluşumunu durdurur ama bu süreç doğrudan
yıldızları etkilemez ve onların açısal momentumları muhafaza edilir. Gü-
çlü bir şekilde çevrenin yoğunluğuna bağlıdır (Gunn & Gott 1972; Lin
& Faber 1983). Zorlama ise çok daha şiddetli bir süreçtir, yıldızlara-
rası kütlenin büyük kısmını atabilir, galaksilerin yapısını değiştirebilir ve
yıldızların açısal momentumlarında önemli ölçüde kayıplar olabilir. Disk
yapılar daha küresel objelere dönüşür (Moore, Lake & Katz 1998). dEs
bu kinematik analizleri kümelerdeki galaksilerin etkilenme süreçlerini in-
celemek için güçlü bir araçtır.

Tüm galaksiler çeşitli miktarlarda karanlık madde, toz ve gaz, yıldızlar
ve kalıntılarından oluşur. Evrenin ilk üç dakikasındaki nükleer reaksiyon-
lar, ilk olarak hidrojeni (%75) ve helyumu (%25) üretmiştir. Evrendeki
diğer tüm metaller daha ileriki aşamalarda yıldızlardaki nükleer reaksiy-
onlar sonucunda oluşmuştır. Astronomide helyumdan daha ağır tüm
elementler metaller olarak adlandırılır. Yıldızlar kütlelerini yıldız rüz-
garları veya süpernovalar ile kaybedip, yıldızlararası ortamı zenginleş-
tirmeleri ile yeni metaller sentezlenmiştir. Yıldızlar nükleosentezlerinin
çoğunu ömürlerinin %90’ını geçirdikleri anakol evresinde gerçekleştirir-
ler. Bu evrede yıldız Hidrojen çekirdeğini Helyum çekirdeğe dönüştürür.
Bu dönüşüm yıldızın kütlesine göre proton-proton zinciri ya da CNO
(Karbon-Nitrojen-Oksijen) çevrimi tarafından gerçekleşir. Zamanla, me-
tal olarak adlandırılan bu daha ağır elementlerin çoğu süpernova patla-
maları yoluyla yıldızlararası ortama dağılır. Sonraki nesillerdeki yıldızlar,
bu metallerin bır kısmı ile zenginleştirilmiş olan gazdan oluşurlar.
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Büyük kütleli yıldızlarda nükleosentez genel olarak Tür II Süpernova
yoluyla α-elementlerini (Mg, Ca, Si, Ti gibi) üretirken, düşük kütleli
yıldızlar esas olarak Tür Ia Süpernova yoluyla Fe-pik "Fe-peak"(V, Cr,
Mn, Fe, Co gibi) elementlerini üretir. Tür II Süpernovası kütleli yıldızlar
nedeniyle oluşur ve bu kütleli yıldızların yaşam süreleri ∼107 yıldan daha
kısadır, Tür Ia Süpernovasını meydana getiren yıldızların ise ilk kütleleri
∼3M� ve hayat süreleri ∼108 yıldan fazladır. Bu akran yıldızlar için
Tür Ia ve Tür II Süpernovasının oluşması arasındaki zaman gecikmesi
anlamına gelir. Bu gecikmenin gözlemsel sonuçları, galaksilerdeki yıldız
oluşumları tarihçeleri için zaman ölçeği olarak kullanılmaktadır.

Ayrıntılı ve doğru kimyasal bolluğu analizi için tayf verileri gereklidir.
Her atom veya molekül tayfta iyi bilinen bir dizi soğurma çizgisi bırakır,
bu çizgilerin genişlikleri galaksilerin fiziksel özelliklerine ve ilgili elemen-
tin bolluğuna bağlıdır. Bu nedenle galaksilerin kimyasal bolluklarının
ayrıntılı incelenmesi, galaksilerin kimyasal evriminde yer alan fiziksel me-
kanizmaları ve onların zaman ölçeklerini anlamada önemlidir.

Tayf Analizi

Tayf ölçüm, ışığı (veya daha doğru olarak elektomanyetik radyasyonu)
dalgaboylarına ayırma tekniğidir, aynı ışığın prizmadan geçerken gök
kuşağı renklerine ayrışması gibidir. Tabii ki bir tayf basit bir gök kuşağı
renklerinden daha fazlasıdır. Atomlar ve moleküllerdeki elektronların
enerji seviyeleri kuantize olmuştur ve elektromanyetik ışımanın soğurul-
ması veya salınımı sadece belirli dalgaboylarında gerçekleşir. Tayf analizi
ile incelediğimiz objenin doğasındaki bileşenleri ve kimyasal süreçlerini
belirleyebiliriz.

Tayfı oluşturmak için (1) ışık kaynağı, (2) gelen ışığı dalgaboylarına
ayıracak bir dağıtıcı ve (3) dalgaboylarına ayrıldıktan sonra algılayacak
bir dedektör gereklidir. Günümüzde ki bu tez çalışmasında da kullanılan
uzun-yarık veya integral alan birimi (IFU) gibi modern tayf çekerler kul-
lanılır.

Galaksi tayfı çok güçlü bir araçtır çünkü galaksinin kütlesi, kimyasal
bolluğu, yıldız oluşum tarihçesi gibi özellikleri hakkında bir çok bilgi
barındırır. Galaksi tayfı iki yöntemle incelenir. Tek tek çözümlenebi-
len yıldız gözlemleri ile yaş, element bolluğu ve metallik elde edilebilir.
Bu yöntem sadece yakın galaksiler için geçerlidir. İkinci yöntem ise bu
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tezde de kullanılan çözümlenemeyen yıldızlararası popülasyon tekniği-
dir. Bu teknik daha uzak galaksilerin integral ışıkları çalışılarak elde
edilir. İntegral ışık ile çalıştığımız için elde edilen tayflar milyonlarca
yıldızın tayfını içermektedir, dolayısıyla onları analiz etmek oldukça zor-
dur. Bu analizde özellikle yaş-metallik dejenerasyonu probleminden kur-
tulabilmek için çizgi indeksleri kullanılır.

Cüce eliptik galaksilerin detaylı çalışmaları için yüksek çözünürlüklü ve
yüksek Sinyal/Gürültü (S/G) oranına sahip tayfsal veriye ihtiyacımız
vardır. Cüceler için düşük yüzey parlaklıkları nedeniyle kolay değildir.
Küme yakınındaki dE’ler dönme destekli sistemlerden çoğunlukla basınç
destekli dönme sistemlere kadar geniş bir kinematik aralıkta bulunurlar
(Toloba et al. 2011; Ryś, Falcón-Barroso & van de Ven 2013; Toloba
et al. 2015). Bu kadar geniş bir aralıkta yer almasının nedeni hala
tartışılmaktadır ve bunların oluşumunda ve / veya çevresel faktörlerde
yer alan farklı mekanizmalarla bağlantılı olması gerekmektedir. Toloba
et al. (2015) Virgo kümesinde merkezden mesafe arttıkça dönme destekli
dEs’nin oranının arttığını, diğer yandan basınç destekli dEs’nin çoğun-
lukla merkez bölgede bukunduğunu belirlemişlerdir. Ayrıca hızlı dönen-
lerin genellikle dE(di) morfolojik türünde olduğunu ve hızlı dönenlerin
oranının azalan galaksi yüzey parlaklığı ile arttığını gösterdiler. Bu olgu-
lar yoğun bir çevrede meydana gelen etkileşimlerle ilgili süreçler nedeniyle
açısal momentumlarını kaybeden cücelere atfedilir.

Bir gök cisiminde bulunan elementlerin göreli miktarlarını ölçmek için,
gökbilimciler bolluk oranını iki elementin Güneş’teki oranının logarit-
ması olarak tanımlarlar. Örneğin magnezyumun demire göre bolluk oranı
([Mg/Fe]) o cisimdeki magnezyumun demire oranının, Güneşteki mag-
nezyumun demire oranının logaritması olarak tanımlanır. Bir galakside
meydana gelebilecek farklı kimyasal zenginleştirme süreçlerinin hepsi ben-
zersiz bir parmak izine sahiptir. Bir galaksinin ayrıntılı kimyasal bolluk
modellerini ve oranlarını incelemek, kimyasal evrimde rol oynayan çeşitli
fiziksel süreçlerin zaman ölçeklerini ve önemini ortaya çıkarabilir.

Kimyasal bolluklar bize yıldızlarası popülasyonları hakkında bilgi verir.
Yıldızlararası popülasyon çalışmaları, dE’lerin metallik-ışıtma ilişkisin-
den beklendiği gibi ortalama genç yaşlara ve daha düşük metal içeriğine
sahip olduğunu göstermektedir (Skillman, Kennicutt & Hodge 1989; Mi-
chielsen et al. 2008). Bununla birlikte, son çalışmalar, dE’lerde yıldız
popülasyonlarının hem genç hem de yaşlı popülasyonun belirtilerini gös-
terdiğini göstermektedir (Koleva et al. 2009, 2011; Ryś & Falcón-Barroso
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2012).

Bu doktora tezinde, integral alan birimi ve uzun yarık spektroskopisi kul-
lanılarak analiz edilmiş, element bolluklarına ve yıldız popülasyonlarına
odaklanarak dE’lerin fiziksel özellikleri araştırılmıştır. Bu çalışmanın am-
acı, bolluk oranları kullanarak cüce eliptiklerin yıldız oluşum tarihlçeler-
inin daha iyi ve eksiksiz bir şekilde anlaşılmasına yardımcı olmaktır.

• Tezdeki ilk proje: cüce eliptik galaksilerin element bolluğu

İkinci bölümde, Virgo kümesindeki 37 Cüce eliptik galaksi ince-
lenmesi yapılmış ve element bolluğu belirlenmiştir. Bu örnekler
r-bandı salt parlaklık aralığı -19.0 < Mr < -16.0 olan erken tür
galaksi popülasyonu örneklerindendir. Tayfsal veri üç farklı teles-
koptan elde edilmiştir ve gözlemler El Roque de los Muchachos Ob-
servatory (ORM, İspanya, La Palma) ve European Southern Obser-
vatory (ESO, Şili) gözlemevlerinde yürütülmüştür. Bunlardan 26
tanesi 4.2m çaplı William-Herschel Teleskobu (WHT) nun çift kollu
ISIS tayfçekeri, 10 tanesi 2.5m çaplı Isaac Newton Teleskobu (INT)
nun IDS tayfçekeri ve 3 tanesi 8m çaplı Very Large Teleskop (VLT)
nun FORS2 tayfçekeri kullanılarak elde edilmiştir. Galaksi verileri
uzun-yarık tayf için kullanılan REDUCEME (Cardiel 1999) yazılım
paketi kullanılarak standart indirgeme aşamaları gerçekleştirilmiş-
tir. Bu indirgeme programı gözlem verisini ve hata tayflarını paralel
bir şekilde incelemeye izin verdiği için idealdir. Tayfsal veriler seçi-
len çizgi indeksleri veya tüm tayf fit etme yöntemi ile çalışılınabilir.
Bu tez projesinde seçilmiş çizgi indeksleri çalışılmıştır. Lick indeks-
lerinin (Worthey et al. 1994) LIS-5 Å akı kalibre edilmiş sistemde
(Vazdekis et al. 2010) ölçüm yapılmıştır ve bu ölçümler MILES mo-
delleri kullanılarak bu galaksiler için yaş ve metallik ölçümleri elde
edilmiştir. Yüksek çözünürlüklü tayfın avantajı sayesinde Na ve
Mg element bolluğu hesaplama olanağı sağlamıştır. Bu çalışmada
[Na/Fe] bolluğu için farklı davranışta olduğu görülmüş, güneşe göre
az bollukta olduğu bulunmuştur. Bu kütleli dev eliptik galaksilerde
bulunanın zıttıdır. Aynı zamanda Mg bolluğuda yaklaşık güneş bol-
luğunda bulunmuştur. Ayrıca dE’lerin Yerel Grup cüce galaksileri,
Samanyolu ve dev eliptik galaksiler ile karşılaştırılınca [Na/Fe] ve
[Fe/H] arasında güçlü bir ilişki olduğu görülmektedir. Bu sonu-
çlar bize dE’lerin disk benzeri SFH gösterdiği sonucunu verir. Bu
da dE’lerin kökeninin yıldız oluşturan cüceler olma teorisini ortaya
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çıkarır. Na-verimleri, muhtemelen yıldızlardaki nötron fazlalığına
güçlü ilişkisi nedeniyle, dev eliptiklerin çalışmaları ile uyumlu ola-
rak çok metalliğe bağımlı görünmektedir. dE’lerin önemli miktarda
kimyasal evrim geçirdiğini, bu nedenle tekdüze yaşlı olmadıklarını,
ancak Yerel Grup galaksilerinin çoğuna benzer şekilde genişletilmiş
yıldız oluşumu geçmişlerine sahip oldukları sonucuna vardık.

• Tezdeki ikinci proje: küçük/orta boyutlu yıldız sistemler-
inin yıldızlararası popülasyon analizi için yüksek çözünür-
lüklü yeni bir tayf indeks seti

Üçüncü bölümde, küçük yıldız sistemleri için kullanılacak Lick sis-
temine benzer yeni bir yüksek çözünürlüklü spektral indeks setinin
tanımlarını sunuyoruz. Cüce gökadalar, küresel kümeler, UDG’ler
gibi düşük hızı dağılımına sahip sistemlerde bolluk oranlarının in-
celenmesini mümkün kılar. Son yıllarda, daha büyük teleskop-
lar yüksek teknolojili tayf verisi sayısı hızlıca artmaktadır. Ama
buna karşı şuan ki çizgi indeksi düşük çözünürlüklü tayflar için
tanımlıdır ve sönük çizgileri çalışmayı imkansız kılar. Bunu başar-
mak için, mümkün olduğunca çok elementi incelemek üzere Arctu-
rus’un tayf atlasını kullanarak, 4700-5400 Å dalgaboyu aralığında
113 soğurma özelliği ve sürekli ortam bölgesi belirlenmiştir. Çizgi
indekslerinin davranışını yaş, metaliklik ve hız dağılımının bir fonk-
siyonu olarak nitelendirilmiştir. Sadece metalikliği değil, aynı za-
manda α-element bolluğunu ölçebilmek için, W09’un teorik mo-
dellerini kullanarak çizgi indekslerinin α-element bolluk oranına
ilişkisini araştırılmış ve yeni tanımlanan çizgi indekslerinin iki far-
klı α-element-demir bolluk oranı modelleri ([α/Fe] = 0.0 and 0.4)
karşılaştırılarak elementlerin bolluk oranı ilişkileri tartışılmıştır.

• Tezdeki üçüncü proje: yeni belirlenen çizgi indeksleri kul-
lanılarak Fornax kümesindeki cüce eliptik galaksilerin ele-
ment bolluğu

Dördüncü bölümde, üçüncü bölümde belirlenen çizgi indeksleri kul-
lanılarak 8 Fornax dE’nin detaylı yıldızlararası popülasyonu ve ele-
ment bolluğu çalışılmıştır. Tayf verileri 3.9m çaplı Anglo-Australian
Teleskobu (AAT) Sydney-AAO Çoklu obje integral alan tayfçekeri
(SAMI) kullanılarak elde edilmiştir. Çalışmada kullanılan örnekler
108 L� den düşük kütle aralığında erken tür galaksi popülasyonu
temsilleridir. Yeni yüksek çözünürlüklü çizgi indeks ölçümleri elde
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edilmiştir. Bu çalışma çizgilerin galaksi kütlesi ve kümedeki konu-
munun fonksiyonu olarak Yerel Grup dışındaki cüce eliptik galak-
silerin daha önce incelenmemiş bir çok element için bolluk oran-
larını elde edebilmemize olanak sağlar. Sonuçlar, Yerel Gruptaki
çözümlenmiş yıldızların bolluk oranları ve büyük gökadaların inte-
gral ışığının çizgi indeksleri ile karşılaştırılmaktadır. Na elementi
için dE’lerin [Na/Fe] oranı Güneşten daha düşüktür. Bu sonuç
tezdeki ilk projede elde edilen veriler ile uyumludur. Çalıştığımız
galaksilerden 5 tanesi Samanyolu diskiyle tutarlı bir element bol-
luğu paterni göstermiş ve oluşumlarının yavaş olduğu gösterilmiş-
tir. Bunun yanında 3 galaksi, şu an kolayca açıklayamayacağımız
şekilde farklı bir pattern göstermektedir. Bu çalışma, VLT’deki
X-Shooter gibi güçlü enstrümanlarla düşük kütleli yıldız sistemleri
üzerine gelecekteki çalışmalar için büyük potansiyel göstermekte-
dir.
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teşekkür ederim. İkimizinde yaşam hakkında çok şey öğrendiğimizi, bir-
birimize olan bağlılığımızın ve hayatı dolu dolu yaşama kararlılığımızın
güçlendiğini hissediyorum.

Finally, a special thank you to my husband İlker for your love and sup-
port, since we met more than 14 years ago. One of the things that I most
grateful for in my life is having met you. I can honestly say that I never
would have made it without you. Thank you being there so many times
for me, and sharing all my hopes and dreams and frustrations and strug-
gles. I feel that what we both learned a lot about life and strengthened
our commitment and determination to each other and to live life to the
fullest. Love you, my partner in crime!


